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Abstract

In this paper we study cobordism categories consisting of manifolds which are endowed with geometric
structure. Examples of such geometric structures include symplectic structures, flat connections on
principal bundles, and complex structures along with a holomorphic map to a target complex manifold.
A general notion of “geometric structure” is defined using sheaf theoretic constructions. Our main
theorem is the identification of the homotopy type of such cobordism categories in terms of certain
Thom spectra. This extends work of Galatius-Madsen-Tillmann-Weiss who identify the homotopy type
of cobordism categories of manifolds with fiberwise structures on their tangent bundles. Interpretations
of the main theorem are discussed which have relevance to topological field theories, moduli spaces of
geometric structures, and h-principles. Applications of the main theorem to various examples of interest
in geometry, particularly holomorphic curves, are elaborated upon.

Introduction

0.1 Context

Recently developed theory of Madsen and Weiss [MW07] has provided a proof of Mumford’s conjecture
([Mum83]): a conjecture on the cohomology of the moduli space of Riemann surfaces of high genus. In
the end, their statement was homotopy theoretic: Z × BΓ+

∞ ' Ω∞BU(1)−γ2 . This innovative proof
of Madsen and Weiss’ introduced several new techniques, making use of singularity theory, h-principles,
and categorical methods in homotopy theory. The proof was further distilled by the later work of the four
authors Galatius, Madsen, Tillmann, and Weiss in [GMTW06] where they define a cobordism category of d-
manifolds; Mumford’s conjecture being a sort of group completion argument (a la [MS76],[Til99], [Dwy96])
on this cobordism category with d = 2. The development of this cobordism category is still new and its
role in the homotopy theory of manifolds, be it surgery theory, K-theory, or stable diffeomorphism groups,
is not yet well understood.

This new categorical framework of cobordism theory developed in [GMTW06] informs us some on
the relationship between Pontryagin-Thom theory and the ‘stable diffeomorphism group’ of d-manifolds.
Indeed, the four authors show, using Philips’ h-principle for submersions ([Phi67]), that it is possible
to integrate the tangential data, coming from Pontryagin-Thom theory, of a map to a certain Thom
spectrum to the data of a smooth family of d-manifolds. In this way, they show that a certain Thom
spectrum and the cobordism category of d-manifolds classify (via [Wei05] and [Seg78]) the same objects
up to concordance and are thus weakly equivalent. In fact, as with the spirit of classical Pontryagin-Thom
theory, in [GMTW06] the four authors identify the homotopy type of the cobordism category of d-manifolds
endowed with prescribed tangential structures.
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An insight of Galatius in [Gal06] was to replace the use of Pontryagin-Thom theory in [GMTW06] with
scanning arguments (as in [McD75],[Seg79]) applied to graphs in order to study stable automorphisms of free
groups, thus avoiding reference to tangent spaces. Proving a conjecture of Hatcher and Vogtmann ([HV98]),
his statement in the end was Z×BAut(F∞)+ ' QS0. Using these methods of scanning suggests that these
techniques should hold for spaces which, unlike ordinary manifolds, are not described by tangent data.
The content of this paper concerns manifolds with geometric structure and not just tangential structure.
Examples of geometric structures which are not tangential include symplectic structures, flat-connections,
the data of a complex structure and a holomorphic map to a target manifold, and many more.

0.2 Statements of results

The goal of this paper is to identify the homotopy type of the classifying space of certain cobordism
categories. These categories are founded on d-manifolds endowed with certain types of geometric structure.
This geometric structure is encoded by a sheaf F , and we refer to such a cobordism category as CobFd . Recall
that the four authors in [GMTW06] studied cobordism categories of manifolds with fiberwise structures
on their tangent bundles. The results of this paper expand theirs in that the structures at hand are
geometric and not just tangential, thus requiring an alternative to the Pontryagin-Thom theory. We begin
by describing what is meant by geometric structure.

Let Embd be a topological category whose objects are d-dimensional submanifolds of R∞ and whose
morphisms are embeddings of d-manifolds. Consider a sheaf

F : Embd
op → Top

which is continuous in an appropriate sense. There results an action of Diff(W ) on F(W ) for each
W d ∈ Embd. Think of g ∈ F(W ) as an F-structure, or geometric structure, on W . The terminology comes
from natural examples which include F(W ) given by the following spaces of structures:

• {Riemannian metrics on W , possibly with conditions on the curvature},

• given a fixed complex manifold Y , {complex structures i on W along with a holomorphic map
(W, i)→ Y },

• {symplectic structures on W},

• {principal G-bundles over W along with a flat connection},

• {immersions from W into a fixed manifold Y },

• {unordered configurations of points in W}.

It is suggested that the reader keep such examples in mind.
A rough description of the cobordism category CobFd,N is given as follows. Declare

ob CobFd,N = {(Md−1, g)}

where Md−1 is a closed (d− 1)-manifold embedded in RN−1 and g is a geometric structure on (−ε, ε)×M
for some ε > 0 (i.e., g ∈ F((−ε, ε)×Md−1)). Declare

mor CobFd,N = {identities} q {(W d, g)}
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where W d is a compact collared d-manifold collared-embedded in [0, 1]×RN−1 and g ∈ F(W ). The source
and target maps are given by intersecting with {0} × RN−1 and {1} × RN−1 respectively. Composition
is given by concatenating cobordisms in RN and gluing F-structures via the sheaf-gluing property of the
sheaf F . These categories CobFd,N are natural in the variable F . In the case N = ∞ the subscript is

dropped and we simply write CobFd .
The category CobFd,N is naturally a topological category. For instance, when N =∞ its set of morphisms

should classify bundles of collared F-manifolds. We verify that indeed mor CobFd has a topology with
which its connected components are indexed by diffeomorphism classes of collared d-manifolds with [W d]-
component homotopy equivalent to the moduli space

F(W )//Diff(W ) := EDiff(W )×Diff(W ) F(W ).

of F-structures on W . The terminology is justified because this moduli space indeed classifies, up to
isomorphism, smooth families of F-manifolds which are diffeomorphic to W . In the above notation, the
double forward slash “//” denotes the homotopy orbit space.

Remark 0.3. One could equally well work with topological stacks rather than these homotopy orbit
spaces. Moreover, one could proceed using the language of ∞-categories (complete Segal spaces [Rez01])
rather than topological categories. See [Lur09] for such a treatment when the geometric structure F is
that of a tangential structure in the sense of [GMTW06].

Write Frd,N for the orthogonal frame bundle over the Grassmann Grd,N of d-planes in RN . Write
γd,N for the universal rank d vector bundle over Grd,N and γ⊥d,N as its orthogonal compliment. There is a
projection

pF : Frd,N ×O(d) F(Rd) −→ Grd,N .

Let Th denote the Thom space functor. We can now state the main theorem.

Theorem 0.3.1 (Main Theorem). There is a weak homotopy equivalence

BCobFd,N ' ΩN−1Th(p∗Fγ
⊥
d,N ).

Recently, Randal-Williams ([RW08]) proved this result as well in the case of no F-structure.
The classical map ε1 ⊕ γ⊥d,N → γ⊥d,N+1 over the inclusion Grd,N → Grd,N+1 induces structure maps

for a spectrum having Th(p∗Fγ
⊥
d,N ) as its N th space. We call this spectrum MTF(d). Using superscript

notation to denote the Thom spectrum functor, a quick way of writing this spectrum is as

MTF(d) := (F(Rd)//O(d))−p
∗
Fγd .

To simplify notation, the symbol p∗F in the superscript is often dropped.

Notation 0.3.2. When the sheaf F is that associated to an understood representation G(d)
ρ−→ O(d) in

the sense of §5, the spectrum MTF(d) is written MTG(d).

Theorem 0.3.3 (Main Theorem, N =∞). There is a weak homotopy equivalence

BCobFd ' Ω∞−1MTF(d).
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Remark 0.4. Though Theorem 0.3.3 is a generalization of the main result of [GMTW06], the techniques
in this paper are distinct from those in [GMTW06] and more closely follow those introduced in [Gal06],
which provides methods for the case of graphs and an outline for the case of smooth manifolds. Roughly,
the latter avoids reference to tangent data and Pontryagin-Thom theory, thus allowing the theory to hold
for manifolds with non-tangential geometric structure.

Remark 0.5. As will be made precise, for any such sheaf F , there is associated a fiberwise sheaf τF and
an h-principle comparison morphism F → τF . A τF-structure is an example of a tangential structure
in the sense of [GMTW06] (see §5). A different phrasing of the main theorem states that this h-principle
comparison morphism induces an equivalence on the classifying spaces of the resulting cobordism categories.

Remark 0.6. There is an obvious action of the little (N − 1)-cubes operad on BCobFd,N obtained upon

choosing a homeomorphism RN−1 ∼= int(IN−1) of the ambient euclidean space of the objects and morphisms
of CobFd,N . The weak homotopy equivalence in Theorem 0.3.1 above is equivariant with respect to this little
(N − 1)-cubes action. It follows that the weak homotopy equivalence in Theorem 0.3.3 is an equivalence
as E∞-spaces.

Better still, as mentioned in §3.5 it is possible to define a topological k-category CobFd,(k,N) whose objects

are closed (d− k)-manifolds in IN−k, whose 1-morphisms are (d− k+ 1)-manifolds in IN−k+1 regarded as
cobordisms, ... , and whose k-morphisms are d-manifolds in IN regarded as cobordisms between manifolds
with corners. This k-category has an action of the little (N − k)-cubes operad similar to the situation in
the previous paragraph. This k-category is the (k − 1)-fold delooping of CobFd (see Corollary 3.7.2). Of
particular interest is the case k = d which, in the limit N →∞, recovers the topological categorical version
of the (∞, d)-category of [Lur09].

0.7 Some examples, motivation, and interpretation

The inspiration for such generality in the sheaf F comes from the large list of examples, three of which
will be highlighted here. Each example illustrates a more general phenomenon as will be observed. See §4
for a more complete discussion.

Example 1: stable moduli spaces and holomorphic curves

It can be expected that the topology of the classifying space CobFd contains information about the moduli
spaces of F-structures on d-manifolds. After all, recall that each component of the morphism space of
CobFd is homotopy equivalent to the moduli space F(W )//Diff(W ) for some collared W d.

There is a good sense in which the classifying space BCobFd can be regarded as the stable moduli space
of F-structures on d-manifolds. Up to homotopy, there are distinguished maps

F(W )//Diff(W )→ ΩBCobFd

such that the operation of gluing F-manifolds along common boundary is compatible with the loop product.
In fact, the classifying space BCobFd is initial with respect to this property and as such it can be regarded as
encoding the stable topology of the moduli spaces of F-structures. We regard the cohomology of BCobFd as
parametrizing ‘stable’ characteristic classes of bundles of F-manifolds. When appropriate stability exists
among the above gluing operations, be it homological stability as in [Har85] or else, the classifying space
BCobFd is the stabilization of the moduli spaces with respect to the gluing operation. Examples include
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BΓ+
∞ ([MW07]), the moduli space Md

g(CPn) of degree d genus g holomorphic curves in CPn (see §??),
and BΣ+

∞ ([BP72],[Seg74]). See [HW07] for a somewhat general presentation of such homological stability.
Fix a complex manifold Y . Motivated by Gromov-Witten theory, take d = 2 and F(W ) := {(j, h)}

where j is a complex structure on W and (W, j)
h−→ Y is holomorphic. The homotopy orbit space

F(W )//Diff(W ) is the familiar moduli space M(Y ) of holomorphic curves in Y . An application of
Theorem 0.3.3 shows that the category of holomorphic curves in Y has the same homotopy type as the
category of surfaces mapping continuously to Y , namely Ω∞−1(MTSO(2) ∧ Y+). The cohomology of this
Ω∞-space is well understood, particularly over the rationals where it is freely generated by the cohomology
of Y and the descendant classes κi each of degree 2i. It follows among other things that the ‘stable’
cohomology of the moduli spaces of holomorphic curves in Y does not detect the complex structure of Y .

It is of interest to know the connectivity of the maps

Mg(Y )→ Ω∞MTSO(2) ∧ Y+.

LetMα
g (Y ) ⊂Mg(Y ) be the subspace consisting of holomorphic maps h having homological class h∗[F ] =

α ∈ H2(Y ); this subspace is a union of connected components. In §?? we show for Y = CPn and for
α = d >> g >> 1,

Hk(Md
g(CPn);Q) ∼= Hk(Ω

∞MTSO(2) ∧ CPn+;Q),

the left hand side being well understood. In general, one expects Ω∞MTSO(2) ∧ Y+ to approximate the
moduli spaces Mα

g (Y ) for α and g large in some sense. The proof of this theorem follows an argument of
G. Segal ([Seg79]).

Example 2: h-principles and gauge theory

Roughly, a smooth map Ed+r → Xr is a stable family of d-manifolds if the topology of the d-dimensional
fibers is allowed to change by way of cobordism. The space BCobFd classifies stable families of d-dimensional
F-manifolds, and as so it parametrizes characteristic classes of stable families. Theorem 0.3.3 then states
that, up to concordance, all h-principles hold in such families. That is, any stable family of d-manifolds
which are endowed with fiberwise F-structures on their tangent bundles is concordant to another stable
family whose fiberwise F-structures come from honest F-structures.

Fix a Lie group G and take F to be given by F(W ) = {(π, ω)} where π is a principle G-bundle over
W and ω is a flat connection on π. Theorem 0.3.3 shows that any family of d-manifolds with a connection
is concordant to a stable bundle of d-manifolds with a flat connection. This offers an alternative proof
of results in [GCK08a]. A case of particular relevance to four-manifold geometry occurs for a similar
sheaf F = SD of self-dual connections where the classifying space BCobSD4 reflects the stable topology of
the (universal) moduli spaces of self-dual connections. A similar statement holds when F is the sheaf of
Seiberg-Witten structures.

Example 3: field theories

A typical field theory is a continuous symmetric monoidal functor F : CobFd → A landing in some, typically
algebraic, symmetric monoidal category A. Theorem 0.3.3 informs us that no geometric invariants are
retained upon passing to classifying spaces. One could phrase this in the context of Lurie’s proof of the
cobordism hypothesis of Baez and Dolan ([Lur09],[BD95]) and regard each topological category CobFd and
possibly A as an ∞-category, thought of as a simplicial space (see §4.3), and F as a map of simplicial
spaces. In this case, if A is a symmetric monoidal ∞-groupoid (i.e., an infinite loop space/Kan comlex),
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then any such field theory F uniquely factors through BCobFd ; so maps BCobFd → A classify field theories
with target the ∞-groupoid A.

Of particular relevance to symplectic field theory is the example when F(W ) is the space of symplectic
structures on W . Theorem 0.3.3 implies that this category has the same classifying space as the almost-
complex cobordism category. The same is conjectured true for the domain category of symplectic field
theory. Another familiar example of a field theory is that of a conformal field theory which is demonstrated
when d = 2 and F is given by F(W 2) = {complex structures j on W}. Another still, of relevance to
Gromov-Witten theory, is demonstrated by F(W ) = {complex structures j on W and holomorphic maps
(W, j)→ Y }.

0.8 Strategy and organization

There are ten sections in this paper beyond the introduction. The paper begins with the unfortunately
technical task of stating precisely what sort of object the sheaf F should be. This, along with useful
constructions among such objects, is the content of §1. The difficulty in providing a simple definition
comes from the fact that Top-valued sheaves do not admit the “right” limits or colimits and hence stalks.
As stalks seem to be essential to the ideas involved, a larger target category QTop for our sheaves is defined,
whence the technical discussions. The light reader is encouraged to skip sections 1.6- 1.9, referring to them
when necessary, and move on to the introduction of equivariant sheaves in §1.13.
§2 defines the cobordism category, describes its topology, and finishes with a precise statement of the

main theorem.
§3 is devoted to the proof of the main theorem whose techniques come largely from the method of

proof in [Gal06] where the objects under study are graphs. In fact, at the end of [Gal06] can be found
an outline of the proof of the main theorem of this paper when there is no geometric structure F . An
expansion of this outline can be found online from a course Galatius taught at Stanford University in
2006. We will sketch the idea presently. In §3.2 we define a space ΨFd (RN ) whose points are d-dimensional
F-submanifolds of RN which, as subsets, are closed. A ‘scanning’-type argument in the sense of [Seg79]
is applied in §3.8 to identify the weak homotopy type of ΨFd (Rd) as the Thom space Th(p∗Fγ

⊥
d,N ). Group

completion techniques in the sense of [Dwy96] (also [MS76] and [Til99]) are invoked in §3.5 to identify
the iterated loop space ΩN−1ΨFd (RN ) as the subspace DFd,N of ΨFd (RN ) consisting of manifolds which are

bounded in the last (N − 1)-directions of RN . Applying this group completion is the most difficult part
of the proof and occupies §3.9. Easy transversality arguments are applied in §3.4 and §3.5 to identify the
weak homotopy type of DFd,N as the classifying space BCobFd,N .

§4 contains two interpretations of BCobFd . The first interprets this classifying space as one which
classifies certain families of d-dimensional F-manifolds up to concordance. The second interprets loops on
this classifying space as the ‘stable’ moduli space of F-structures in the sense mentioned above.
§5-10 are devoted to a few examples of the main theorem, of which there are many. §4-10 are intended

to use the statement of the main theorem and its setup as a black box without needing knowledge of the
proof of the main theorem. The reader interested only in applications could thus skip straight to §4.

0.9 Conventions

Throughout this paper, unless stated otherwise, it will always be meant that a manifold is a smooth mani-
fold and that maps among manifolds are smooth maps. Spaces consisting of smooth maps are topologized
with the C∞ Whitney topology. All maps among topological spaces are assumed continuous. Spaces con-
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sisting of continuous maps (between compactly generated spaces) are topologized with the compact-open
topology. All diagrams are commutative. Each vector space will be assumed a finite dimensional vector
space over R unless stated otherwise or clear from the context. Write Set for the category of sets and point-
set maps. Write Top for the (closed) category of topological spaces and continuous maps. Write Top∗ for
the (closed) category of based topological spaces. Write I for the standard interval [0, 1]. Write Map∗(−,−)
for the space of based maps between pointed spaces and [−,−] for the path components π0Map∗(−,−) or
π0Map(−,−) depending on the context. A topological category will be an internal category in Top. The
notion of spectra used here is in the sense of [Ada74], also known as prespectra.

Write ∆ for the category of finite linearly ordered sets and order-preserving maps. There is a tautological
functor ∆ → Top given by {0, ..., n} 7→ ∆n = {t ∈ In+1 | t0 + ... + tn = 1}. A simplicial space will be a
functor X• : ∆op → Top. The classifying space of X•, or realization of X•, is the quotient space

BX• = ‖X•‖ := (
∐

Xl ×∆l)/ ∼

where the equivalence relation ∼ is generated (only) by the morphisms in ∆ which are injective maps of
finite sets. This notion of classifying space is sometimes referred to as the thick geometric realization of
X•. For C a topological category, define its simplicial nerve N•C as the simplicial space whose space of
k-simplicies are k-long chains of composable morphisms in C. That is NkC := mor ×ob ... ×ob mor. The
classifying space of C, written BC, is the classifying space of the simplicial nerve N•C. The homotopy

colimit of a functor Cop
F−→ Top is the classifying space B(C o F ) of the wreath category which has {(c, x) |

c ∈ ob C, x ∈ F (c)} as the space of objects and morCoF ((c, x), (c′, x′)) := {c m−→ c′ ∈ mor C | F (m)(x′) = x}
as the space of morphisms between two objects, appropriately topologized. Regard a topological group
G as a category G with ob G = ∗ and mor G = G with composition given by the multiplication in G. A
functor X : G→ Top is the data of a space X = X(∗) together with a continuous action of G. We denote
the homotopy colimit of X by X//G and refer to it as the homotopy orbit space.
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1 Sheaves

In this section we develop a notion of sheaves sufficient to include most naturally occurring examples of
geometric structure while at the same time having a good notion of stalk. The light reader is encouraged
to skip §1.6-1.9 and simply think “Top” whenever “QTop” is read.

1.1 Traditional sheaves

The familiar, or at least traditional, notion of a sheaf is recalled here.
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Definition

For X ∈ Top let O(X) be the poset of open sets of X ordered by inclusion. Let J (X) be the poset of open
covers of M ordered by refinement. Such an open cover {Uα}α∈A ∈ J (X) determines a diagram (subset)
in the poset O(X) whose entries (elements) are ∩r∈RUr where ∅ 6= R ⊂ A is finite.

Definition 1.2. A traditional (Set-valued) presheaf on a space X is a functor

T : O(X)op → Set.

The sheafification of the traditional presheaf T is the presheaf T given by

T (U) := colimJ limT (∩r∈RUr)

where the first colimit is over {Uα}α∈A ∈ J (U) and the second limit is over finite non-empty subsets
R ⊂ A. We say T is a traditional sheaf if the universal morphism

T (U)→ T (U)

is an equivalence for each U ∈ O(X).

Example 1.3. The prototypical example of a traditional sheaf comes in the situation of a fiber bundle
α = (E → X) as the assignment U 7→ Γ(α|U ), the set (space) of sections of α|U . It is straight forward to
verify that this is indeed a traditional sheaf on X.

Extend a traditional (Set-valued) sheaf T on X to arbitrary subsets A ⊂ X by

T (A) := colimA⊂UT (U)

where the colimit is over A ⊂ U ∈ O(X). But more, giving A ⊂ X the subspace topology, create a new
traditional sheaf on A,

T|A : O(A)op → Set, by T|A(V ) := colimT (U)

where the colimit is over the poset {U ∈ O(X) | U ∩ A = V }. An important example occurs when
A = {x} ⊂ X; call the set T|{x}({x}) the stalk of T at x ∈ X and write it as StalkxT . There is a universal

map T (U)→ StalkxT for any x ∈ U ∈ O(X); denote the value of this map at g ∈ T (U) by g|x and refer
to it as the germ of g at x. Note that by definition, for any x ∈ A ⊂ X, StalkxT = Stalkx(T|A).

Definition 1.4. A traditional Top-valued sheaf on X is a functor

T : O(X)op → Top

which satisfies a sheaf-gluing condition similar to that in Definition 1.2.

Remark 1.5. The naturally occurring examples of sheaves in this paper tend to be Top-valued sheaves.
However, the category of Top-valued sheaves does not allow for familiar constructions we would like to
use in this paper. We are inclined to adopt the weaker notion of a continuous sheaf very similar to that
introduced by Gromov [Gro86]. It is for this reason that we involve quasi-topological spaces.
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1.6 Quasi-topological spaces

Fix a distinguished one-point space {∗}. For X ∈ Top, each x ∈ X determines an inclusion ιx : {∗} → X
by ∗ 7→ x ∈ X. Given a functor

A : Topop → Set

with A := A({∗}), there is a canonical point-set map A({∗})→ {X → A} described by a 7→ (x 7→ ι∗xa).

Definition 1.7. A Quasi-topological space, Q-space for short, is a functor

A : Topop → Set

such that

• for each X ∈ Top the restriction O(X)op
A|X−−−→ Set is a traditional (Set-valued) sheaf on X,

• the natural point-set map A({∗})→ {X → A} is injective,

• A takes filtered colimits to filtered limits.

A morphism of quasi-topological spaces is simply a natural transformation of functors.

Remark 1.8. It should be noted that this is not the same as the definition of a quasi-topological space
due to [Gro86], the difference being that we leave off an extra axiom which requires that for each space X,
A|X satisfies the sheaf condition for finite closed covers of X.

Notation and terminology

Observe the evaluation functor ev{∗} : QTop → Set given as A 7→ A := A({∗}). Refer to the point-set
maps in

A(X) ⊂ {X → A}

as “continuous”; the idea being that the set A does not have a topology but does have a notion of continuous
maps into it. For this reason, the set A will often be referred to as the Q-space and a functor A with
A({∗}) = A as a quasi-topology on A.

To say A : Topop → Set is a functor is to say in particular that composition of a continuous function
with a “continuous” function is “continuous”; to say A|X is a sheaf is to say that a point-set map X → A
is “continuous” exactly when it is “continuous” and compatible on each Uα ⊂ X of an open cover of X.
In most situations, the quotations will be dropped and we simply refer to a map (X → A) ∈ A(X) as
continuous, the appropriate notion being understood. An isomorphism of quasi-topological spaces is called
a homeomorphism.

The above terminology is inspired by the situation when a set A is given a topology and

A(X) = Map(X,A),

the set (space) of continuous maps from X to A; in this situation we say A is represented. Indeed, there
is a Yoneda embedding Top ↪→ QTop given by sending s space A to the representing functor Map(−, A).
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Subobjects and mapping objects

Given a Q-space A and a subset A′ ⊂ A, there is a naturally induced quasi-topology on A′ as follows. A
point-set map X → A′ is declared “continuous” exactly when the composite point-set map X → A′ ↪→ A
is “continuous” as a map to A. The inclusion A′ ↪→ A is then a continuous map of Q-spaces.

Given a Q-space A and a space Z, the set A(Z) is also a Q-space seen as follows. Declare a point-set
map X → A(Z) to be “continuous” if the adjoint map (as sets) X ×Z → A is “continuous”. Clearly then,
a continuous map of spaces W → Z induces a morphism, or continuous map, of quasi-topological spaces
A(Z)→ A(W ). In a similar way, given a Q-space A, a space Z, and a continuous map A

p−→ Z, the set of
sections

Γ(A
p−→ Z) := {Z f−→ A | f is continuous and p ◦ f = idZ}

is naturally a quasi-topological space. Moreover, the restriction maps

Γ(A→ Z)→ Γ(A|U → U)

are continuous for each U ∈ O(Z).

Limits and colimits in QTop

Here we point out the driving feature of Q-spaces as admitting well-behaved limits and colimits.
Let D be any small category and

F : D→ QTop

a functor. Write (co)lim(F ) for a choice of the categorical (co)limit of the composition of F with the functor
ev{∗} to Set. For X a space, declare X → lim(F ) to be “continuous” if for each d ∈ D the composite map

X → lim(F )→ F (d)

is “continuous”. So lim(F )(X) := lim(evX ◦ F ) where QTop
evX−−→ Set, given by A 7→ A(X), is evaluation

on X. It is apparent that this is the weakest quasi-topology on lim(F ) such that the universal maps
lim(F )→ F (d) are continuous. So in fact, lim(F ), with this quasi-topology, satisfies the required universal
property as a categorical limit in QTop.

Similarly, we endow colim(F ) with the weakest quasi-topology so that the universal maps F (d) →
colim(F ) are continuous. From this the required universal property for colim(F ) in QTop will follow.
Declare X → colim(F ) to be “continuous” if the pull back

X ×colim(F ) F (d)→ F (d),

is continuous for each d ∈ D where the source is a quasi-topological space when regarded as a subset of
the categorical limit X × F (d) in QTop. It is worth checking that this is consistent with the categorical
(co)limit in Top under the Yoneda-embedding Top ↪→ QTop.

It can be verified that the Yoneda embedding Top ↪→ QTop is continuous (preserves limits) and cocon-
tinuous (preserves colimits).
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Homotopy theoretic notions in QTop

Here we establish that many constructions from classical homotopy theory carry over to the category of
Q-spaces. Namely, the notion of homotopy, homotopy equivalence, homotopy groups, and weak homotopy
equivalence.

Although not every quasi-topological space is representable by a topological space on the nose, it is
up to homotopy. To be more precise, given a Q-space A, the assignment [n] 7→ A(∆n) is a simplicial-set
denoted A•. The realization of this simplicial set yields a topological space. This process is sufficiently
natural to describe a functor QTop→ Top so that the composition

Top ↪→ QTop→ Top

is level-wise a weak homotopy equivalence; amounting to the classical weak homotopy equivalence |S•X| '
X for S•X the simplicial set of singular simplicies of X. We say a morphism A′ → A is a homotopy
equivalence if the induced map of simplicial sets A′• → A• realizes to a homotopy equivalence.

For A ∈ QTop, two elements X
f0,f1−−−→ A ∈ A(X) are said to be homotopic if there is an element

(I ×X H−→ A) ∈ A(I ×X) such that H|{ν}×X = fν (ν = 0, 1). This notion of homotopy is an equivalence

relation on A(X) and is natural in the argument A. Define A[X] := A(X)/homotopy to be the set of
homotopy classes of “continuous” maps X → A. We could alternatively say that a morphism of Q-spaces
A′ → A is a homotopy equivalence, respectively weak homotopy equivalence, if A′[X]→ A[X] is a bijection
for every space X, respectively every finite CW-complex X. The equivalence relation generated by both
is written as '.

Define the homotopy groups of a Q-space as πq(A) := A[Sq] which are indeed groups for standard
reasons. A sequence of maps of Q-spaces

A′ → A→ A′′

is said to be a fibration sequence or simply a fibration, respectively a quasi-fibration, if the homotopy
lifting property holds, respectively if it induces a long exact sequence in homotopy groups as usual. In
both cases, A′ is referred to as the fiber of the (quasi-)fibration.

With limits, colimits, and this notion of homotopy, QTop admits homotopy limits and homotopy colimits
in the usual way. Briefly, one can regard the homotopy (co)limit of a functor as the (co)limit of an associated
functor built using iterated homotopies.

Though such language is unnecessary for our purposes, one could alternatively describe a model struc-
ture on QTop whose weak equivalences are pulled back from the standard weak equivalences in Set∆

op
. As

such, it can be verified that the Yoneda embedding Top → QTop induces an isomorphism on homotopy
categories.

1.9 Continuous sheaves

Here we introduce ideas from Gromov [Gro86] on continuous sheaves. Think of the category of such as an
enlargement of the category of traditional Top-valued sheaves which admits well-behaved colimits.

Definition 1.10. A traditional continuous presheaf on X is a functor

T : O(X)op → QTop.

The sheafification of a presheaf T is the traditional continuous presheaf T determined by

T (U) := colimJ limT (∩r∈RUr)

11



where the colimit limit is as before (note that this colimit limit exists in QTop). A presheaf F is said to
be a sheaf if the universal morphism T (U)→ T (U) is a homeomorphism for each U ∈ O(X).

A morphism T ′ → T of traditional continuous sheaves on X is a natural transformation of functors.
Such a morphism is called a homeomorphism if it is level-wise a homeomorphism, that is T ′(U) → T (U)
is a homeomorphism for each U ∈ O(X). Similarly, a morphism is called a homotopy equivalence, or
weak homotopy equivalence, if T ′(U) → T (U) is a homotopy equivalence, or weak homotopy equivalence
respectively, for each U ∈ O(X).

The Yoneda-embedding Top ↪→ QTop results in an inclusion functor from the category of traditional
Top-valued sheaves on X to the category of traditional continuous sheaves on X.

Example 1.11. A topological group G is said to act “continuously” on a Q-space A if the point-set action
G × A → A is a “continuous” map of Q-spaces. The quotient A/G, regarded as a colimit, is naturally a
Q-space.

Given such a Q-space A with an action of a topological group G and given a principal G-bundle (P → B)
over a topological space B, one can form the quasi-topological space P ×G A and the quasi-fiber bundle

P ×G A

��
B.

For α = (E → B) such a quasi-fiber bundle, the assignment

(U ⊂ B) 7→ Γ(α|U )

is a traditional continuous sheaf on B. Call this sheaf the sheaf of sections of α and write it as Γ(α|). This
is the prototypical example of a traditional continuous sheaf on X.

Remark 1.12. Because the target category of a continuous sheaf T on X is QTop, we have a good notion
of Stalk. That is, for each x ∈ X, colim{x∈U}T (U) is a well-behaved Q-space exactly because (good)
colimits exist in QTop.

1.13 Equivariant sheaves

Here we finally land at the notion of sheaves used in the remainder of the paper. Think of the category
of equivariant sheaves as an enlargement of the category of Top-valued sheaves which admits well-behaved
stalks and whose evaluation on an object has a continuous action of the automorphism group of that object.

Let Embd,N be the category whose objects are embedded d-manifolds W d ⊂ RN without boundary and
whose morphisms are embeddings of manifolds. Particularly,

ob Embd,N =
∐
[W ]

Emb(W,RN )/Diff(W )

where the disjoint union is over all diffeomorphism classes of boundaryless d-manifolds. Similarly,

mor Embd,N =
∐

[W0],[W1]

Emb(W0,RN )×Diff(W0) Emb(W0,W1)×Diff(W1) Emb(W1,RN )

12



where the disjoint union is over all pairs of diffeomorphism classes of boundaryless d-manifolds, and the
action of each diffeomorphism groups is by pre- and post-composition. For reasons discussed in §2.2,
Embd,N is naturally a topological category. When N = ∞ drop the subscript and topologize with the
colimit topology. Regard Embopd as a category enriched in QTop.

Definition 1.14. An equivariant presheaf is an enriched functor of categories enriched in QTop

F : Embd
op → QTop.

A morphism of equivariant continuous presheaves is simply a natural transformation of functors. A mor-
phism of equivariant sheaves is a homeomorphism, or (weak) homotopy equivalence, if it is a level-wise
homeomorphism, respectively (weak) homotopy equivalence, of quasi-topological spaces. A global section
g ∈ F(W ) is an F-structure on W . A pair (W, g), g ∈ F(W ), is called an F-manifold.

For each W ∈ ob Embd, there is the obvious inclusion functor

ιW : O(W )→ Embd.

Given an equivariant presheaf, the composition

ι∗MF : O(W )op
ιW−−→ Embd

op F−→ QTop

is a traditional continuous presheaf on W , sometimes written F|W .

Definition 1.15. The sheafification of an equivariant presheaf F is the equivariant presheaf F determined
by ι∗WF := ι∗WF for each W ∈ Embd. We say an equivariant presheaf F is an equivariant sheaf if the
universal morphism

F → F

is a level-wise homeomorphism.

Note that for F an equivariant sheaf, Diff(W ) acts on the space F(W ) with the action mapDiff(W )×
F(W )→ F(W ) “continuous” (the group Diff(W ) is a topological group as explained in §2.2 ).

1.16 Fiberwise sheaves

Here we single out those equivariant sheaves which are given from fiberwise structure on tangent bundles.
It is this class of equivariant sheaves to which all others compare via an h-principle comparison morphism.
It is this class of equivariant sheaves for which the main theorem was proved in [GMTW06].

Traditional sheaves of sections

Let α = (E → B) be a d-dimensional vector bundle with associated principal GL(d)-bundle written as
Pα → B. Recall that Diff(Rd) acts on F(Rd) and thus so does GL(d). Consider the resulting bundle

Pα ×GL(d) F(Rd)

��
B
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written as F(α). The assignment U 7→ Γ(F(α)|U ) is a traditional continuous sheaf on B as noted in the
example of §1.6 where it was written Γ(F(α)|).

More to the point, because GL(d) acts on the poset {0 ∈ U ⊂ Rd} of neighborhoods of the origin
ordered by inclusion, then it acts on the colimit Stalk0(F|Rd ). Write the resulting quasi-bundle over B,

Pα ×GL(d) Stalk0(F|Rd )

��
B,

as Stalk0(F(α)). Again, the sheaf of sections U 7→ Γ(Stalk0(F(α))|U ), written Γ(Stalk0(F(α))|), is a
traditional continuous sheaf on B.

There is a morphism of traditional continuous sheaves on B

Γ(F(α)|)→ Γ(Stalk0(F(α))|)

described by sending g ∈ F(Eb) to g|0 ∈ Stalk0(F(Eb)).

Proposition 1.16.1. For α = (E
π−→ B) a vector bundle, the morphism above is a weak homotopy equiva-

lence of traditional continuous sheaves on X,

Γ(F(α)|)
'−→ Γ(Stalk0(F(α))|)

Proof. Choose a metric on α so that its structure group lies in O(d). The space of such metrics is affine
and thus contractible. Without loss in generality, it only needs to be verified that the map

Γ(F(α))→ Γ(Stalk0(F(α)))

is a weak homotopy equivalence.
Let K be a compact based CW-complex. Let Dε ⊂ Rd be an ε-neighborhood of the origin with

D∞ = Rd. Choose once and for all a continuous family of embeddings Rd φε−→ Rd, ε ∈ (0,∞], with
φ∞ = idRd and such that each φε has image Dε and is the identity in a small neighborhood of the origin.

Because open disks form a basis for the topology of Rd, the universal map

colimεMap(−,Γ(Pα ×O(d) F(Dε)→ B))→ Stalk0(F|Rd )

is a homeomorphism of quasi-topological spaces. From the definition of stalk as a colimit in QTop, the set
of “continuous” maps Map(K,Γ(Stalk0(F(α))) is the set

colimε{K ×B
f−→ Pα ×O(d) F(Dε) | ∀x ∈ K, π ◦ f|{x}×B = idB}.

For each f ∈ Map(K,Γ(Stalk0(F(α))) the compactness of K ensures the existence of 1 ≥ εf > 0 such
that f is represented by fεf ∈ Map(K × B,Pα ×O(d) F(Dεf )). Pulling back by the embedding φεf yields

f̃εf ∈Map(K,Γ(F(α))) with the property that

(f̃εf )|0 = f ∈Map(K,Γ(Stalk0(F(α))).
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On the other hand, given f̃ ∈ Map(K,Γ(F(α))), performing the above procedure to f = f̃|0 ∈
Map(K,Γ(Stalk0(F(α))) we get f̃ε ∈Map(K,Γ(F(α))) for some 1 ≥ ε > 0. The family φε′ , ε

′ ∈ [ε,∞], of
embeddings realizes a homotopy from f̃ε to f . This demonstrates the desired bijection

[K,Γ(F(α))]↔ [K,Γ(Stalk0(F(α))].

Remark 1.17. If F has values in Top then the sheaf Γ(F(α)|) also has values in Top. On the other hand,
the sheaf Γ(Stalk0(F(α)|) is not in general representable even if F is. This is explained by the observation
that the quasi-topological space Stalk0(F|Rd ) is not representable even if F is. Indeed, for a generic space
X,

colimεMap(X,F(Dε)) 6= Map(X, colimεF(Dε))

where Dε ⊂ Rd is an ε-neighborhood of the origin.

Definition 1.18 (First Definition of τF). Applying the above procedure with α = τW for W ∈ Embd,
from F we obtain a new equivariant sheaf

τF : Embd
op → QTop

determined by τF(W ) = Γ(Stalk0(F(τW ))) since for any embedding W ′
e−→ W , τW ′

e∗−→ e∗τW is a bundle
isomorphism.

Alternative description of τF

Let Grd,N denote the Grassmann manifold of d-planes in RN . Write Frd,N for the Stiefel space of linear
orthogonal embeddings Rd ↪→ RN . Let FrFd,N denote the set of pairs

{(e, g) | e ∈ Frd,N , g ∈ Stalk0(F|
e(Rd)

)}.

Endow FrFd,N with the quasi-topology according to the bijection

FrFd,N ↔ Frd,N × Stalk0(F|Rd )

given by (e, g) 7→ (e, e∗g). With this quasi-topology there is a continuous free action of O(d). Give the set

GrFd,N := FrFd,N/O(d) the resulting colimit quasi-topology. It is clear that the projection GrFd,N
pF−−→ Grd,N

is continuous. Choose Grd,∞ as a model for BO(d) using the contractibility of Frd,∞ along with its free
O(d)-action. Write BF(d) for the colimit

BF(d) := GrFd,∞
∼= Stalk0(F|Rd )//O(d).

Proposition 1.18.1. The projection
pF : GrFd,N → Grd,N

is a fibration with fiber Stalk0(F|Rd )
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Proof. For N =∞, the O(d)-equivariance of the above bijection establishes the homotopy equivalence

BF(d)
∼=−→ Frd,∞ ×O(d) Stalk0(F|Rd ) = Stalk0(F|Rd )//O(d)

over BO(d). This establishes the fibration sequence

Stalk0(F|Rd )→ BF(d)→ BO(d).

For finite N , there is the pull back square

GrFd,N
//

��

BF(d)

��
Grd,N // BO(d).

Thus
Stalk0(F|Rd )→ GrFd,N → Grd,N

is a fibration sequence.

Given W ∈ Embd there is an explicit map W
τW−−→ BO(d) classifying τW , the tangent bundle of W . The

Q-space Γ(Stalk0(F(τW )) is then naturally homeomorphic to the Q-space

{l : W → BF(d) | pF ◦ l = τW }

of lifts
BF(d)

pF
��

W
τ

W
//

l
;;xxxxxxxxx
BO(d).

In this way we describe the sheaf τF alternatively by

τF(W ) = {l : W → BF(d) | pF ◦ l = τW }.

It is apparent that τF is indeed an equivariant sheaf.
There is a perhaps helpful rephrasing of this as follows. Recall that the space of objects of the topological

category Embd is a disjoint union of the spaces Emb(W,R∞)/Diff(W ). There is then a map

ob Embd
τ−→

∐
[W ]

Map(W,BO(d)),

given by (W ′ ⊂ R∞) 7→ τW ′ , yielding the pull back square

τ∗(
∐
Map(W,BF(d))) //

pr

��

∐
Map(W,BF(d))

pF
��

ob Embd
τ //

∐
Map(W,BO(d))

with the vertical maps fibrations. The equivariant sheaf τF is then given by τF(W ′) = pr−1(W ′).

Refer to equivariant sheaves obtained in this way from a fibration Bθ
θ−→ BO(d) as fiberwise. The

assignment F 7→ τF is then a prescription for how to obtain from a general equivariant sheaf a fiberwise
equivariant sheaf. Fiberwise equivariant sheaves are much more homotopy theoretic.
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The h-principle comparison morphism F → τF

Each W ∈ Embd,N is equipped with a metric coming from the ambient RN and there is thus a preferred
choice of exponential map exp : V →W defined on some neighborhood V ⊂ TW of the zero-section. This
induces a map

F(W )
exp∗−−−→ τF(W )

defined as follows. For each p ∈ W , there is an embedding expp : Vp → W . For g ∈ F(W ), we obtain
exp∗pg ∈ F(Vp) restricting to (exp∗pg)|0 ∈ Stalk0(F|Rd ). In this way, given g ∈ F(W ) we can produced a
section of Stalk0(F(τW )) by p 7→ (exp∗pg)|0 . This procedure describes, for each W ∈ Embd, a morphism of
traditional continuous sheaves on W ,

F|W → τF|W .

This procedure is sufficiently natural in M to establish a canonical morphism of equivariant sheaves

F → τF .

Remark 1.19. The morphism F → τF is a general way of assigning to an F-structure on a manifold a
fiberwise F-structure on a manifold. This process is familiar in some cases. For instance, when F is the
sheaf of complex structures, τF is the sheaf of almost-complex structures. The sheaf τF is an equivariant
version of Gromov’s traditional sheaf F∗|M and the morphism F → τF is the equivariant version of the h-
principle comparison morphism; that is, it is a weak homotopy equivalence exactly when the parametrized
h-principle holds for the sheaf F (see [Gro86] page76).

The main theorem of this paper can then be phrased as roughly saying the h-principle always holds on
the ‘group completion’ of the category of manifolds; or equivalently, each stable family of τF-manifolds is
concordant to one which is simultaneously integrable. This statement will be made more sensible as the
paper progresses.

Remark 1.20. Many examples of equivariant sheaves come from geometric structures which are solutions
to differential relations; more generally, geometric structures that are defined locally. This list of examples
is quite large.

1.21 Examples of equivariant sheaves

Here we outline some examples of outside interest. All are equivariant sheaves with values in Top. In §4 -
10 of this paper we will describe some of the examples in much greater detail.

1. Take F to be the sheaf of continuous maps into a fixed target space Y . That is, F(W ) = Map(W,Y ).
When F is a smooth manifold and Y = BDiff(F ), F becomes the sheaf of bundles with fiber F .

More generally, for Bθ
θ−→ BO(d) a fibration, take F to be given by

F(W ) = {W l−→ Bθ | θ ◦ l = τW }.

Many such examples come from a representation G
ρ−→ O(d). In this event, take Bθ = EG×ρFrd

Bρ−−→
BO(d) where Frd is the infinite Steifel space of orthogonal d-frames in R∞.

For G = SO(d), F is the sheaf of orientations. For G = U(d/2), F is the sheaf of almost-complex
structures.
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Other examples of this type include the sheaf of k-dimensional distributions (k ≤ d) as seen when Bθ
is the tautological space over BO(d) with fiber over V d ∈ BO(d) the Grassmann Grk(V ) of k-planes
in V .

2. Take F to be the sheaf of immersions into a fixed manifold Y n. So F(W ) = Imm(W,Y ). Similarly,
take F to be the sheaf of submersions onto Y . More generally, any (not necessarily open) Diff -
invariant subspace of the jet space Jk(Rd,Rn) results in a subspace of the jet space Jk(W,Y ). One
could take F(W ) to be the sheaf of holonomic sections landing in this subspace of Jk(W,Y ). In
particular, one could prescribe a set S of allowed singularities and take F to be the sheaf of S-
singular maps to Y .

3. Take F to be the sheaf of Riemannian metrics, or Riemannian metrics and isometric maps into a
fixed Riemannian manifold Y .

4. Take F is the sheaf of complex structures. Even more, take F to be the sheaf of complex structures
and holomorphic maps into a fixed complex manifold Y . For d = 2 this amounts to the data of a
holomorphic curve.

5. Similarly, take F to be the sheaf of symplectic structure, or perhaps the sheaf of contact or Hamilto-
nian structures. This has relevance to Symplectic Field Theory and, for d = 4, to contact geometry.

6. Take F to be the sheaf of Lagrangian immersions into a fixed 2d-dimensional symplectic manifold Y .

7. Take F to be the sheaf of k-dimensional foliations, maybe regarded as integrable k-dimensional
distributions.

8. Let ξ be a vector field on the manifold Y , for example the gradient vector field of a Morse function
on Y . For d = 1, take F to be the sheaf of maps into Y which are flow lines of ξ.

9. Take F to be the sheaf of connections, or perhaps flat connections. Of interest to Donaldson theory
is when d = 4 and F is the sheaf of anti-self-dual connections. Toward Seiberg-Witten theory, take
F to be the sheaf of Seiberg-Witten structures.

10. Take F to be the the sheaf of (unordered) configurations. Even stronger, for (Y,Z) a pair of spaces,
take F to be the sheaf of unordered configurations along with a map into Y sending the configurations
into Z. For Y complex one can further require holomorphicity of the maps into Y . For d = 2, this
has relevance to the moduli space of (unordered) marked holomorphic curves in Y with markings
lying in Z. Similar still, one could take F to the the sheaf of embedded k-manifolds, topologized
appropriately, along with a map into Y sending the k-manifolds into Z.

2 The geometric cobordism category

We start off this section with some necessary constructions followed by a precise definition of the geometric
cobordism category. Located at the end of this section is a precise statement of the main theorem.
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2.1 Extending equivariant sheaves

For l < d there is an inclusion functor
Embl,N → Embd,N

given by M 7→ Rd−l−1 × R ×M . Think of this as (d − l)-fold suspension. Extend F to be defined on
Embl,N , l < d, by

F(M) = colimε>0F(Rd−l−1 × (−ε, ε)×M).

For W d ⊂ RN an embedded d-manifold, write prW : W → Rk for the projection onto the first k
coordinates and prk : W → R for the projection onto the kth coordinate. On an embedded d-manifold
W d ⊂ Rk−1 × [a0, a1]× RN−k such that for ∂νW = pr−1

k (aν) (ν = 0, 1) then

∂W = ∂0W q ∂1W,

a collaring of W is an equivalence class of the data (ε > 0,Wε) defined as follows. Wε is an embedded
d-manifold

Wε ⊂ Rk−1 × (a0 − ε, a1 + ε)× RN−k

satisfying

• W = pr−1
k ([a0, a1])

• pr−1
k (aν − ε, aν + ε) = (aν − ε, aν + ε)× ∂νW (ν = 0, 1).

Declare (ε,Wε) to be equivalent to (ε′,W ′ε′) if there is a δ > 0 such that pr−1
k (a0 − δ, a1 + δ) = pr−1

k (a0 −
δ, a1+δ). A collared embedding W

e−→W ′ between collared manifolds is an ε-germ of the data of embeddings
Wε

eε−→W ′ε which restrict to a product embedding

(aν − ε, aν + ε)× ∂νW
id×eν−−−→ (aν − ε, aν + ε)× ∂νW ′ (ν = 0, 1).

Extend F to collared-embedded manifolds W d ⊂ Rk−1 × [a0, a1]× RN−k by

F(W ) := colimε>0F(Wε).

2.2 Definition of the geometric cobordism category

Point-set description

Maintain that the letter F denotes a fixed equivariant sheaf. Construct the cobordism category with the
extra structure F , written CobFd,N , as follows. Declare

ob CobFd,N = {(a,Md−1, g) | g ∈ F(M)}

where a ∈ R and Md−1 ⊂ RN−1 is a closed embedded (d− 1)-manifold. Declare

mor CobFd,N = {identities} q {(W d, g) | g ∈ F(W )}

where W ⊂ [a0, a1]× RN−1 is a compact collared-embedded d-manifold.
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Write pr1 : W → R for projection onto the first coordinate. The source and target maps of CobFd,N are
given by

s, t : W ⊂ [a0, a1]× RN−1 7→ pr−1
1 ({a0,1})

along with restriction of the F-structures via the embeddings

(−ε, ε)× s(W ) ↪→Wε ←↩ (−ε, ε)× t(W )

for small enough ε > 0. Composition is given by disjoint union in RN along with the gluing property of
the equivariant sheaf F .

Think of the role of the equivariant sheaf F in the definition of CobFd,N as prescribing geometric structure.
When F is a fiberwise equivariant sheaf (i.e., comes from a fibration over BO(d) as in §1.16), this geometric
structure is sometimes referred to as tangential ; the phrase coming from the observation that in this case
the geometric structure on a manifold is fiberwise from the tangent bundle of the manifold.

Quasi-topology of the geometric cobordism category

For P and Q possibly collared submanifolds of RN , the C∞ Whitney topology makes the diffeomorphism
group Diff(P ) into a topological group. The C∞ Whitney topology also makes the set Emb(P,Q) of
embeddings (collared embeddings when relevant) into a topological space having a free continuous action
of Diff(P ) and Diff(Q) by slices given by pre- and post-composition.

Fix P = Md−1 closed or P = W d collared-embedded, without specifying. For a0 ≤ a1, define

EmbF (P, [a0, a1]× RN−1) := {(e, g) | e ∈ Emb(P, [a0, a1]× RN−1), and g ∈ F(e(P ))}.

There is a bijection

EmbF (P, [a0, a1]× RN−1)↔ Emb(P, [a0, a1]× RN−1)×F(P )

given by (e, g) 7→ (e, e∗g). Endow EmbF (P, [a0, a1]×RN−1 with the resulting quasi-topology and note that
the (free) diagonal action of Diff(P ) on EFN (P ) is continuous. Endow

BFN (P ) := EmbF (P, [a0, a1]× RN−1)/Diff(P )

with the resulting colimit quasi-topology and observe that the projection

BFN (P )→ BN (P )

is continuous. Explicitly,

BFN (P ) = {(P ′, g) | P ∼= P ′ ⊂ [a0, a1]× RN−1 and g ∈ F(P ′)}.

Define the Q-space
EFN (P ) := EmbF (P, [a0, a1]× RN−1)×Diff(P ) P

and observe the fiber bundle
EFN (P )→ BFN (P )

with smooth fiber P ⊂ RN . The inclusion P ⊂ RN yields a canonical embedding

EFN (P ) ↪→ BFN (P )× RN .
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Remark 2.3. When N =∞Whitney’s embedding theorem tells us that the spaces Emb(P, [a0, a1]×RN−1)
have trivial homotopy groups. It follows that Emb(P, [a0, a1]×RN−1) and B∞(P ) are models for EDiff(P )
and BDiff(M) respectively. Thus BF∞(P ) = F(P )//Diff(P ) is the moduli space of F-structures on P .

Clearly BFN (P ), with this quasi-topology, classifies bundles of pairs (P ′, g) such that P ′ ⊂ RN is an
embedded manifold diffeomorphic to P and g ∈ F(P ′). In this way there is a bijection

ob CobFd,N
∼= Rδ × (

∐
[Md−1]

BFN (M))

where the disjoint union runs over closed Md−1 ⊂ RN−1, one in each diffeomorphism class. Here, Rδ is the
underlying set of R with the discrete topology. Use this bijection to endow ob CobFd,N with a quasi-topology.

Provide the set of morphisms of CobFd,N with a quasi-topology in a similar way. In the end there is a
similar bijection

mor CobFd,N
∼= ob CobFd,N q (R2

+)δ × (
∐
[W ]

BFN (W ))

where (R2
+)δ is the underlying set of {(a0, a1) ∈ R2 | a0 < a1} with the discrete topology, and the disjoint

union runs over compact collared-embedded d-manifolds W , one in each diffeomorphism class.
It is straight forward to see that the structure maps (source, target, composition, and identity) of the

category CobFd,N are indeed continuous. Therefore, CobFd,N is a quasi-topological category. Note that as
such, this category is natural in the argument F .

Remark 2.4. Recall that QTop has limits and colimits and contains Top via a Yoneda embedding. Thus,
the classifying space BCobFd,N makes sense as a quasi-topological space. From §1.6, there is then an
associated (weak) homotopy type.

Remark 2.5. An alternative to describing CobFd as a topological category is to describe it as an ∞-
category, or complete Segal space ([Rez01]), as in Lurie’s survey of topological field theories ([Lur09]). It
should be pointed out that the techniques for doing so are not so different. Indeed, one must still describe
a (semi-) simplicial Q-space replacing the nerve N•Cob

F
d . The quasi-topology of each set of k-simplicies

amounts to that described in this paper (see §3.2).

Smooth families

In §2.2 above, we used that BFN (P ) classifies bundles of F-manifolds with underlying manifold diffeomorphic
to P . We go further into this idea here.

Recall the fiber bundle
EFN (P )→ BFN (P )

with smooth fiber P d ⊂ [a0, a1]×RN−1. For Xq a smooth manifold, we would like the notion of a ‘smooth’
map X → BFN (P d) to be exactly so that the pull back

Ed+q → X

is a smooth map between manifolds. Precisely, given a map X
f−→ BN (P d), write f(x) = (Px, gx). Call f a

smooth map (over X) if the subset

E := {(x, p) | p ∈ Px} ⊂ X × [a0, a1]× RN−1
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is a smooth (q + d)-manifold. Write Mapsm for the space of smooth maps. Call two smooth maps
f0, f1 : X → BN (P ) concordant if there is a smooth map H : R × X → BN (P ) which is constant in a
neighborhood of ((−∞, 0]q [1,∞))×X.

Rephrase this notion of smooth as follows. Say a map X
f−→ BN (P ) is smooth if the transition functions

of the resulting fiber bundle E → X, written as maps U → Diff(P ) have smooth adjoints U × P → P .
Phrased as such, because smooth maps approximate continuous maps, the inclusion

Mapsm(X,BN (P )) ↪→Map(X,BN (P ))

is a weak homotopy equivalence. Indeed, any map Sk → Map(X,BN (P )) is approximated by, and con-
cordant to, a smooth map Sk ×X → BN (P ) and the same holds for R× Sk in place of Sk.

2.6 Comparison of geometric to tangential cobordism categories

Statement of the main theorem

The h-principle comparison morphism F → τF results in a functor of geometric cobordism categories

CobFd,N → CobτFd,N .

We show on the level of classifying spaces that this functor is a weak homotopy equivalence. This is done
by computing their weak homotopy types directly and observing that they are identical.

Write Th for the Thom space functor and γ⊥d.N for the tautological perpendicular bundle over Grd,N of

(N − d)-planes in RN . Recall the fibration GrFd,N
pF−−→ Grd,N from the beginning of §1.16

Theorem (Main Theorem). The h-principle comparison morphism F → τF induces a weak homotopy
equivalence

BCobFd,N
'−→ BCobτFd,N

with weak homotopy type
ΩN−1Th(p∗Fγ

⊥
d,N ).

Remark 2.7. It should be noted that although the statement of the main theorem in the introduction is
indeed true, what is proved here and is more prepared for applications requires the following modification.
Consider the stalk Stalk0(F|Rd ) of the restriction F|Rd at 0 ∈ Rd. There is an action of O(d) on Stalk0(F|Rd ).
Redefine the map pF as the projection

pF : Frd,N ×O(d) Stalk0(F|Rd ) −→ Grd,N .

This has the benefit of throwing away all information of F(Rd) away from the origin and is thus less data
to keep track of when applying the main theorem. The obvious drawback of such a reformulation is the
use of the notion of a stalk of the Top-valued sheaf.

Statement of the main theorem for N =∞

The Thom space functor Th : Vector Bundles → Top extends to virtual vector bundles upon taking
values in the category of spectra. That is, there is a Thom spectrum functor Th : Top over BO→ Spectra.
Likewise in the category QTop there is the Thom (quasi-)spectra functor, Th : QTop over BO→ QSpecra.
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The space BO is an H-space having an inverse −1 : BO → BO which is seen on the level of finite
Grassmann manifolds as Perp : Grd,N → GrN−d,N given by V 7→ V ⊥. Write −θ for the composition

Bθ
θ−→ BO(d) ↪→ BO

−1−−→ BO.

Explicitly, Th(−θ) is the quasi-spectrum whose N th Q-space is Th(θ∗γ⊥d,N ).

Apply this to BF(d)
pF−−→ BO(d). An alternative way to write BF(d) is as Stalk0(F|Rd )//O(d) (see

§1.16) which is weakly homotopy equivalent to F(Rd)//O(d) via Proposition 1.16.1 applied to B = ∗. For
notation, write

MTF(d) := BF(d)−p
∗
Fγd .

Theorem (Main Theorem (N = ∞)). The h-principle comparison morphism F → τF induces a weak
homotopy equivalence

BCobFd
'−→ BCobτFd

with weak homotopy type
Ω∞−1MTF(d) ' Ω∞−1(F(Rd)//O(d))−γd .

2.8 Topological manifolds

The proof of the main theorem to follow does not heavily use the smoothness of the manifolds at hand. In
fact, the author expects that one could consider a cobordism category of topological manifolds. The notion
of embeddings would be replaced by locally flat embeddings ([KS77]). A flat embedding of a topological
manifold Mm e−→ Nn is an embedding of topological manifolds with the additional property that for each
p ∈ M there are charts p ∈ Uα ⊂ M and e(p) ∈ Vβ ⊂ N with the restriction e : Rm ∼= Uα → Vβ ∼= Rn
given as an inclusion of vector spaces. The role of the tautological virtual bundle −γd would be replaced
by the fiberwise Spanier-Whithead dual of the tautological Rd-bundle also denoted γd which lies over the
‘Grassmann’ BTop(d) := Embflat0 (Rd,R∞)/Top(d). There is a resulting Thom spectrum BTop(d)−γd .
One could do similarly for PL-manifolds.

Conjecture 1. Let CAT be either PL or Top. There is a cobordism category CobCATd of d-dimensional
CAT -manifolds. This category is a topological category with

BCobCATd ' Ω∞−1BCAT (d)−γd .

An outline of a proof of this conjecture could follow from

1. a tubular neighborhood theorem for flat-embedded topological manifolds,

2. a Whitney embedding theorem for flat embeddings of topological manifolds,

3. transversality for the projection maps W → Rk of flat-embedded topological manifolds W .
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3 Proof of the main theorem

3.1 Strategy

To prove the main theorem we use ideas from [Gal06] and [GMTW06]. The strategy is to break the desired
weak homotopy equivalence

BCobFd,N ' ΩN−1Th(p∗Fγ
⊥
d,N )

into six stages (we define the relevant objects used below in the subsections to follow; all arrows will be
shown to be weak homotopy equivalences):

BCobFd,(k,N)
α←− BDF ,⊥d,(k,N)

β−→ BDF ,td,(k,N)

γ−→ DFd,(k,N)
δ−→ ΩBCobFd,(k−1,N),

CobFd,N
∼= CobFd,(1,N), and Th(p∗Fγ

⊥
d,N )

'−→ DFd,(0,N).

The equivalences α, β, and the congruence in the bottom left have little content and are there for
book keeping only. The equivalence γ amounts to easy transversality arguments. Showing the map δ is
an equivalence is a group completion argument in the sense of [MS76] in the case of the homology of a
topological monoid, [Dwy96] (3.12) in the case of the homotopy groups of a discrete category, and later
of [Til99] in the case of the homology of a topological category. The equivalence in the bottom right can
be thought of as a sort of scanning map in the sense of [Seg79].

3.2 The sheaf ΨFd of F-manifolds

ΨFd as a Set-Valued Sheaf

Consider the functor Ψd : EmbopN → Set described by

Ψd(Q) = {W d ⊂ Q}

where W above is required to be a d-dimensional boundaryless submanifold of Q, closed as a subset of
Q. Because e−1(W ) ∈ Ψd(Q

′) for each e ∈ Emb(Q′, Q), this is indeed a functor. It is straight forward to
verify in fact that Ψd|Q is a traditional (Set-valued) sheaf for each QN ∈ EmbN . It amounts to the defining
feature that d-manifolds are locally defined.

Define similarly the functor ΨFd : EmbopN → Set described by

ΨFd (Q) := {(W, g) |W ∈ Ψd(Q), and g ∈ F(W )}.

This is indeed a functor since for g ∈ F(W ) and e ∈ Emb(Q′, Q), e∗g ∈ F(e−1(W )). The sheaf-gluing
property of F along with the already established sheaf-property of Ψd makes ΨFd |Q into a traditional

(Set-valued) sheaf on Q for each Q ∈ EmbN . Note the forgetful morphism ΨFd → Ψd.

ΨFd as an Equivariant Sheaf

It will now be shown that ΨFd is an equivariant sheaf. For this, declare a point-set map X
f−→ ΨFd (Q) to

be “continuous” if the following holds. Write f(x) = (Wx, gx). For each x ∈ X and each q ∈ Q there are
open sets x ∈ Ux ⊂ X and q ∈ V ′q ⊂ Vq ⊂ Q, with V ′q ⊂ Vq compact, and a continuous map

Ux
(j,h)−−−→ Emb(Vq, Q)×F(Vq ∩Wx)
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with x 7→ ({Vq ⊂ Q}, ι∗Vqgx), such that

ι∗
V
′
q
f|Ux (x′) = ι∗

V
′
q
(j−1
x′ (Wx), hx′) ∈ ΨFd (V

′
q).

Letting Map(X,ΨFd (Q)) denote the set of such “continuous” maps, it is evident by inspection that
it is natural with respect to continuous maps among the argument X; thus Map(−,ΨFd (Q)) is a functor
Topop → Set. But more, from its definition, “continuity” of such a map is a local condition, so the
necessary sheaf condition is satisfied for ΨFd (Q) to be a quasi-topological space. Moreover, this quasi-
topology is natural with respect to embeddings Q′ → Q. Also, it is apparent from this quasi-topology
that the restriction map Emb(P,Q) × ΨFd (Q) → ΨFd (P ) is “continuous”. In this way, ΨFd takes values in
QSpace and becomes an equivariant sheaf. Note that there was no dependence of ΨFd on the dimension N
of its argument. So in fact

ΨFd : EmbopN → QTop

is an equivariant sheaf for any N . As such, it is clear that ΨFd is natural with respect to morphisms of
equivariant sheaves F ′ → F . In particular, the forgetful functor ΨFd → Ψd is a morphism of equivariant
sheaves.

Proposition 3.2.1. If the equivariant sheaf F is represented, then the equivariant sheaf ΨFd is also repre-
sented. In particular, Ψd is represented.

Proof. Recall that to say an equivariant sheaf is represented is to say it takes values in Top rather than
QTop.

Let V ′ ⊂ V ⊂ Q be open sets with V
′ ⊂ V compact. Let U ⊂ Emb(V,Q) be a neighborhood of the

inclusion V ⊂ Q such that for each e ∈ U , V
′ ⊂ e(V ). Fix (W, g) ∈ ΨFd (Q) and let g ∈ Og ⊂ F(V ∩W ) be

an open set. Define

C(W,V ′, V, U,Og) := {(W ′, g′) ∈ ΨFd (Q) | ι∗
V ′

(W ′, g′) ∈ ι∗
V ′

(U∗W,Og)}

where the last condition holds in ΨFd (V
′
) and

U∗W = {W ′ | ∃j ∈ U with j−1(W ′) = W}.

The collection {C(W,V ′, V, U,Og)} forms a basis for a topology on ΨFd (Q) as follows.
Let (W, g) ∈ C(W0, V

′
0 , V0, U0, Og0) ∩ C(W1, V

′
1 , V1, U1, Og1). Take (V ′, V ) = (V ′0 ∪ V ′1 , V0 ∪ V1). Let

ι∗V F(W )
r−→ ι∗V0F(W ) × ι∗V1F(W ) be restriction. The continuity of r ensures the existence of an open set

g ∈ Og ⊂ r−1(Og0 × Og1). Similarly, the restriction map Emb(V,Q)
R−→ Emb(V0, Q) × Emb(V1, Q) is

continuous thus ensuring the existence of a neighborhood {V ⊂ Q} ∈ U ⊂ R−1(U0 × U1). It is clear then
that

(W, g) ∈ C(W,V ′, V, U,Og) ⊂ C(W0, V
′

0 , V0, U0, Og0) ∩ C(W1, V
′

1 , V1, U1, Og1).

It is almost by definition that a point-set map X → ΨFd (Q) is “continuous” exactly if it is continuous
with respect to the topology above. The rest of the axioms for ΨFd to be representable follow without
trouble.

Remark 3.3. There are some unusual phenomena with this topology on Ψd. For example, a neighborhood
of ∅ ∈ Ψd(RN ) consists of W ∈ Ψd(RN ) such that W ∩ K = ∅ for some K ⊂ RN compact. So for W a
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compact d-manifold, the assignment t 7→W+1/t for t > 0 and 0 7→ ∅ is a continuous path [0, 1]→ Ψd(RN ).
In particular, it is not true that each member of a continuous family X → Ψd(RN ) of d-submanifolds of
RN has the same topological type. In what follows, notice that this topology on Ψd(RN ) is exactly what
is needed in order to ‘group complete’ Cobd,N as ΩN−1Ψd.

3.4 Categories DF ,−d,(k,N) of ‘unbounded’ F-manifolds

Comparing DF ,td,(k,N) and DFd,(k,N)

Define the quasi-topological subspace

DFd,(k,N) := {(W, g) ∈ ΨFd (RN ) |W ⊂ Rk × I̊N−k}

consisting of embedded F-manifolds which are ‘bounded’ in N−k chosen directions. In the notation above,
I̊N−k denotes the interior int(IN−k).

For each W ∈ Dd,(k,N), there is the projection onto the first k-coordinates prW : W → Rk. Write (Rl)δ

for Rl with the discrete topology. Let DF ,td,(k,N) be the Q-space

{(a,W, g) | (W, g) ∈ DFd,(k,N) and a ∈ (Rk)δ is transverse to prW }.

For a0, a1 ∈ Rk, write a0 ≤ a1 to mean the kth coordinates satisfy a0
k ≤ a1

k and similarly for strict inequality.
This space is a quasi-topological partially ordered set via the rule (a0,W0, g0) ≺ (a1,W1, g1) exactly when
(W0, g0) = (W1, g1) and a0 ≤ a1.

Regard the Q-space DFd,(k,N) as a quasi-topological category with only identity morphisms. There is a
forgetful functor

DF ,td,(k,N)

γ−→ DFd,(k,N)

given by (a,W, g) 7→ (W, g).

Lemma 3.4.1 (γ). The functor γ induces a weak homotopy equivalence

BDF ,td,(k,N)

Bγ−−→ DFd,(k,N).

To prove this Lemma 3.4.1 we will use the following lemma from [Gal06] which is a corollary of a
theorem of Segal ([Seg78], A.1). It is a sort of Quillen’s Theorem A for topological categories. Recall that
a map is etale if it is a local homeomorphism and an open map.

Lemma 3.4.2. Let X• be a simplicial space and Y a space. Regard Y as a constant simplicial space. Let
f• : X• → Y be a simplicial map such that each fk is etale. If the simplicial set (discrete space) f−1(y)
has contractible classifying space for each y ∈ Y , then Bf : BX• → Y is a weak homotopy equivalence.

Proof of Lemma 3.4.1. For each l, the map NlD
F
d,(k,N) → DFd,(k,N) is etale. The fiber (N•γ)−1(W, g) is the

nerve of the (discrete) poset P of points in Rk which are transverse to the projection pr : W → Rk. This
fiber is apparently non-empty and the partial ordering comes from a0 ≤ a1. For each a ∈ P, the sub-poset
Ca := {a′ | a′i = ai for i < k} is linearly ordered and thus BC ' ∗. Moreover, for each b ∈ P there exists an
a′ ∈ Ca such that either b ≤ a′ or a′ ≤ b. It follows that homotopy colimits over the discrete category P
agree up to weak homotopy equivalence with those over Ca. In particular BP ' BCa as homotopy colimits
over the trivial functor. Lemma 3.4.2 then applies.
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Comparing DF ,td,(k,N) and DF ,⊥d,(k,N)

We say W ⊂ Rk−1 × R × IN−k is cylindrical near a ∈ Rk if {a} is transverse prW : W → Rk and there
exists ε > 0 such that

pr−1
W (Rk−1 × (ak − ε, ak + ε)) = Rk−1 × (ak − ε, ak + ε)× pr−1

W (a) ⊂ RN .

Define DF ,⊥d,(k,N) ⊂ DF ,td,(k,N) as the full quasi-topological partially ordered set of triples (a,W, g) such that W
is cylindrical near a. Label this inclusion of quasi-topological partially ordered sets by

β : DF ,⊥d,(k,N) ↪→ DF ,td,(k,N).

Lemma 3.4.3 (Bβ). The inclusion β induces a homotopy equivalence

Bβ : BDF ,⊥d,(k,N)

'−→ BDF ,td,(k,N).

Proof. We will show that β induces a level-wise weak homotopy equivalence of simplicial nerves

NlD
F ,⊥
d,(k,N) ' NlD

F ,t
d,(k,N).

For each a = (a0 ≤ ... ≤ al) ∈ (Rk)l+1 and δ : Rk → (0,∞) sufficiently small, let λ = λδa : Rk → Rk be a

smooth non-decreasing function which takes the constant value ai near ai and which is the identity outside
a δ(ai)-neighborhood of each ai (see Figure 1).

For each t ∈ R, consider the self-map φt,a of Rk × IN−k given by

φt,a(x, v) = ((1− s(t))x+ s(t)λa(x), v)

where s : R→ [0, 1] is a smooth monotonically increasing function with s(t) = 0 for t ≤ 0 and s(t) = 1 for
t ≥ 1. Let (a,W ) ∈ Dtd,(k,N). Although φt,a is not an embedding, the preimage φ−1

t,a (W ) ⊂ Rk × IN−k is

again a smooth d-submanifold. In fact, (a, φ−1
t,a (W )) ∈ Dtd,(k,N) for all t ∈ R with (a, φ−1

1,a(W )) ∈ D⊥d,(k,N)

for t ≥ 1. Define the self-map of NlD
t
d,(k,N) by

Φt(a,W ) = (a, φ−1
t,a (W )).

It is routine to verify that Φt realizes a deformation retraction of NlD
t
d,(k,N) onto NlD

⊥
d,(k,N). We must now

do similarly with F-structures.

Consider a smooth compact family K
f−→ NlD

F ,t
d,(k,N) written f(x) = (ax,Wx, gx). There exists a smooth

function ε : Rk → (0,∞) such that for every x ∈ K an ε-neighborhood of Wx ⊂ Rk × IN−k is a tubular
neighborhood of Wx. We call this tubular neighborhood Nε(Wx). For such an ε there is a small enough
δ : Rk → (0,∞) as above, such that φ−1

t,ax
(Wx) ⊂ Nε(Wx) for all t ∈ R. Moreover, upon possibly shrinking

ε and δ and choosing once and for all a nice enough function λ, it can be guaranteed that the projection
Nε(Wx)→Wx restricts to a diffeomorphism

prt,x : φ−1
t,ax

(Wx)→Wx

for each t ∈ R. This describes a smooth family R×K Φ−→ NlD
F ,t
d,(k,N) given by

Φt(x) = (ax, φ
−1
t,a (Wx), prt,x

∗gx).
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Figure 1: λ

Notice that Φt(x) ∈ NlD
F ,⊥
d,(k,N) for t ≥ 1. It is not difficult to verify that the homotopy class of Φt is

independent of the choices of functions ε and δ. Evaluating Φt at t = 1 thus describes an assignment

[K,NlD
F ,t
d,(k,N)]→ [K,NlD

F ,⊥
d,(k,N)].

It is routine to verify that the inclusion DF ,⊥d,(k,N) → DF ,td,(k,N) demonstrates an inverse to the above assignment.
The result follows.

3.5 Some delooping cobordism categories CobFd,(k,N)

We now construct an artificial cobordism category CobFd,(k,N) motivated by showing

Bα : BDF ,⊥d,(k,N)

'−→ BCobFd,(k,N) and δ : DFd,(k+1,N)
'−→ ΩBCobFd,(k,N).

Comparing DF ,⊥d,(k,N) and CobFd,(k,N)

Declare
ob CobFd,(k,N) = {(a,Md−k, g)}

where a ∈ Rk, M ⊂ IN−k is a closed (d− k)-manifold, and g ∈ F(M). Similarly, declare

mor CobFd,(k,N) = {identities} q {(a0, a1,W d, g)}

where a0 < a1 ∈ Rk and W ⊂ Rk−1× [a0
k, a

1
k]× int(IN−k) ⊂ Rk−1× [a0

k, a
1
k]×RN−k is a collared embedded

d-manifold, closed as a subset, and a collaring Wε of W is cylindrical near {a0, a1}, and where g ∈ F(W ).
Note that such W need not be compact, but the projection pW onto Rk must be proper. The source and
target maps are given by (W, g) 7→ (Mi := pr−1

W (ai), g|Mi
) for i = 0 and 1 respectively. Composition in

CobFd,(k,N) is given by union in RN while gluing F-structures.
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Notation 3.5.1. The additional data (a0, a1) of a morphism will often not be written for notational ease
though it is still there.

As discrete categories, there is a functor

DF ,⊥d,(k,N)

α−→ CobFd,(k,N)

described by
((a0,W, g) ≺ (a1,W, g)) 7→ (a0, a1,W[a0,a1], g[a0,a1])

where W[a0,a1] := pr−1
W (Rk−1 × [a0

k, a
1]) and g[a0k,a

1] := g|W
[a0,a1]

. The case a0 = a1 gives the functor on

objects. We declare a point-set map X → mor CobFd,(k,N) to be “continuous” if the pull back

X ×mor CobFd,(k,N)
mor DF ,⊥d,(k,N) → mor DF ,⊥d,(k,N)

is “continuous”. We do similarly for the objects of CobFd,(k,N). It is straight forward to verify that CobFd,(k,N)

becomes a quasi-topological category in this way. Note that there is an equivalence of quasi-topological
categories CobFd,(1,N)

∼= CobFd,N determined by choosing a homeomorphism int(IN−1) ∼= RN−1.

Remark 3.6. One could alternatively work with an elaboration of CobFd,(k,N) regarded as a topological

k-category whose 1-category of (k − 1)-morphisms mork−1(∅, ∅) is CobFd,N . The higher category structure
can be sketched as follows.

For a0, a1 ∈ Rk write [a0, a1] :=
∏k

1[a0
i , a

1
i ] ⊂ Rk as the product of closed intervals where it is agreed

that [s, t] = ∅ if s > t. An l-morphism is a 4-tuple (a0, a1,W, g) such that a0
i = a1

i when i ≤ k − l, and W
is cylindrical near [a0, a1]; in particular [a0, a1], as a manifold with corners, is transverse to the projection
prW : W → Rk. The source maps are given by

(a0
1, ..., a

0
k; a

1
k−l+1, ..., a

1
k) 7→ (a0

1, ..., a
0
k; a

1
k−l+2, ..., a

1
k)

The target maps are similar. Composition is given by concatenating appropriate intervals.
In particular, we can regard CobFd,(d,N) as a topological d-category which in the limit N → ∞ is an

(obviously equivalent) alternative to the (∞, d)-category from [Lur09].

Lemma 3.6.1 (Bα). As quasi-topological categories, the functor α induces a weak homotopy equivalence

BDF ,⊥d,(k,N)

Bα−−→ BCobFd,(k,N).

Proof. We will show that α induces a level-wise weak homotopy equivalence of simplicial nerves

NlD
F ,⊥
d,(k,N)

'−→ NlCob
F
d,(k,N).

There is a simplicial inclusion
N•Cobd,(k,N) ↪→ N•D

⊥
d,(k,N)

given by sending ((a0, a1,W1), ..., (al−1, al,Wl)) to

((a0 ≤ ... ≤ al), (−∞, a0]×M0 ∪W1 ∪ ... ∪Wl ∪ [al,∞)×Ml)
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Figure 2: Gluing W

where t(Wi) = (ai,Mi) = s(Wi+1) (see Figure 2). We show that a similar map exists in compact families
while we include F-structure.

Choose once and for all a smooth family of homeomorphisms ψε : (−∞, ε) → R, ε ∈ (0,∞], with
ψ∞ = idR and such that for each ε > 0, ψε is the identity in a neighborhood of (−∞, 0].

Let K be a compact manifold with a smooth map K
f−→ NlCob

F
d,(k,N) in the sense of 2.2. Because

nowhere in the argument is l relevant, we will take l = 1. Recall that for W ∈ mor Cobd,(k,N) a collared
d-manifold, F(W ) = colimεF(Wε) where Wε is an ε-collaring of W . It follows from the compactness of K
that there exists εf > 0 such that f is represented by

fεf : K → {(W, g) |W ∈ mor Cobd and g ∈ F(Wεf )}. (3.1)

Using the map (3.1) along with the homeomorphisms ψε, it is possible to achieve a map f̃εf : K →
mor D⊥d,(k,N) such that α ◦ f̃εf = f . Indeed, the ψε allow for us to extend an F-structure on Wε to an
F-structure on W∞ ∈ Dd,(k,N); the smoothness of φε in ε ensures we can do so in smooth families. We
have established an inverse map

[K,mor CobFd,(k,N)]→ [K,mor DF ,⊥d,(k,N)]

and it is clear that the composite of this map with α is the identity on the set [K,mor CobFd,(k,N)].

Now, for each (a0 ≤ a1), choose ε > 0 small and let

λt,(a0≤a1) : R→ R

be a smooth non-decreasing function given in most places (ε-away from four points) by

λt,(a0≤a1)(x) =



x− 1/(1− t), x ∈ (−∞, a0
k − ε− 1/(1− t)]

a0
k, x ∈ [a0

k + ε− 1/(1− t), a0
k − ε]

x, x ∈ [a0
k + ε, a1

k − ε]
a1
k, x ∈ [a1

k + ε, a1
k − ε+ 1/(1− t)]

x+ 1/(1− t), x ∈ [a1
k + ε+ 1/(1− t),∞).
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Figure 3: λt

(see Figure 3). Choose such a λt to be smooth in t ∈ [0, 1].
For each t ∈ [0, 1], consider the self-map φt of Rk−1 × R× Ik given by

φt,(a0≤a1)(u, x, v) = (u, λt(x), v).

Define the self-map Φt of mor DF ,⊥d,(k,N) by

Φt((a
0 ≤ a1),W, g) = ((a0 ≤ al), φ−1

t,(a0≤al)(W ), φ∗t,(a0≤al)g).

It is clear that composition with Φt provides the necessary homotopy to conclude that the composition

[K,mor DF ,⊥d,(k,N)]→ [K,mor CobFd,(k,N)]→ [K,mor DF ,⊥d,(k,N)].

is the identity set-map.

We record the following proposition. ForW d a boundaryless d-manifold, writeBF(k,N)(W ) = (Embprop(W,Rk×
IN−k)×F(W ))/Diff(W ) for the space of properly embedded (W ′, g) in Rk×IN−k with W ′ ∼= W . If W has
collared boundary, replace Rk by Rk−1×[a, a′] and consider collared embeddings. For each a ∈ Rk and closed
(d−k)-manifold M there is a standard inclusion BF(0,k)(M)

ι−→ ob CobFd,(k,N). For (ai,Mi, gi) ∈ ob CobFd,(k,N),

i = 0, 1 with a0 < a1, there results a pull back square

ι∗mor CobFd,(k,N)
//

��

mor CobFd,(k,N)

s,t

��
BF(0,k)(M0)×BF(0,k)(M1)

ι×ι // ob CobFd,(k,N) × ob Cob
F
d,(k,N)

where the right vertical map is the source-target map. Recall the notion of smoothness from §2.2.

Proposition 3.6.2. Suppose F is a fiberwise equivariant sheaf. Let (ai,Mi, gi) ∈ ob CobFd,(k,N), i = 0, 1,

with a0 ≤ a1. The source-target map

ι∗mor CobFd,(k,N) → BF(0,k)(M0)×BF(0,k)(M1)

has the homotopy lifting property with respect to smooth compact families.
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Proof. Suppose for now that F ≡ ∗ is trivial. We wish to complete the following diagram

{0} ×X

��

f̃ // ι∗mor Cobd,(k,N)

s,t

��
I ×X

f//

55

B(0,k)(M0)×B(0,k)(M1)

where the horizontal maps are smooth and X is compact. Write fsr , r ∈ I, for the composition of f with
the projection on to the first factor. Do similarly for f tr with the second factor. Corresponding to f tr is the
(q + 1 + d− k)-dimensional submanifold Et ⊂ I ×Xq × ({a1} × IN−k). Consider the space (manifold)

Ẽt := Rk−1 × {(r′, r, e) | r′ ∈ [0, r] and e ∈ Er′}.

There is a canonical inclusion Ẽt ↪→ Rk−1 × [a1
k, a

1
k + 1]×E given by (x, r′, r, e) 7→ (x, r, e). Moreover, the

map Ẽt → I ×X, given by (r′, r, e) 7→ (r, prX(e)), makes

Ẽt ⊂ I ×X × (Rk−1 × [a1
k, a

1
k + 1]× IN−k)

into the total space of a smooth bundle of collared d-manifolds in Rk−1× [a1
k, a

1
k+1]×IN−k. Such a bundle

corresponds to a map

f̃ tr : I ×X → BN (Rk−1 × [a1
k, a

1
k + 1]×M0) ↪→ mor Cobd,(k,N).

Notice that s ◦ f̃ tr ≡ f t0 and t ◦ f̃ tr = f tr.
One could similarly define the space (manifold)

Ẽs := {(r′, r, e) | 1− r′ ∈ [0, r] and e ∈ Er′} ⊂ I ×X × (Rk−1 × [a0
k − 1, a0

k]× IN−k)

corresponding to a map f̃sr satisfying s ◦ f̃sr = f tr and t ◦ f̃sr ≡ fs0 . There is then a map

I ×X → morCobFd,(k,N) ×ob morCob
F
d,(k,N) ×ob morCob

F
d,(k,N)

given by (r, x) 7→ (f̃sr (x), f̃(x), f̃ tr(x)). It is easily verified that upon composing with the composition map,
mor ×ob mor ×ob mor → mor, then rescaling intervals, we get our desired dotted arrow.

Now suppose F is an arbitrary fiberwise equivariant sheaf. In this case, F is determined by a fibration

Bθ
θ−→ BO(d) whose restriction to Grd,N is again written Bθ → Grd,N ; see §1.16. So a smooth bundle of F-

manifolds X
f−→ BF(0,k)(M0) over compact X corresponds to a subspace Eθ ⊂ X× (Rk−1×{a}×IN−k)×Bθ

such that the projection away from Bθ is a smooth bundle over X. Following the lines above, we can
associate to such a bundle Eθ → I ×X the space

Ẽtθ := {(r′, r, e) | r′ ∈ [0, r] and e ∈ (Eθ)r′}.

It should be apparent how the argument from here is the same as that above.

Remark 3.7. The above proposition is also true when F is flexible in the sense of [Gro86], page 76. The
above lemma is not true for general F . Such a non-example is achieved by the 2-dimensional equivariant
sheaf of holomorphic curves in a fixed complex manifold Y , F(W ) = {(J, h) | h ∈ Hol(W,J), Y )}. Indeed,
it is rarely possible to extend a given perturbation of the boundary of a holomorphic curve to the entire
curve.
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Comparing DFd,(k+1,N) and ΩBCobFd,(k,N)

For n ∈ Z, write n ∈ Rk for the k-tuple (0, ..., 0, n). There are the represented functors

mor(−, (n, ∅)) : CobFd,(k,N)

op → QTop

as the Q-space of morphisms in CobFd,(k,N) to the empty manifold and the empty F-structure. Regard ∅ as a

morphism (n, ∅) ∅−→ (n+ 1, ∅). There is a directed system of Q-spaces, natural in (a,M, g) ∈ ob CobFd,(k,N),
given by post-composition

· · · ◦∅−→ mor((a,M, g), (n, ∅)) ◦∅−→ mor((a,M, g), (n+ 1, ∅)) ◦∅−→· · ·

In this way, define the functor
F : CobFd,(k,N)

op → QTop

given by − 7→ hocolim(· · · ◦∅−→ mor(−, (n, ∅)) ◦∅−→· · ·). Consider the wreath category

CobFd,(k,N) o F

whose objects are pairs (o, x) with x ∈ F (o) for o ∈ ob CobFd,(k,N) and a morphism (o0, y)
α−→ (o1, x) is given

by o0
α−→ o1 ∈ mor CobFd,(k,N) providing F (α)(x) = y. There is a bijection

ob CobFd,(k,N) o F ↔ {(W, g) ∈ mor CobFd,(k,N) | t(W, g) = (n, ∅) for some n ∈ N}

and an inclusion
mor CobFd,(k,N) o F ⊂ mor CobFd,(k,N)

from which CobFd,(k,N) oF inherits the structure of a quasi-topological category. There is an obvious forgetful
functor

CobFd,(k,N) o F → CobFd,(k,N).

Lemma 3.7.1 (δ). The map
BCobFd,(k,N) o F → BCobFd,(k,N)

induced by the forgetful functor is a quasi-fibration over the path-component of ∅ with fiber homeomorphic
to the Q-space DFd,(k−1,N).

The proof of Lemma 3.7.1 occupies §3.9.
Because the functor F is built from represented functors, the classifying space BCobFd,(k,N) o F is con-

tractible via the self-functor described by

(a,M, g,W )
W−→ (n, ∅)

for n large enough. We immediately obtain the

Corollary 3.7.2. The inclusion δ of the fiber into the homotopy-fiber of the above quasi-fibration is a weak
homotopy equivalence. That is,

δ : DFd,(k−1,N)
'−→ ΩBCobFd,(k,N).
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We have established the zig-zag of weak homotopy equivalences

BCobFd,(k,N)
α←− BDF ,⊥d,(k,N)

β−→ BDF ,td,(k,N)

γ−→ DFd,(k,N)
δ−→ ΩBCobFd,(k+1,N)

resulting in a weak homotopy equivalence

BCobFd,N ' ΩN−1DFd,(N,N) = ΩN−1ΨFd (RN ).

It remains to identify the weak homotopy type of ΨFd (RN ).

3.8 The weak homotopy type of ΨFd (RN)

Statement of the Weak Homotopy Type

Let Th denote the Thom space functor. Let γd,N denote the tautological bundle over Grd,N of d-planes in
RN with total space Ud,N , and let γ⊥d,N denote its orthogonal compliment with total space U⊥d,N . Observe

that U⊥d,N can be identified with the space of affine d-planes in RN as seen by the assignment (V, v) 7→
v + V ⊂ RN . As such, there is an evident map

U⊥d,N → Ψd(RN ).

There is a continuous extension of this map to the one-point compactification

Th(γ⊥d,N )→ Ψd(RN )

by insisting ∞ 7→ ∅.
Consider the fibration

pF : Frd,N ×O(d) F(Rd)→ Grd,N

with fiber F(Rd) similar to that discussed in §1.16. For explicitness, p∗FU
⊥
d,N = {(V, v, g) | V ∈ Grd,N , RN 3

v ⊥ V, and g ∈ F(V )}. There is a similar map as that directly above,

Th(p∗Fγ
⊥
d,N )→ ΨFd (RN ),

given by (V, v, g) 7→ (V + v, g), ∞ 7→ ∅.

Lemma 3.8.1. This map Th(p∗Fγ
⊥
d,N )→ ΨFd (RN ) is a weak homotopy equivalence.

To conclude the proof of the main theorem, bring to attention the above fibration of interest pF :
BF → BO(d) having fiber F(Rd). The main theorem concerns the fibration pF : GrFd,N → Grd,N having
fiber Stalk0(F|Rd ). These two fibrations are weakly homotopy equivalent from Proposition 1.16.1. As a
corollary of Lemma 3.8.1 we have

Theorem (Main Theorem). There is a weak homotopy equivalence

BCobFd,N ' ΩN−1Th(p∗Fγ
⊥
d,N ).
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Strategy for Proving Lemma 3.8.1

We consider the following open subsets of ΨFd (RN ):

V0 = {(W, g) ∈ ΨFd (RN ) | 0 /∈W}

and
Vmin = {(W, g) ∈ ΨFd (RN ) | ‖−‖ has a unique nondegenerate minimum on W}.

Observe that the map at hand Th(p∗Fγ
⊥
d,N ) → ΨFd (RN ) restricts appropriately to yield a morphism of

(horizontal) diagrams

(p∗FU
⊥
d,N

��

p∗F (U⊥d,N \ {0})oo //

��

{∞})

��
(Vmin Vmin ∩ V0

oo // V0)

We establish that each vertical map is a weak homotopy equivalence. It follows that the map of homotopy
colimits of these (horizontal) diagrams is a weak homotopy equivalence.

To finish, we recognize

Th(p∗Fγ
⊥
d,N ) = hocolim(p∗FU

⊥
d,N ←↩ p∗FU⊥d,N \ {0} → ∗)

and, in this situation,

ΨFd (RN ) = V0 ∪ Vmin
'←− hocolim(Vmin ← Vmin ∩ V0 → V0).

The Weak Homotopy Types of the V−’s

Lemma 3.8.2 (Homotopoy Type of V0). There is a homotopy equivalence

V0 ' ∗.

Proof. For t > 0, let λt : RN → RN be scaling by 1/t. It it apparent that λ∗t : ΨFd (RN )→ ΨFd (RN ) restricts
to a self-map of V0 and as such, it is possible to continuously extend λt at t = 0 by λ0(W ) ≡ ∅. Because
λ1 is the identity map, we have demonstrated a homotopy equivalence V0 ' ∗ = {∅}.

Lemma 3.8.3 (The Weak Homotopy Type of Vmin). The inclusion

p∗FU
⊥
d,N ↪→ Vmin,

given by (V, v, g) 7→ (V + v, g) as above, is a weak homotopy equivalence. Indeed, v ∈ (V + v) is the unique
closest point in V + v to 0 ∈ RN .

Proof. Choose once and for all a continuous family of embeddings φr : RN → RN , r ∈ (0,∞], with
φ∞ = idRN and such that for each r, φr is the identity in a neighborhood of the origin and has image
DN
r ⊂ RN , the open r-disk about the origin. For r′ ∈ [r,∞], the φr′ themselves realize a homotopy from

ΨFd (RN )
φ∗r−→ ΨFd (RN ) to the identity map.

Write W|r = φ−1
r (W − p). Let prTpW : W → TpW be the projection in RN onto the affine subspace

TpW ⊂ RN . The inverse function theorem implies the existence of r > 0 such that

prT0W|r : W|r → T0W|r
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is a diffeomorphism. Write πr for the inverse diffeomorphism. Let 0 < rW ≤ ∞ be the supremum of such
r > 0. The map Vmin → (0,∞], given by the assignment (W, g) 7→ rW , is upper-semicontinuous. For
(W, g) ∈ Vmin and r > 0 as above, the map

Prt,W|r : I ×W|r → RN ,

given by
w 7→ (1− t)prT0W|r (w) + tw,

is an isotopy of embeddings of W|r from prT0W|r to W|r ↪→ RN .
Write φr |W for the embedding W|r → W given by w 7→ φr(w) + p. We obtain the sequence of maps of

Q-spaces

F(W )
φr
∗
|W−−−→ F(Wr)

π∗r−→ F(T0W|r)
φr
∗
|TpW←−−−−− F(TpW ). (3.2)

We have already indicated that the latter two maps above are homotopy equivalences. Indeed, the second
map π∗ε is a homotopy equivalence induced from the homotopy Prt,W|r above while φr′ |− , r′ ∈ [r,∞],
provides an explicit homotopy inverse for the third map above. Write ρ∗ for the resulting homotopy
inverse of this third map. Write the resulting composition of (3.2), namely ρ∗ ◦ π∗r ◦ φr∗|W , as

Φ∗r : F(W )→ F(TpW ).

The homotopy class of Φr is independent of the (valid) choice of r > 0 as illustrated by the family φr.

Now let K be a compact based CW-complex with a based map K
f−→ Vmin. For x ∈ K, write

f(x) = (Wx, gx). Because the assignment K → (0,∞] given by x 7→ εWx is upper-semicontinuous, for each
such map f , there is an rf > 0 such that for every x ∈ K the projection prTp(Wx|r ) is a diffeomorphism. In

this way, from f ∈Map(K,Vmin) we obtain a map f̃ ∈Map(K, p∗FU
⊥
d,N ) given as

x 7→ (TpWx,Φ
∗
rf

(gx)) ∈ p∗FU⊥d,N .

The homotopy class of f̃ is independent of the choice of rf > 0.
The assignment f 7→ f̃ describes a well-defined set-map [K,Vmin] → [K, p∗FU

⊥
d,N ]. It is clear that the

resulting composition
[K, p∗FU

⊥
d,N ]→ [K,Vmin]→ [K, p∗FU

⊥
d,N ]

is the identity set-map.
We will now demonstrate a homotopy from f to f̃ from which it will follow that the composition

[K,Vmin]→ [K, p∗FU
⊥
d,N ]→ [K,Vmin]

is also the identity set-map, thus proving the weak homotopy equivalence p∗FU
⊥
d,N ' Vmin. Recall that the

composition F(Wr)
π∗r−→ F(T0W|r)

ρ∗−→ F(TpW ) is a homotopy equivalence. For σ for a homotopy inverse to
this composition, let H∗ be a homotopy from σ∗ ◦ (ρ∗ ◦ π∗r ) to idF(Wr). Such an H establishes a homotopy

from f̃ to the assignment
(x 7→ ((Wx)|rf , φr

∗
|W g)) ∈Map∗(K,Ψ

F
d (RN )).

This established homotopy concatenated with the homotopy described by φr′ for r′ ∈ [r,∞] demonstrates
the desired homotopy from f to f̃ .
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Lemma 3.8.4 (Weak Homotopy Type of Vmin ∩ V0). The inclusion

p∗F (U⊥d,N \ {0}) ↪→ Vmin ∩ V0,

given by (V, v, g) 7→ (V + v, g) as above, is a weak homotopy equivalence.

Proof. This follows from the proof of the above lemma and the following observation. For K a compact
based space, the weak homotopy inverse [K,Vmin] → [K, p∗FU

⊥
d,N ] described above as the construction of

f̃ , restricts to a (weak) homotopy inverse

[K,Vmin ∩ V0]→ [K, p∗F (U⊥d,N \ {0})].

Indeed, nowhere in the construction of f̃ from f is there a dependence on px ∈ Wx, the unique closest
point in Wx to 0 ∈ RN .

3.9 Proof of Lemma 3.7.1

Identifying the Fiber

The fiber of BCobFd,(k,N) o F → BCobFd,(k,N) over (0, ∅) ∈ ob CobFd,(k,N) is the Q-space of morphisms

F (0, ∅) = {(0, n,W, g) ∈ mor CobFd,(k,N) | pr
−1
k ({0, n})) = ∅}

where prk : Rk × IN−k → R is projection onto the kth coordinate. A diffeomorphism (0,∞) ∼= (0, 1)
induces a homeomorphism from F (0, ∅) to the Q-space

{(W, g) ⊂ Rk × IN−k | prk(W ) ⊂ (0,∞)}.

This latter Q-space is DFd,(k+1,N) by definition.

A Preliminary Observation

In the proof of the lemma, we will make repeated implicit use of the following observation.
Consider the diagram

ξ := (ob CobFd,(k,N) o F
forget−−−−→ ob CobFd,(k,N)).

The fiber of ξ over (a,M, g) is the Q-space F (a,M, g). Consider a diagram of the same shape

End(ξ)→ ob CobFd,(k,N) × ob CobFd,(k,N)

whose fiber over ((a0,M0, g0), (a1,M1, g1)) is the Q-space of maps Map(F (a1,M1, g1), F (a0,M0, g0)). Be-
cause of the construction of F and because our cobordism category is quasi-topological, there is a continuous
map

morCobFd,(k,N)
→ End(ξ)

over ob CobFd,(k,N) × ob Cob
F
d,(k,N). It follows from this that a path of morphisms (Wt, gt), t ∈ [0, 1] induces

a continuous family of maps F (t(Wt, gt))
F (Wt,gt)−−−−−→ F (s(Wt, gt)).
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Strategy

We use a group completion argument along the lines of [MS76] and [Dwy96] (3.12) and later [Til99]. This
is a version of Quillen’s Theorem B in the setting of topological categories (simplicial categories). As

so, to show the map in the lemma is a quasi-fibration, we need only verify that F (o1)
F (m)−−−→ F (o0) is a

homotopy equivalence for each o0
m−→ o1 ∈ mor CobFd,(k,N). In what follows, we show that this criterion holds

for morphisms (a0,M0, g0)
(W,g)−−−→ (a1,M1, g1) with either M0 or M1, possibly both, the empty manifold.

Breaking into these cases is only to make the general cases more conceptually clear. In fact, the general
case is simply an ‘amalgamation’ of the previous cases with the details being the same. The general case
will not be presented.

We verify the required criterion as follows. Take (a0,M0, g0)
(W,g)−−−→ (a1,M1, g1) to be a morphism

in CobFd,(k,N). Write x := (0, ..., 0, x) ∈ Rk. We can assume a0 = 0 and a1 = 1. We demonstrate a

path in morCobFd,(k,N) from (W, g) to some (W+, g+). From the preliminary observation, such a path

prescribes a homotopy from F (1,M1, g1)
F (W,g)−−−−→ F (0,M0, g0) to F (W+, g+). We construct a morphism

(−1,M−1, g−1)
(W−1,g−1)−−−−−−−→ (0,M0, g0), with (M−1, g−1) built easily from (M1, g1), and a path inmorCobFd,(k,N)

from (W+, g+) ◦ (W−, g−) to a ‘trivial’ morphism (W, g). It will be clear from the sense in which (W, g)
is trivial that F (W, g) is homotopic to idF (1,M1,g1). It follows that F (W−, g−) is a left homotopy in-
verse to F (W+, g+). The situation presented will be symmetric under exchanging the indicies ± and thus
F (W−, g−) is also a right homotopy inverse and therefore F (W, g) is a homotopy equivalence.

Useful tools and simplifications

Write the coordinates of Rk × IN−k as (x, t) with corresponding coordinate vectors as exi and eti . Let

pri : Rk × IN−1 → R,

be projection onto the xi-coordinate and

prRk−1 : Rk × IN−k → Rk−1

be projection onto the first k − 1 coordinates. Write

R : Rk × IN−k → Rk × IN−k

for rotation by angle π in the 2-plane span{exk−1
, exk}.

Choose an embedding ψ from Rk−1 × [−1, 1] × IN−k into itself which is the identity on all but the
(xk−1, xk)-coordinates and is described on {(xk−1, xk)} as follows. Take δ > 0 to be sufficiently small. For
xk−1 ≤ −1,

(xk−1, xk) 7→ (xk−1 + 2, xk/3 + 1/3),

for xk−1 ≥ 1,
(xk−1, xk) 7→ R|{(xk−1,xk)}

(xk−1 − 2, xk/3 + 1/3),

for −1 + δ < xk < 1− δ,

(xk−1, xk) 7→ ((xk/3 + 1/3)sin((π/2)(xk−1 − 1)), (xk/3 + 1/3)cos((π/2)(xk−1 − 1))),
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Figure 4: ψ

and for 1− δ ≤ ±xk−1 ≤ 1,
∓∂xk−1

ψ > 1/2.

See figure Figure 4. Note that the image of ψ has kth coordinate bounded above by 2.
Choose once and for all a continuous family

φr : Rk−1 → Rk−1 (r ∈ (0,∞])

of embeddings with φ∞ = idRk−1 and such that for each r > 0, φr has image the open r-disk about 0 ∈ Rk−1

and is the identity in a neighborhood of 0 ∈ Rk−1. Let Φr := φr × idR × idIN−k be the resulting self-map
of Rk × IN−k. It will be used repeatedly and without saying that the φr′ , r

′ ∈ [r,∞], themselves realize a
homotopy from idRk×IN−k to Φr.

For a cobordism (a0,M0, g0)
(W,g)−−−→ (a1,M1, g1) in CobFd,(k,N) we can assume without loss in generality

that a0 = 0 and a1 = 1. Let a ∈ Rk−1 be transverse to the projection

pr := prW : W → Rk−1.

Without loss of generality assume a = 0. The manifold P d−k+1 := pr−1(a) ⊂ {a} × [0, 1] × IN−k is
compact and collared. The inverse function theorem implies the existence of r > 0 such that for (W ′, g′) :=
(Φ−1

r (W ),Φ∗rg), the projection
pr : W ′ → P × Rk−1

is a diffeomorphism. In fact, there is an isotopy of embeddings

t 7→ (1− t)ι+ (t)pr

from the inclusion ι : W ′ ↪→ Rk−1 × [0, 1]× IN−k to pr. This homotopy concatenated with the homotopy
induced from Φr′ , r

′ ∈ [r,∞], describes a path in mor CobFd,(k,N) from (W, g) to (Rk−1 × P, p∗g′). We can

thus assume W = Rk−1×P is ‘straight’ in the Rk−1-direction. Notice that this procedure does not change
the underlying (d− k)-manifolds of the source and target.
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Figure 5: W

Case (0, ∅) (W,g)−−−→ (1, ∅)

Consider the d-dimensional F-manifolds

(W r, gr) := (Φ−1
1 (ψ(W )− rexk−1

),Φ∗1( − rexk−1
)∗ψ∗g),

r ∈ [0, 3]. Define (W+, g+) ∈ morCobFd,(k,N)
((0, ∅), (1, ∅)) as

(W+, g+) := (W 0 ∩ pr−1
k [0,∞), g0|

pr−1
k

[0,∞)
)

and (W−, g−) ∈ morCobFd,(k,N)
((−1, ∅), (0, ∅)) as

(W−, g−) := (W 0 ∩ pr−1
k [0,∞), g0|

pr−1
k

[0,∞)
);

see Figures 5, 6, and 7.
There is a path in mor CobFd,(k,N) from (W, g) to (W+, g+) as realized by scaling by a factor of 1/3

about x1 = 1/2 in the xk-coordinate, translating by 2 in the xk−1-coordinate, then using the family Φr′ ,
r′ ∈ [1,∞].

Because ψ(W ) has xk−1-coordinate bounded above, the family (W r, gr), r ∈ [0, 3], realizes a path in
mor from the composition (W 0, g0) = (W+, g+) ◦ (W−, g−) to ∅.

Using the identification F (ν, ∅) ∼= DFd,(k−1,N), ν = −1, 0, 1, it is clear that F (∅) ' idDF
d,(k−1,N)

and we

have achieved a homotopy from

F (∅) F (W−,g−)◦F (W+,g+)−−−−−−−−−−−−−−→ F (∅)
to idF (∅). As promised, this demonstrates that F (W−, g−) is a left homotopy inverse to F (W, g). To show
that F (W−, g−) is also a right homotopy inverse amounts to the above procedure performed on (W−, g−)
in place of (W, g) while making use of the obvious fact that our rotation satisfies R ◦R = idRk×IN−k .
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Figure 6: ψ(W )

Figure 7: W 0 = W+ ◦W−
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Figure 8: W

Case (0,M0, g0)
(W,g)−−−→ (1, ∅)

Define
(W1, g1) := (Φ−1

1 (W + 2exk−1
),Φ∗1( + 2exk−1

)∗g) ∈ morCobFd,(k,N)
((0,M ′′, g′′), (1, ∅)).

Similar to the previous case, there is a path in mor from (W, g) to (W1, g1) as illustrated by translating by
2 in the x2-coordinate then using the family Φr′ , r

′ ∈ [1,∞].
For ε > 0 consider the d-dimensional F-manifolds

(W r, gr) := (Φ−1
ε (Ψ(W )− (r + ε+ 1/3)exk−1

),Φ∗ε ( − (r + ε+ 1/3)exk−1
)∗ψ∗g),

r ∈ [ε, 3]; see Figures 8 and 9. BecauseW is collared, for ε > 0 small enough, (W ε, gε) ∈ morCobFd,(k,N)
((−1, ∅), (1, ∅))

and prk : W ε → R has 0 ∈ R as a regular value. Define (W+, g+) ∈ morCobFd,(k,N)
((0,M ′, g′), (1, ∅)) as

(W+, g+) := (W ε ∩ pr−1
k [0,∞), gε|

pr−1
k

[0,∞)
)

and (W−, g−) ∈ morCobFd,(k,N)
((−1, ∅), (0,M ′, g′)) as

(W−, g−) := (W ε ∩ pr−1
k (−∞, 0], gε|

pr−1
k

(−∞,0]
);

see Figure 10.
Choose a diffeomorphism Θ from Rk−1× [0, 1]× IN−k onto the region shaded in Figure 11 which is the

identity on all but the (xk−1, xk)-coordinates and is described on {(xk−1, xk)} as follows. For xk−1 ≤ −1,

(xk−1, xk) 7→ (xk, xk−1/3 + 1/3),
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Figure 9: ψ(W ) and choice of ε > 0

Figure 10: W 0 = W+ ◦W−
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Figure 11: Θ

and for xk ≥ 1,
(xk−1, xk) 7→ (x′k−1, x

′
k) with 4/3 + ε ≤ x′k−1 ≤ 4/3 + 3ε;

see Figure 11 for the rest of the description of Θ.
Upon possibly re-choosing a smaller ε > 0, there is an ambient isotopy of diffeomorphisms of Rk−1 ×

[0, 1]× IN−k restricting to an isotopy as collared F-manifolds from the composite embedding

(W+, g+)
( +(2ε+4/3)exk−1

)◦Φε
−−−−−−−−−−−−−−→ (ψ(W ), ψ∗g)

Θ−1

−−−→ (Θ−1ψ(W ),Θ∗ψ∗g)

to a diffeomorphism of collared F-manifolds

(W+, g+)
∼=−→ (Θ−1ψ(W ),Θ∗ψ∗g).

In particular, there is a path in mor between the two F-manifolds above. Because Θ−1 ◦ ψ is translation
by 2exk−1

on {xk−1 ≤ −1},
((Θ ◦ Φ1)−1ψ(W ), (Θ ◦ Φ)∗ψ∗g) = (W1, g1)

above. It follows that there is a path in mor from (W, g) to (W+, g+) and thus the maps F (W, g) and
F (W+, g+) are homotopic.

Evidently, because ψ(W ) has xk−1-coordinate bounded above, the family (W r, gr), r ∈ [ε, 3], is a path
of morphisms from the composition (W ε, gε) = (W+, g+) ◦ (W−, g−) to ∅. Again, using the identification
F (ν, ∅) ∼= DFd,(k−1,N), we have demonstrated that F (W−, g−) is a left homotopy inverse to F (W, g). But

(−1, ∅) (W−,g−)−−−−−→ (0,M ′, g′)

is a morphism from the empty (d−1)-F-manifold. So to show that F (W−, g−) is a right homotopy inverse
to F (W+, g+) we pass to the remaining case.
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Figure 12: R

Case (0, ∅) (W,g)−−−→ (1,M1, g1)

Choose δ > 0 so that
W ∩ pr−1

k [1− δ, 1] = Rk−1 × [1− δ]×M1

is a collar of M1 = ∂W1 ⊂ W1. Let R ⊂ Rk−1 × [−1, 1] × IN−k be the region in Figure 12. There is an
obvious smooth straight-line deformation

Λs : R → R, s ∈ [0, 1],

of Λ0(R) = R onto Λ1(R) = ψ(Rk−1 × [1− δ, 1]× IN−k) which is the identity near ψ({xk = 1− δ}).
Consider the d-dimensional F-manifold

(W r, gr) := ((Λ1 ◦ Φ1)−1(ψ(W )− rexk−1
), (Λ1 ◦ Φ1)∗( − rexk−1

)∗ψ∗g),

r ∈ [0, 3]. Define (W+, g+) ∈ morCobFd,(k,N)
((0, ∅), (1,M ′, g′)) as

(W+, g+) := (W 0 ∩ pr−1
k [0,∞), g0|

pr−1
k

[0,∞)
)

and (W−, g−) ∈ morCobFd,(k,N)
((−1, R(M ′), R∗g′), (0, ∅)) as

(W−, g−) := (W 0 ∩ pr−1
k (−∞, 0], g0|

pr−1
k

(−∞,0]
);

see Figure 10 for a similar picture.
There is a path in mor from (W, g) to (W+, g+) as realized by scaling by a factor of 1/3 about xk = 1/2

in the xk-coordinate, translating by 2 in the xk−1-coordinate, using the family Φr′ , r
′ ∈ [1,∞], and finally

using the isotopy Λs. Thus the maps F (W, g) and F (W+, g+) are homotopic.
The family (W r, gr), r ∈ [0, 3], realizes a path in mor CobFd,(k,N) from the composition (W 0, g0) =

(W−, g−) ◦ (W+, g+) to a product morphism (Rk−1 × [−1, 1]×M ′′, g′′); see Figures 9 and 10 for a similar
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picture. There is a homeomorphism F (−1,M0, g0) ∼= F (1,M0, g0) seen by translation by 2exk . Under
this identification, it is clear that composition with the product (Rk−1 × [−1, 1] ×M0, g0) is a homotopy
equivalence. We have thus demonstrated that F (W−, g−) is a left homotopy inverse to F (W, g). From
the previous case, it follows that in fact, F (W−, g−) is also a right homotopy inverse and so F (W, g) is a
homotopy equivalence.

General case (0,M0, g0)
(W,g)−−−→ (1,M1, g1)

Here it is merely pointed out that the procedures from the previous two cases can be done simultaneously.
An amalgamation of these two procedures proves that F (W, g) is a weak homotopy equivalence in this
general case.

4 Interpretations of BCobFd

We interpret the set (group) [X,BCobFd ] as concordance classes of certain families of F-manifolds in an
appropriate sense. As such, the main theorem is a statement about families of F-manifolds and each of
the examples below can be, and perhaps should be, regarded in this way. In this sense, from the main
theorem, the topology of Ω∞MTF(d) naturally reflects how F-manifolds are organized among each other.

We will draw another interpretation of BCobFd as a sort of (group) completion of its morphism spaces
F(W )//Diff(W ) otherwise known as the moduli spaces of F-structures on W . From the main theorem,
Ω∞MTF(d) could, perhaps should, then be interpreted as a parametrizing space for ‘stable’ characteristic
classes of bundles with d-dimensional F-manifold fibers.

4.1 Stable families of manifolds

Given a locally finite open cover U = {Uα} of a (paracompact) space X, construct a category XU as follows.
Declare

obXU =
∐
α

Uα and morXU =
∐
α,β

Uα ∩ Uβ.

The source and target maps of XU are the determined by the inclusions

Uα
s←− Uα ∩ Uβ

t−→ Uβ,

the identity map by Uα
i−→ Uα ∩ Uα, and composition by the inclusion

(Uα ∩ Uβ)×Uβ (Uβ ∩ Uγ) = Uα ∩ Uβ ∩ Uγ
◦−→ Uα ∩ Uγ .

Let C be a topological category. Define a pair (U , F ) on X to be the data of a locally finite open cover
U of X and a functor F : XU → C. A concordance from the pair (U0, F0) to the pair (U1, F1) is a pair
(V, H) on [0, 1]×X such that V restricts to Ui on {i} ×X (i = 0, 1) and H|{i}×X = Fi.

There is a bijection
[X,BC] ∼= {pairs (U , F ) on X}/concordance,

see [Seg78] for a first account and [Wei05] for a more recent viewpoint. To supply some intuition toward
a proof of this bijection, a pair (U , F ) on X determines a map X → BC, well-defined up to homotopy, as
follows. The locally finiteness of the cover U ensures that the set Ax := {α | x ∈ Uα} is finite. Regard the
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point x in the finite-fold intersection x ∈ ∩α∈AxUα as a simplex in the simplicial nerve N•XU . Choose a
partition of unity {λα} subordinate to U . Declare x 7→ (F (x),ΣAxλα(x)) ∈ BC. The homotopy class of
this map is independent of choices. Conversely, there is a canonical open cover of BC obtained from its
simplicial definition; pull back and a Yoneda-type argument finish the bijection.

Applying this construction to the cobordism category CobFd establishes the interpretation of [X,BCobFd ]
as concordance classes of stable families of d-dimensional F-manifolds over X. More precisely, upon making
some choices and using the bijection above, associate to a map X → BCobFd a pair (U , F ) on X. From
this pair build a space E ⊂ X × R × R∞ by declaring over x ∈ X, Ex = FAx(x) ∈ mor CobFd . (Here,
regard FAx(x) ∈ N•CobFd as a morphism (a cobordism with F-structure) via composition in CobFd ). The

collection {Ex} fits together into a topological space E ⊂ R×R∞. By construction, the map E
prX−−→ X has

d-dimensional smooth F-manifolds as fibers. Regard E ⊂ X × R× R∞ as a stable family of F-manifolds
in this way.

Terminology 4.1.1. The phrase “family”, or “stable family”, will be reserved for the notion described
above as distinguished from notion of a bundle when the context is clear.

When X is a manifold, the ideas of [GMTW06] and [MW07] provide a better description of [X,BCobFd ]
as concordance classes of codimension −d submersions over X having vertical F-structure. It is this point
of view that drives the methods in the proof of the main theorem, namely, the quasi-topology of the sheaf
ΨFd . In the end, due to the inclusion

F(Md−1)//Diff(M) ↪→ ob CobFd ↪→ BCobFd ,

given a fiber bundle E
prX−−→ X having fibers (d− 1)-dimensional F-manifolds, there is a homotopy class of

a map X → BCobFd . This map classifies the stable family E ×R→ X of d-dimensional F-manifolds as in
the discussion above. Thus BCobFd classifies families more general than smooth fiber bundles. The section
to follow is helpful in this direction.

4.2 The cobordism category of fibered manifolds

Fix an embedded compact r-manifold Xr ⊂ R∞. Consider a category whose objects are roughly smooth
fiber bundles M r+d−1 → Xr with compact (d−1)-dimensional fiber and whose morphisms are concordances
of such. More precisely, define Cobd(X) as follows. Declare

ob Cobd(X) = {(a,M r+d−1)}

where a ∈Map(X,R) and M ⊂ X × RN−1 with M
prX−−→ X a smooth fiber bundle; and

mor Cobd(X) = {identities} q {(a,W r+d)}

where a ∈Map(X,R2
+) and W ⊂ [0, 1]×X ×RN−1 with W

prX−−→ [0, 1]×X a smooth fiber bundle which is
cylindrical over a neighborhood of {ν} ×X, ν = 0, 1. The source, target, and identity maps are apparent.
Composition is given by concatenation of concordances along with reparametrizing [0, 1] using the maps
a ∈Map(X,R2

+).
This category Cobd(X) is a topological category in the same way that Cobd is a topological category.

It is possible to describe the weak homotopy type of Cobd(X) by reconsidering its object and morphism
spaces. Recall the notion of a smooth map X → BN (M) from §2.2. Let Mapsm(X,BN (M)) denote the
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space of smooth maps; it is a subset of the space of continuous maps Map(X,BN (M)) and is topologized
accordingly. Observe that

ob Cobd(X) ∼= Mapsm(X, ob Cobd)

and
mor Cobd(X) ∼= Mapsm(X,mor Cobd).

Moreover, the structure maps of Cobd(X) are induced from the structure maps of Cobd. This is close to
the general situation of obtaining from a (topological) category C the (topological) category Map(X,C).

It has already been noted (see §2.2) that the inclusion

Mapsm(X,BN (M)) ↪→Map(X,BN (X))

is a weak homotopy equivalence. It follows that the map of simplicial spaces

N•Cobd(X) ↪→Map(X,N•Cobd)

is level-wise a weak homotopy equivalence and therefore

BCobd(X)
'−→ BMap(X,N•Cobd)

is a weak homotopy equivalence. The same holds true if we include F-structure into the discussion.
There is an obvious map BMap(X,N•Cobd)→Map(X,BCobd). This map is far from an equivalence;

the homotopy fiber measures the obstruction for a submersion over the compact manifold X to be concor-
dant to a fiber bundle over X. Indeed, a point in BMap(X,N•Cobd) is represented, up to homotopy, by
a point in N•Cobd(X). In particular, by a bundle W → X over X.

4.3 Group completion

The details for making this subsection precise can be found in Rezk’s paper on Segal spaces ([Rez01])
or Lurie’s survey of topological field theories ([Lur09], §2.1). The purpose of this subsection is to justify
regarding the classifying space construction BCobFd as a group completion construction. Informally, a
group completion of the moduli spaces of F-structures on d-manifolds.

Roughly, a pre-∞-category is a simplicial space X = {Xk} for which the diagram

Xk+l

��

// Xl

��
Xk

// X0

is homotopy Cartesian; that is, the universal map Xk+l → Xk ×X0 Xl is a weak homotopy equivalence.
The left vertical map is that induced by the simplicial map {0, ..., l} ↪→ {0, ..., l + k} as inclusion of the
first l letters while the upper horizontal map is that induced by the inclusion of the last k letters. A
functor between pre-∞-categories is a morphism of simplicial spaces. A functor between pre-∞-categories
is an equivalence if it is a weak homotopy equivalence on each space of k-simplicies. The nerve functor
gives an embedding of the category of topological categories into the category of pre-∞-categories (actually
landing in ∞-categories; see below). We thus regard the 0-simplicies of a pre-∞-category as the objects,
the 1-simplicies as the morphisms, and the k-simplicies (k ≥ 2) as higher morphisms.
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We say that a 1-simplex f of a pre-∞-category is invertible if there is a 2-simplex σ ∈ X2 with ∂2σ = f
and with ∂1σ in the path component of s0(X0) in X1. Notice that if X = N•C for some topological category
C, then f is invertible in this sense if f is invertible in the ordinary sense. Write Z ⊂ X1 for the collection
of 1-simplicies. By definition the degeneracy map s0 : X0 → X1 factors through Z. An ∞-category is a
pre-∞-category such that s0 : X0 → Z is a weak homotopy equivalence.

We say that an ∞-category is an ∞-groupoid if every morphism is invertible. Just as ΩX is the
prototypical example of a group-like A∞-space, the prototypical example of an ∞-groupoid is, for X a
(reasonable) space, the simplicial space PX described by

PXk = Map(∆k, X).

This is called the fundamental groupoid of X, or the path category on X. For X an ∞-category with
classifying space BX , there is a canonical functor

X → PBX .

This functor is initial with respect to functors X → G for G an ∞-groupoid. In this way we regard BX ,
actually the arrow X → PBX , as the groupoid completion of X . This universal property determines the
weak homotopy type of BX . This construction is familiar in the case when X = N•M where M is a
topological monoid. In this case, the groupoid completion of X recovers M → ΩBM as expected.

Rephrase this notion of groupoid completion in a particular instance and more informally as follows.
Consider a topological category C. Let Y be a space. Suppose given a collection of maps,

morC(o0, o1)→Map((I, {0}, {1}), (Y, {y0}, {y1})) ' ΩY,

for each pair o0, o1 ∈ C such that composition in C agrees with with concatenation of paths in Y in an
appropriate sense. Then there exists a map

ΩBC→ ΩY

which is unique up to homotopy. In this way think of ΩBC as parametrizing ‘stable’ characteristic classes
of the morphism spaces morC(o0, o1). The word ‘stable’ is appropriate because the right hand side of the
map morC(o0, o1) → Po0,o1BC ' ΩBC is independent of (o0, o1). Thus, the topology of ΩBC is a sort of
amalgamation of the topology of the morphism spaces of C.

Now take C = CobFd . A component of the morphism space

morCobFd
((M0, g0), (M1, g1))

is homotopy equivalent to the moduli space

F(W ; ∂)//Diff(W ; ∂)

of F-structures on W = (M0
W−→ M1) fixed on the boundary. From the discussion above, ΩBCobFd '

Ω∞MTF(d) parametrizes ‘stable’ characteristic classes of moduli spaces of F-structures. It is in this sense
that ΩBCobFd is the ‘group completion’ of the moduli spaces F(W )//Diff(W ) of F-structures.

Remark 4.4. As an important example, take d = 2 and F to be the sheaf of complex structures; see §7.1
below. In this case these ideas are consistent with the Mumford conjecture and its proof (see [MW07]).
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Namely, the cohomology ring of ΩBCobFd is the cohomology of BDiffor(W 2) in the stable range from
Harer stability ([Har85]).

On the other hand, Proposition 10.6.1 of this paper proves, forW d closed and parallelizable, BDiff(W )→
ΩBCobd is the zero-map in rational homotopy. This consistent with the recent result of Ebert ([Ebe09])
stating the nullity of this map in rational cohomology when d = 3 in the oriented case. So it is only formal
that ΩBCobFd parametrizes stable characteristic classes.

The main theorem then informs us that there are no geometric stable characteristic classes of moduli
spaces which are not obtained from tangent data. Indeed, the main theorem states that the morphism
F → τF induces an equivalence on the groupoid completions of the resulting cobordism categories.

5 Fiberwise equivariant sheaves

Consider a fibration Bθ
θ−→ BO(d). Take Fθ : Embd

op → QTop to be the associated fiberwise equivariant
sheaf of θ-structures. Recall from §1.16 that F is described by

Fθ(W ) = {l ∈Map(W,Bθ) | θ ◦ l = τW }.

This situation gives rise to a large class of examples of equivariant sheaves; only a few of which will be
mentioned below with the rest left to the reader’s imagination. Such examples are understood in [GMTW06]
and from our main theorem are the prototypical example to which all others compare. Indeed, for F any
equivariant sheaf, the associated τF is a fiberwise equivariant sheaf.

When θ : Y ×BO(d)→ BO(d) is a trivial fibration, an Fθ-structure on W d is simply a map W → Y .
In this case we denote Fθ as mapY . In light of the main theorem it is not difficult to verify

BCobmapYd ' Ω∞−1MTO(d) ∧ Y+.

More interesting examples come from a representation G
ρ−→ O(d). In this case take Bθ = EG ×ρ Frd =

BG
θ=Bρ−−−→ BO(d). As a special case, for G = U(d/2), Fθ(W ) := J (W ) is the space of almost-complex

structures on W and
BCobJd ' Ω∞−1MTU(d/2).

Other examples include G = SO(d) yielding the orientation sheaf, denoted Or, and G = Spin(d) to yield
the sheaf of spin structures.

Terminology 5.0.1. A linear Fθ-structure on a vector space V d ∈ BO(d) is a point in θ−1(V ), the fiber
of the fibration Bθ → BO(d) over V . This is to be separate, though related, to the already established
notion of a Fθ-structure on V ⊂ R∞ regarded as a submanifold (forgetting the vector space structure).
The difference is that an Fθ-structure on V is a continuous choice of linear Fθ-structures on the vector
spaces TvV ∼= V for each v ∈ V .

6 Immersions and embeddings

6.1 Immersions

Fix a smooth embedded n-manifold Y n ⊂ R∞ and define the equivariant sheaf immY by

immY (M) = Imm(M,Y ),
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the space of immersions of M into Y , topologized with the C∞ Whitney topology. It is easy to verify that
immY is indeed an equivariant sheaf.

Because Y ⊂ R∞, there is a canonical metric on Y and we can thus assume τY has structure group in
O(d). Write PτY → Y for the principal O(n)-bundle associated to τY . There is an action of O(n) on the
Grassmann Grd,n of d-planes in Rn by acting on the ambient Rn. There results a bundle

PτY ×O(n) Grd,n → Y

which we denote by Grd(τY ) having total space denoted by Grd(TY ). There is a canonical map Grd(TY )→
BO(d) given by

(V ⊂ TyY ) 7→ (V ⊂ TyY ⊂ T0R∞ ∼= R∞).

Use superscript notation to denote Thom spectrum functor.

Theorem 6.1.1. There is a weak homotopy equivalence

BCobimmYd ' Ω∞−1(Grd(TY ))−γd .

Proof. From the main theorem, we need only describe the fibration pF : BimmY → BO(d). By definition,

BimmY = {(V d, g) | g ∈ Stalk0(immY |V )}.

Speaking generally for a moment, given two vector bundles α and β over possibly different base spaces,
define Inj(α, β) to be the space of bundle morphisms α → β which are fiberwise injective; this space is
topologized using a compact-open topology. Regard V ∈ BO(d) as a vector bundle over a point ∗. As
such, a point in Inj(V, τY ) is the data of a point y ∈ Y and an injection of vector spaces V ↪→ TyY .

There is an inclusion

Stalk0(immY |V ) ↪→ {(y, f) | f : V ↪→ TyY } = Inj(V, τY ).

The inverse function theorem informs us that every immersion is locally standard. It follows without
difficulty that the inclusion above is a homotopy equivalence. There is an action of O(d) on Inj(Rd, τY )
by pre-composition. The infinite Stiefel space Frd of orthogonal d-frames in R∞ with its O(d)-action as a
model for EO(d). So

BimmY ' Inj(Rd, τY )//O(d) := Frd ×O(d) Inj(Rd, τY )

over BO(d). This is what one would expect from the theory of immersions via h-principles.
There is the apparent quotient map Inj(Rd, τY )→ Grd(τY ). Because this action of O(d) on Inj(Rd, τY )

is free and Frd is contractible, the projection

BimmY
'−→ Grd(TY )

is a homotopy equivalence over BO(d). The result follows from the main theorem.

Let SimmY be the equivariant sheaf of stable immersions defined as the colimit

SimmY := colimk immRk×Y ;

the colimit is over the directed system induced from the inclusions {0} × Rk × Y ↪→ Rk+1 × Y .
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The statement of the above theorem is more explicit when τY is trivial. Indeed, in this case Grd(τY ) =
(Y ×Grd,n → Y ) and if follows that

BCobimmYd ' Ω∞−1(Th(γ⊥d,n) ∧ Y+).

In this parallelizable situation then,

BCobSimmYd ' Ω∞−1(MTO(d) ∧ Y+) ' BCobmapYd .

Recognize the space in the middle as one whose homotopy groups are the MTO(d)-homology of Y .

6.2 Isometric immersions

Let Y = (Y n, gY ) be Riemannian n-manifold with n ≥ d. Let met be the equivariant sheaf of Riemannian
metrics, met(W d) = {Riemannian metrics on W}, topologized as a subspace of the space of 2-tensors on
W . Consider the equivariant sheaf isoY : Embd

op → Top described by

isoY (W ) = {(g, f) | f ∈ immY (W ) such that f∗gY = g ∈ met(W )}.

The obvious forgetful morphism isoY → immY is a homeomorphism since any such g ∈ met(W ) is
canonically determined by the immersion f . It follows from the above section that

BCobisoYd ' Ω∞−1(Grd(TY ))−γd .

6.3 The embedded cobordism category

The author learned the content of the following section from Randal-Williams in his Oxford transfer thesis
(see [RW08]).

For Y n a smooth manifold as before, let

embY : Embd
op → Top

be the functor (presheaf) described by embY (M) = Emb(M,Y ), the space of embeddings of M into Y
topologized with the C∞ Whitney topology. This functor embY is not a sheaf. The sheafification of embY
is the sheaf immY above.

Consider the cobordism category Cobembd (Y ) whose objects are closed (d − 1)-submanifolds of Y and
whose morphisms are compact collared d-submanifolds of [a0, a1] × Y . More precisely, as a topological
category

ob Cobembd (Y ) = Rδ × (
∐

[Md−1]

Emb(M,Y )/Diff(M))

and
mor Cobembd (Y ) = {identities} q (R2

+)δ × (
∐
[W d]

Emb(W, [0, 1]× Y )/Diff(W )).

This is not an example of a cobordism category with F-structure for an equivariant sheaf F . Nevertheless,
it is possible to identify its weak homotopy type.

Recall the Top-valued sheaf Ψd from §3.2. Recall the construction of the sheaf of sections

Γ(Ψd(τY )|)
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from the beginning of §1.16. The h-principle comparison morphism results in a map of spaces (of global
sections)

Ψd(Y )
exp∗−−−→ Γ(Ψd(τY )).

Labeling this map as exp∗ is meant to remind the reader of the map’s construction.
More generally, for U ⊂ Y open with the closure U ⊂ Y , define

Ψd(Y, U) := {W d ∈ Ψd(Y ) |W ⊂ U}.

Similarly, define ΓU (Ψfib
d (Y )) to be those sections which send Y \ U to the base point ∅ ∈ Ψd. The map

exp∗ restricts to a map

Ψd(Y,U)
exp∗−−−→ ΓU (Ψd(τY )).

Gromov’s h-principle says that this map exp∗ is a weak homotopy equivalence provided the sheaf Ψd is
micro-flexible; see [Gro86]. Randal-Williams [RW08] showed that Ψd is indeed micro-flexible and this
theorem of Gromov’s thus applies.

Upon replacing Y by R× Y and for U = R× cpt(Y ) with cpt(Y ) the interior of a compact core of Y ,
there is the following

Theorem 6.3.1. There is a weak homotopy equivalence

BCobembd (Y ) ' Ψd(R× Y,R× cpt(Y )).

The proof of the above theorem is the same as the more specialized case when Y = RN−1 and cpt(Y ) =
(0, 1)N−1 which was done in §3 of this paper. We conclude with the theorem of Randal-Williams; see [RW08]
for details.

Theorem 6.3.2 (Randall-Williams). There is a weak homotopy equivalence

BCobembd (Y ) ' Γcpt(Y )(Ψd(ε
1 ⊕ τY )).

To make this more explicit still, the O(n)-equivariant map Th(γdn
⊥

)
'−→ Ψd(Rn) is a weak homotopy

equivalence from Lemma 3.8.1. For PτY the associated principal O(n)-bundle for τY , we arrive at the
homotopy equivalence of bundles over BO(d)

Th(γ⊥d,τY ) := (PτY ×O(n) Th(γ⊥d,n)→ Y )
'−→ Ψd(τY ).

There is the resulting weak homotopy equivalence

BCobembd (Y ) ' Γcpt(Y )(Th(γ⊥d,ε1⊕τY ))

which is most explicit when τY is stably trivial. In this case, the right hand side of the above weak
homotopy equivalence is homotopy equivalent to Mapcpt(Y )(Y, Th(γ⊥d,n+1)).
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6.4 The stably embedded cobordism category

Upon replacing Y with Rk × Y , Theorem 6.3.2 takes the form

BCob
embRk×Y
d ' ΩkΓcpt(Y )(Th(γ⊥d,ε1⊕τY )).

For each t ∈ R, the inclusion {t} × Rk × Y ↪→ R× Rk × Y induces a functor of cobordism categories

Cob
embRk×Y
d → Cob

embRk+1×Y
d .

In this way we obtain maps

ΣBCob
embRk×Y
d → BCob

embRk+1×Y
d

which become the structure maps for a spectrum whose kth space is BCob
embRk×Y
d . Theorem 6.3.2 identifies

the weak homotopy type of this spectrum as the infinite loop space of sections of the fiberwise spectrum
MTOε

1⊕τY (d) which we define as follows.
Let α = (P → Y ) be a principal O(n). There is the bundle

Th(γ⊥d,εk⊕α) := (P ×O(n) Th(γ⊥d,k+n)→ Y )

with the canonical section y 7→ ∞. Define the (k + n)th term of the fiberwise spectrum MTOα(d) as
Th(γ⊥

d,εk⊕α). The structure maps of this fiberwise spectrum, (S1 × Y ) ∧Y MTOα(d)l →MTOα(d)l+1, are
simply induced by the maps

ΣTh(γ⊥d,εk⊕α)
'−→ Th(γ⊥d,εk+1⊕α)

on fibers.
We summarize the previous two paragraphs as follows. Let CobSembd (Y ) denote the categorical colimit

of the categories Cob
embRk×Y
d under the functors induced from the inclusions {0} × Rk × Y ↪→ Rk+1 × Y .

Theorem 6.4.1. There is a weak homotopy equivalence

BCobSembd (Y ) ' Ω∞−n−1Γ(MTOτY (d)).

Explicitly, when Y is parallelizable this weak homotopy equivalence takes the form

BCobSembd (Y ) 'Mapcpt(Y )(Y,Ω
∞−n−1MTO(d)) 'Mapcpt(Y )(Y,Ω

−nBCobd).

In this parallelizable situation we recognize the middle space as one whose homotopy groups are the
MTO(d)-cohomology groups of the one-point compactification of Y .

Remark 6.5. It is important to note the discrepancy in the notation used above. Recall the equivariant
sheaf SimmY of stable immersions. Define similarly the functor SembY , already alluded to, described by

SembY = colimk embRk×Y ;

the colimit being over the apparent directed system. This functor SembY is actually an equivariant sheaf
and as such it is equivalent to its sheafification which is SimmY . The category labeled CobSembd (Y ) is not
the geometric cobordism category with structure F = SembY .
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6.6 Comparing the immersion and embedded cobordism categories

Choose an embedding Y ↪→ RN−1 and an ε > 0 such that an ε-neighborhood of Y ⊂ {0} × RN−1 ↪→ RN
is a tubular neighborhood. Regarding an embedding as an example of an immersion amounts to a functor
Cobembd (Y )→ Cob

immR×Y
d,N realizing, up to weak homotopy equivalence, as a map

Γcpt(Y )(Th(γ⊥d,ε1⊕τY ))→ ΩN−1Th(p∗immR×Y γ
⊥
d,N ).

The homotopy fiber of this map then measures the obstruction for a family of d-manifolds immersed into
Y to be concordant to a family of d-manifolds embedded into Y .

Again, for explicitness, examine this map when τY is stably trivial. Write Y ∗ for the one-point com-
pactification of Y . Using superscript notation to denote the Thom space, the map at hand becomes

Mapcpt(Y )(Y, (Grd,n+1)γ
⊥
d,n+1)→ ΩN−1((Grd,n+1)γ

⊥
d,N ∧ Y ∗)

This map sends y 7→ (Vy, vy) to the assignment t 7→ ∅ if t ∈ {0} × RN−1 is at least ε away from Y and
t 7→ (yt, Vyt , vyt + yt − t) if t is within ε of Y having yt as the closest point on Y to t. It is interesting to
further specialize to Y = RN−1 where, up to weak homotopy, the map at hand becomes

Mapcpt(RN−1, Th(γ⊥d,N ))
=−→ ΩN−1Th(γ⊥d,N );

this identity should be regarded as tautological.

6.7 The immersed cobordism category

Once again, fix an embedded manifold Y n ⊂ RN . Consider the cobordism category Cobimmd (Y ) whose
objects are closed (d−1)-manifolds immersed in Y and whose morphisms are compact collared d-manifolds
immersed in [a0, a1]× Y . More precisely, as a topological category

ob Cobimmd (Y ) = Rδ × (
∐

[Md−1]

Imm(M,Y )/Diff(M))

and
mor Cobimmd (Y ) = {identities} q (R2

+)δ × (
∐
[W d]

Imm(W, [0, 1]× Y )/Diff(W )).

This is not an example of a cobordism category with F-structure for an equivariant sheaf F . Nevertheless,
we identify its weak homotopy type. We will only handle the case Y = Rn, the general case is dealt with
as described above in regards to Cobembd (Y ). It is also possible to include extra structure F though this
also will not be discussed.

Write Sp : Top∗ → Top∗ for the symmetric product functor

(X, ∗) 7→ ((
∐
k

Xk/Σn)/ ∼, ∗)

where Σn acts on Xk (with X0 := ∗) by permuting the factors and [(∗, x1, ..., xk)] ∼ [(x1, ..., xk)] generates
the equivalence relation ∼.
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Theorem 6.7.1. There is a weak homotopy equivalence

BCobimmd (Rn) ' ΩnSp(Th(γ⊥d,n+1)).

Remark 6.8. Invoking the theorem of Dold and Thom, the above theorem makes the homotopy groups
of BCobimmd (Rn) explicit as the homology of Grd,n+1. In particular, for d = n in the oriented case, one
observes that the cobordism group of codimension 1 immersed d-manifolds is Z.

proof (sketch). The argument will only be lightly sketched. The details are similar but more complicated
to those in the proof of the main theorem. We begin with an observation.

Let W d be an immersed manifold in Rn+1. Then there is an ε > 0 such that the intersection of W with
an ε-ball Bε(p) ⊂ Rn+1 is standard in the following sense. Choose a diffeomorphism φε,p : Rn+1 → Bε(p).
Then there is a diffeomorphism of Rn+1 restricting to φ−1

ε,p (W ) ≈ V1 ∪ ... ∪ Vk for some affine d-planes

Vi ⊂ Rn+1. Give the collection of such unordered tuples of affine d-planes the topology of Sp(Th(γ⊥d,n+1))

with the empty d-plane assigned to the base-point ∞ ∈ Th(γ⊥d,n+1).

Now suppose W ⊂ Rn+1−k × Ik ⊂ Rn+1 is bounded in the last k coordinates. Up to homotopy, the
assignment p 7→ φ−1

ε,p (W ) describes a map {0} × Rk → Sp(Th(γ⊥d,n+1)) which extends to a based map on

the one-point compactification Sk of {0} × Rk. This assignment W 7→ ΩkSp(Th(γ⊥d,n+1)) can be done in
appropriately topologized compact families of such bounded immersed W ’s. This assignment is natural
enough to yield a zig-zag

BCobimmd (Rn)← ...→ ΩnSp(Th(γ⊥d,n+1))

as in the proof of the main theorem.
The foremost subtlety in adapting the proof of the main theorem to show that these maps are

weak homotopy equivalences is (1) in transversality issues with immersed manifolds, and (2) in show-
ing Ψimm

d (Rn+1) := {W ⊂ Rn+1 | W is immersed}, appropriately topologized, is weakly equivalent to
Sp(Th(γ⊥d,n+1)). The first point can be handled with sufficient care. The second point amounts to an
elaboration of §3.8.

6.9 Singular maps a la jet spaces

Take Jk(Rd,Rn) to be the space of equivalence classes of smooth maps from (Rd, {0}) to (Rn, {0}) where
two maps are declared equivalent if their Taylor expansions are identical through degree k. There is
an obvious action of Diff(Rd)op × Diff(Rn) on Jk(Rd,Rn). It is possible then to form the bundle
Jk(W d, Y n)→W d×Y n whose fiber over (w, y) is Jk(Rd,Rn). Local Taylor expansions of a map f : W → Y
together give a section jk(f) of this bundle.

Let S ⊂ Jk(Rd,Rn) be a Diff(Rd)op ×Diff(Rn)-invariant subspace of the space of k-jets. There is
then a bundle SYW → W × Y whose fiber over a point (w, y) is S. A smooth map f : W d → Y n is said to
be S-singular if jk(f) lands in SYW . A section of SYW →W × Y is said to be holonomic if it is of the form
jk(f) for some f : W → Y .

Notice that the condition of being S-singular is local. So the space SY (W ) of S-singular maps W → Y
prescribes a d-dimensional equivariant sheaf,

SY : Embd
op → Top.

The space SY (W ) is the space of holonomic sections of Jk(W,Y )→W (see [EM02]).
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Being embedded in euclidean space, Y ⊂ R∞ inherits a canonical metric,thus ensuring that the structure
group of the tangent bundle τY lies in O(n). Write PτY → Y for the principal O(n)-bundle associated to
τY . The Diff -action on S restricts to an action of O(d)op ×O(n) on S.

The space τSY (W ) is the space FSY (W ) of formal S-singular maps, or equivalently, the space of
all sections of Jk(W,Y ) → W . The main theorem shows that the classical h-principle comparison map
SY (W )→ FSY (W ) for each W amounts to a weak homotopy equivalence

BCobSYd → BCobFSYd .

The following theorem makes this weak homotopy type explicit.

Theorem 6.9.1. There is a weak homotopy equivalence

BCobSYd ' Ω∞−1((PτY ×O(n) S)//O(d))−γd .

Proof. Interested in describing the homotopy type of BCobSYd , consider the space Stalk0(SY |Rd ). A point

in this stalk is represented by an S-singular map Rd f−→ Y . After possibly re-choosing the representative,
via the preferred choice of exponential map on Y such a map is the data of a point y ∈ Y and a S-singular
map Rd → TyY .

This describes a weak homotopy equivalence

Stalk0(SY |Rd )
'−→ PτY ×O(n) S.

The map above is equivariant with respect to the action of O(d) on S. We arrive at a weak homotopy
equivalence

BSY ' (PτY ×O(n) S)//O(d)

over BO(d). The result follows from the main theorem.

Taking S ⊂ J1(Rd,Rn) to be the space of injective maps (d ≤ n) recovers immY , the sheaf of immersions
into Y , from above.

Taking S ⊂ J1(Rd,Rn) to be the space of surjective maps (d ≥ n) recovers a sheaf of submersions to Y
labeled as subY . Interestingly, provided Y is closed, the space of closed morphisms of CobsubYd is a space
of smooth bundles over Y with d-dimensional fiber. The space ((PτY ×O(n) S)//O(d))−γd appearing in the

theorem above is homotopy equivalent to the space of data (v, V, y, f) where V d is a d-plane in R∞, v ⊥ V ,
y ∈ Y , and f : V → Ty is a surjection of vector spaces. For explicitness, when Y is parallelizable,

BCobsubYd ' Ω∞−1((Frn,d//O(d))−γd ∧ Y+).

6.10 A category of flow lines

Fix a Riemannian manifold Y with a Morse function Y
f−→ R. As an application of the above subsection,

consider a category whose space of objects are roughly points in Y and whose morphisms are Morse flows.
We make this more precise.

Take d = 1 and F to be given by F(W ) = flowY (W ) := {(v, γ, λ)} where v : W → Fr1(TW ) is a
framing of W , regarded as a non-vanishing vector field, and (γ, λ) : W → Y ×(−∞, 0] is a piecewise smooth
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map whose non-smooth image points are critical points of f and whose locus of smooth points satisfies the
differential equation

λDγ(v) = ∇f.

The category of interest is CobflowY1 .

Theorem 6.10.1. There is a weak homotopy equivalence

BCobflowY1 ' QY+.

Remark 6.11. This result is consistent with results of R.L. Cohen, J.D.S. Jones, and G.B. Segal as follows.
Consider a category FlowY whose space of objects is the (discrete) set of critical points of f : Y → R. The
space of morphisms morFlowY (p0, p1) is the (compactified) moduli space of flow lines between p0 and p1.
Roughly, a morphism is an unparametrized flow line between critical points, or a collection of concatenating
unparametrized flow lines between intermediate critical points. The canonical map BFlowY → Y is a
homotopy equivalence. See [CJS95] for details and a proof of this fact. A choice of an embedding Y ↪→ R∞

yields a functor FlowY → CobflowY1 . Upon taking classifying spaces, this realizes the standard inclusion

Y → QY+. This is similar to the situation PY → CobOr×mapY1 realizing to Y → QY+ where PY is the
path category on Y .

Remark 6.12. Instead of a Riemannian manifold Y with a Morse function one could consider a manifold
Y with a generic vector field V .

Proof of 6.10.1. There is a forgetful morphism of equivariant sheaves flowY → fr×mapY to the sheaf of
framings and smooth maps to Y . This induces a map on stalks Stalk0(flowY |R)→ Stalk0(fr ×mapY |R) =
Z/2× Y . There is a homotopy inverse described as follows.

Let C ⊂ Y be the discrete set of critical points of Y . Send y ∈ Y \ C to the germ (−ε, ε) γ−→ Y with
γ(0) = y, satisfying the differential equation at hand for λ(s) = −

√
‖∇f(γ(s))‖. Note that such a germ is

uniquely defined by this data. Extend this map to all of Y by sending y ∈ C to the constant map γ(s) ≡ y.
This extension is continuous and establishes a homotopy inverse. The result then follows from the main
theorem.

7 Holomorphic maps

7.1 The sheaf of complex structures

Take F : Embd
op → Top to be the sheaf of complex structures. That is, declare

F(W ) = C(W ) := {A = maximal holomorphic atlas on W}.

To describe the topology of this set observe the bijection between C(W ) and integrable almost-complex
structures on W . Topologize the set C(W ) as a subspace of the space of almost-complex structures denoted
J (W ). This inclusion C(W d) ↪→ J (W d) is sufficiently natural to describe a morphism of equivariant
sheaves.

Theorem 7.1.1. The inclusion morphism of equivariant sheaves C ↪→ J induces a weak homotopy equiv-
alence

BCobCd
'−→ BCobJd ' Ω∞−1MTU(d/2).
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Proof. We are interested in comparing the stalks

Stalk0(ι∗RdC)→ Stalk0(ι∗RdJ ).

The equivariant sheaf J is a fiberwise equivariant sheaf coming from the fibration BU(d/2)→ BO(d) by
its very definition (see example (1)). Moreover, J is exactly the tangential equivariant sheaf τC associated
to the equivariant sheaf C. Indeed, on the one hand Stalk0(ι∗V J ) is the space of linear complex structures
on the vector space T0V ∼= V ; on the other hand, an element i ∈ Stalk0(ι∗V τC) is an equivalence class of
integrable almost-complex structures on neighborhoods of 0 ∈ V which, because any complex structure
is locally standard, can be identified with linear complex structures on T0V . The result follows from the
main theorem.

7.2 The sheaf of holomorphic maps

Fix a complex manifold Y = (Y, i). Consider the equivariant sheaf J ×mapY : Embd
op → Top determined

by
J ×mapY (M) := {(J, f) | J ∈ J (M) and f ∈Map(M,Y )}

with the obvious topology. This sheaf J ×mapY is a fiberwise equivariant sheaf coming from the fibration
Y ×BU(d/2)→ BO(d).

Consider a similar equivariant sheaf CY : Embd
op → Top described by

CY (W ) := {(A, h) | A is a maximal holomorphic atlas on W and h ∈ Hol((W,A), Y )}.

This set is topologized as a subspace of J × mapY (W ). Because the above data is local, it is straight
forward to verify that the sheaf-gluing property holds for CY .

Theorem 7.2.1. The inclusion morphism of equivariant sheaves CY ↪→ J ×mapY induces a weak homo-
topy equivalence

BCobCYd ' BCobJ×mapYd ' Ω∞−1MTU(d/2) ∧ Y+.

Proof. From the main theorem, it is sufficient to show

Stalk0(CY Rd)
'−→ Stalk0(J ×mapY Rd). (7.1)

A point in the space on the right-hand side is the data of a linear almost-complex structure J on Rd and
y ∈ Y . Regard Rd as a vector bundle over a point. A point in the space on the left hand side is the data of
morphism of almost-complex vector bundles (Rd, J)→ (τY , i) which is the data of a point y ∈ Y and a map

of almost-complex vector spaces φ : (Rd, J)→ (TyY, i). The assignment (J, y) 7→ ((Rd, J)
0−→ (TyY, i)), the

zero-map of vector bundles, is a homotopy inverse to the map in 7.1 as seen by the homotopy φt = (1− t)φ,
t ∈ [0, 1].

Let (Y, ω) be a symplectic manifold. Let j ∈ J (Y ) be an almost-complex structure which is compatible
with ω; that is, the 2-tensor ω(−, j−) is a metric on Y . It is possible to perform the analysis above on
the symplectic almost-complex manifold (Y, ω, j) and consider the category of j-holomorphic maps to Y .
Precisely, consider the equivariant sheaf JY determined by

JY (M) = {(J, h) | J ∈ J (M) and h ∈ Hol((M,J), (Y, j))},

topologized appropriately. The same proof above shows the weak homotopy equivalence

BCobJYd ' BCobJ×mapYd ' Ω∞−1MTU(d/2) ∧ Y+.
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7.3 The category of holomorphic curves

Fix Y = (Y, i) a complex manifold. The discussion to follow holds equally well for Y = (Y, ω, j) a
symplectic almost-complex manifold. Let Or be the fiberwise equivariant sheaf of orientations coming
from the fibration BSO(d) → BO(d). There is a morphism of embedding sheaves J → Or due to the
observation that a linear complex structure on a vector space canonically determines an orientation on that
vector space. When d = 2, this morphism of embedding sheaves is a homotopy equivalence. The result of
the above §7.2 implies the weak homotopy equivalence

BCobCY2
'−→ BCobOr×mapY2 ' Ω∞−1MTSO(2) ∧ Y+.

Also, when d = 2 the morphism of embedding sheaves C → J is a homeomorphism because in 2-
dimensions all almost-complex structures are integrable. Fix a morphism F ∈ mor Cob2 of genus g with
p incoming and q outgoing boundary components. The orientation preserving (collared) diffeomorphism
group Diff+(F ) acts on CY (F ) given explicitly by pulling back complex structures and pre-composing
with maps to Y . The space of morphisms in CobCY2 with underlying source and target oriented 1-manifolds
s(F ) and t(F ) has

Emb(F, [0, 1]× R∞)×Diff+(F ) CY (F ) ' CY (F )//Diff+(F )

as a component. The projection

CY (F )//Diff+(F )→ CY (F )/Diff+(F )

is a homotopy equivalence provided p+ q > 0 and is a rational homotopy equivalence otherwise.
The quotient space CY (F )/Diff+(F ) is the moduli spaceMg,p,q(Y ) of holomorphic curves in the sense

of Gromov-Witten theory. We thus have natural maps, well-defined up to homotopy (only rationally when
p = q = 0),

Mg,p,q(Y )→ Ω∞MTSO(2) ∧ Y+

for all g, p, q ≥ 0 such that gluing holomorphic curves

Mg0,p,q(Y )×(LY )qMg1,q,r(Y )→Mg0+g1+q−1,p,r(Y )

agrees, up to homotopy, with concatenation of loops in Ω∞MTSO(2) ∧ Y+. Clearly, the right hand side
above is independent of g, p, and q and thus only reflects the ‘stable’ topology of the moduli spaces in the
sense of §4.3. In fact, rationally, the loop space Ω∞MTSO(2) ∧ Y+ is initial among all such collections of
mapsMg,p,q → ΩX to a loop space (see §4.3). In this way, the loop-space Ω∞MTSO(2)∧Y+ parametrizes
‘stable’ rational characteristic classes of the moduli spaces of holomorphic curves in Y . This is summarized
as the following

Statement. The ‘stable’ moduli space of holomorphic curves in a complex manifold Y has the weak ho-
motopy type of Ω∞MTU(d/2) ∧ Y+

It is of interest to know connectivity of the maps

Mg(Y )→ Ω∞MTSO(2) ∧ Y+.

LetMα
g (Y ) ⊂Mg(Y ) be the subspace consisting of holomorphic maps h having homological class h∗[F ] =

α ∈ H2(Y ); this subspace is a union of connected components. For Y = CPn, it is shown in [Aya08] that
for α = d >> g >> 1,

Hk(Md
g(CPn);Q) ∼= Hk(Ω

∞MTSO(2) ∧ CPn+;Q),

the left hand side being well understood. In general, one expects Ω∞MTSO(2) ∧ Y+ to approximate the
moduli spaces Mα

g (Y ) for α and g large in some sense.
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8 Symplectic cobordism categories

8.1 Symplectic structures

Begin by considering the equivariant sheaf of symplectic structures, written Symp : Embd
op → Top. Recall

that a symplectic structure on an even dimensional manifold W d is a maximal rank closed 2-form ω.
Maximal rank here means that locally ω can be written as a d × d matrix having maximal rank = d. So
Symp is given by

Symp(W ) = {ω a symplectic form on W};
topologized as a subspace of the space of sections of Λ2τ∗W . Note that a closed 2-form ω on W d being
maximal rank is equivalent to ωd/2 being a volume form on W d. In this way there is a morphism of
embedding sheaves Symp→ Or.

Theorem 8.1.1. There is a weak homotopy equivalence

BCobSympd ' Ω∞−1MTU(d/2).

Proof. There is a canonical symplectic structure ω0 = Σidxi ∧ dyi on the vector space Rd ∼= R2(d/2)
=

{(xi, yi)}d/2i=1. Define the symplectic group Sp(d) := {A ∈ GLd(R) | A∗ω0 = ω0}. It is a standard exercise
to show that BSp(d) ' BU(d/2). Write Sp for the equivariant sheaf associated to the fibration BSp(d)→
BO(d). Explicitly, Sp(W ) consists of non-degenerate 2-forms on W . There is the obvious inclusion
morphism of equivariant sheaves

Symp ↪→ Sp

given by forgetting the closedness condition of a symplectic structure. Moreover, this inclusion induces a
homotopy equivalence

Stalk0(Symp|Rd )
'−→ Stalk0(Sp|Rd )

since, among other reasons, any symplectic structure is locally standard (Darboux’s theorem). The theorem
follows upon invoking the main theorem.

8.2 Lagrangian immersions

Let V 2d = (V 2d, ω) be a 2d-dimensional symplectic vector space. A d-dimensional subspace U ⊂ V is said
to be Lagrangian if ω|U = 0. Let Y 2d = (Y 2d, ω) ⊂ R∞ be a 2d-dimensional embedded symplectic manifold

and let W d be any smooth manifold. A smooth map W
f−→ Y is said to be a Lagrangian immersion if for

each w ∈ W , TwW
Dwf−−−→ Tf(w)Y is an embedding of vector spaces having image a Lagrangian subspace.

Related to the equivariant sheaf immY is the equivariant sheaf lagY : Embd
op → Top determined by

lagY (M) = {M f−→ Y | f is a Lagrangian immersion}

topologized in the obvious way.
Denote by Grlagd,2d the Grassmann manifold of Lagrangian subspaces of (R2d, ω0). There is an action

of Sp(2d) on Grlagd,2d given by acting on the ambient R2d. Let PτY → Y be the principal Sp(2d)-bundle

associated to (τY , ω). Write Grlagd (TY, ω) for the space PτY ×Sp(2d) Gr
lag
d,2d. Because Y ⊂ R∞ is embedded,

there is a map
Grlagd (TY, ω)→ BO(d)

given by (V d ⊂ TyY ) 7→ (V d ⊂ TyR∞ ∼= R∞).
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Theorem 8.2.1. There is a weak homotopy equivalence

BCoblagYd ' Ω∞−1(Grlagd (TY, ω))−γd .

Proof. We are interested in the weak homotopy type of the stalk Stalk0(lagY |Rd
). In general, for α a

d-dimensional vector bundle and (β, ω) a 2d-dimensional symplectic vector bundle, let Lag(α, β) be the
space of bundle morphisms α→ β which are fiberwise Lagrangian embeddings of vector spaces. Regarding
Rd as a vector bundle over a point ∗, it is not difficult to verify

Stalk0(lagY |Rd
)
'−→ Lag(Rd, τY ).

Explicitly,
Lag(Rd, τY ) = PτY ×Sp(2d) Fr

lag
d,2d

where Frlagd,2d is the space of d-frames in (R2d, ω0) which span Lagrangian subspaces. The space Frlagd,2d is the

tautological principal O(d)-bundle over the Grassmann space Grlagd,2d of Lagrangian subspaces of R2d. The

group Sp(2d) acts transitively on Grlagd,2d with stabilizer of a point O(d) ⊂ Sp(2d), the diagonal embedding.

We conclude that Lag(Rd, τY ) = PτY . It follows that Grlagd (TY, ω) is the space PτY /O(d).
In the end there is a weak homotopy equivalence

BlagY = Frd ×O(d) PτY
'−→ Grlagd (TY, ω);

over BO(d) where the middle term maps to BO(d) by projection onto the first coordinate. From the main
theorem we arrive at the weak homotopy equivalence

BCoblagYd ' Ω∞−1(Grlagd (T, ω))−γd .

8.3 Contact forms

Recall that a 1-form α on an odd-dimensional manifold Md is said to be a contact form if dα has maximal
rank; that is, locally dα can be written as an (odd)× (odd) matrix having maximal rank. A (co-oriented)
contact structure is a hyperplane distribution {α = 0} for some contact form α. A contact manifold is a pair
(M,α) where α is a contact form on M . Write Cont(M) for ths space of contact forms on M topologized
as a subspace of the space of smooth sections of Λτ∗M . Because a contact form is locally defined, it is
routine to verify that

Cont : Embd
op → Top

is indeed an equivariant sheaf.
For d odd, consider the fiberwise equivariant sheaf HypSymp associated to the fibration Bhyp → BO(d)

where
Bhyp = {(V, α, ω) | α ∈ V ∗ \ {0} and ω ∈ Sp(ker(α))}

with α co-oriented. The association α  ker(α) justifies the notation. This set Bhyp is topologized in
an obvious way. The projection Bhyp → BO(d) is a fiber bundle with fiber Frord−1,d ×SO(d−1) Sp

lin(Rd−1)

where Splin(V ) is the space of linear symplectic structures on V . This fiber is the total space of a bundle
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over Sd−1 ∼= Grord−1,d with fiber Splin(Rd−1) ' Jor(Rd−1). Again, because every contact form is locally
standard, there is a weak homotopy equivalence

Stalk0(Cont|Rd )
'−→ Stalk0(Hypsymp|Rd

).

To be explicit, specialize to the case d = 3 when Jor(R2) ' ∗ is contractible. In this case, Stalk0(Hypsymp|Rd
)//O(3) '

S2//O(3), the unit sphere bundle of γ3. So S2//O(3) ' BO(2). The pull back of γ3 to BO(2) being ε⊕γ2,
from the main theorem there is the weak homotopy equivalence

BCobCont3 ' Ω∞−2MTO(2).

8.4 Restricting the objects of cobordism categories

The construction

Let C be a topological category with a continuous map O
f−→ ob C. There is the pull back topological

category f∗C whose space of objects is O and whose space of morphisms is the pull back

(f × f)∗mor C

s,t

��

// mor C

s,t

��
O ×O

f×f // ob C× ob C.
The source, target, and identity maps are apparent and are continuous. Composition is determined by
composition in C.

There is the following thesis which indicates how little the topology of BC reflects the topology of ob C.
Regard the topological category C as an ∞-category as in §4.3 and recall the definition of a morphism
being invertible in that context. Two objects o0, o1 ∈ ob C are said to be equivalent if there is an invertible
morphism o0 → o1 in C. It is not difficult to verify that this is indeed an equivalence relation ∼ on ob C.

Thesis 1. Under some surjectivity condition on O
f−→ ob C→ ob C/ ∼, the universal morphism

Bf∗C
'−→ BC.

is a homotopy equivalence.

The unknown surjectivity hypothesis of the above thesis should be satisfied at least when π0f is sur-
jective provided the source-target map mor → ob× ob is a fibration.

Example: the path category

Let A ⊂ X be a pair of spaces. Recall the path category PAX from §4.3 defined as follows. Declare

ob PAX := A and mor PAX := Map(([0, 1], {0, 1}), (X,A)).

The source and target maps are given by the two evaluation maps evν : Map([0, 1], X) → X, ν = 0, 1
respectively. Composition is given by concatenation of reparametrized paths. Apparently, composition is
not associative, but only up to a contractible choice of homotopies. But this should not bother us since
the path category PAX is an ∞-category in the sense of §4.3. When A = X simply write PX and when
A = ∗ write ΩX. From Thesis 1 it follows that, for X connected and A 6= ∅,

BPAX ' BPX ' BΩX ' X.

This example captures much of the general behavior.
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8.5 Contact-symplectic cobordism category

Recall that for M ∈ Embd−1 with d odd, Symp(M) := colimεSymp((−ε, ε)×M). In this way

Symp : Embopd−1 → QTop

becomes an equivariant sheaf for (d − 1) odd. There is a morphism of (d − 1)-dimensional equivariant
sheaves

Cont
S−→ Symp,

called symplectization, defined by the assignment

α 7→ d(etα), t ∈ (−ε, ε).

It is worth remarking that this assignment is injective.
It is then possible to define the contact-symplectic cobordism category

CobcSympd := S∗CobSympd

as in §8.4 above. So the objects of CobcSympd are closed contact (d − 1)-manifolds and the morphisms are
(strong) symplectic cobordisms.

Conjecture 2. The universal map

BCobcSympd → BCobSympd ' Ω∞−1MTU(d/2).

is a weak homotopy equivalence.

By Proposition 8.7.3 in the next section, a complete proof of Conjecture 2 relies on a formulation and
proof of Thesis 1.

8.6 The symplectic field theory cobordism category

In this subsection, we identify the homotopy type of the source cobordism category of Symplectic Field
Theory (SFT), which we denote by CobSFTd . We make first set things up.

Definitions

The cobordism category CobSFTd can be roughly described as follows. The objects are 4-tuples (M,Ω, λ, J)
where M is an odd-dimensional oriented closed manifold, Ω is a Hamiltonian structure, λ is a stable framing
of Ω, and J is an almost-complex structure on (M,Ω, λ). The morphisms are 3-tuples (W,ω, J) where W
is an even-dimensional manifold regarded as a cobordism, ω is a symplectic structure on W , and J is an
almost-complex structure on (W,ω). At the moment, it is not clear what the source and target maps are
and how to compose morphisms. We begin by defining these terms.

A Hamiltonian structure on an odd dimensional oriented manifold (Md−1, σ), σ ∈ Or(M), is a closed
2-form Ω of maximal rank. As with the definition of a symplectic structure, maximal rank here means
that locally Ω can be written as an anti-symmetric (d− 1)× (d− 1) matrix having maximal rank = d− 2.
Let Ham(M) denote the space of Hamiltonian structures on M topologized as a subspace of the space of
sections Γ(Λ2τ∗M ).
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To each oriented Hamiltonian manifold (M,Ω) is associated its characteristic line field l = l(Ω) =
kerΩ ↪→ τM . So Ω defines a linear symplectic structure (and thus orientation) on the vector bundle τM/l.
A vector field R = R(Ω) is called characteristic if it generates l and the orientation class [R,Ω(d−1)/2]
agrees with that prescribed on (M,σ). A 1-form λ on M is said to stabilize the Hamiltonian manifold
(M,Ω) if there is a characteristic vector field R such that the Lie derivative LRλ = λ (such an R is unique
up to scaling by a constant. Denote by Rλ the unique R with λ(R) = 1. Such a 1-form yields a hyperplane
distribution ξ(λ) = {λ = 0}; necessarily, Ω|ξ will be a (linear) symplectic structure on ξ. As before, a
compatible almost-complex structure J on a symplectic vector bundle (α, ω) will be one such that the
2-tensor ω(−, J−) is a metric on α; the space of such almost-complex structures being denoted J (α, ω)
or simply J (ω) if the bundle α is understood. A framing of the Hamiltonian manifold (M,σ,Ω) is a pair
(λ, J) such that λ stabilizes (M,σ,Ω) and J ∈ J (ξ,Ω|ξ).

Let Hamfr : Embopd−1 → Top, d even, be the equivariant sheaf of framed Hamiltonian structures given
as

Hamfr(M) = {(σ,Ω, λ, J) | ((M,σ),Ω, λ, J) is a framed Hamiltonian manifold}.

This set is topologized in an obvious way. The sheaf and equivariance conditions are routine to verify.

Example 8.7. A contact structure α ∈ Cont(M) canonically induces a Hamiltonian structure dα ∈
Ham(M). This provides a morphism of (d− 1)-dimensional equivariant sheaves

Cont→ Ham.

Better still, a pair (α, J) ∈ ContJ (M), consisting of a contact structure and an almost complex structure
on ξ := {α = 0} compatible with the linear symplectic structure dα on ξ, induces a framed Hamiltonian
structure (dα, α, J) ∈ Hamfr(M). This describes a morphism of equivariant sheaves

ContJ → Hamfr.

Let SympJ : Embd
op → Top be the d-dimensional equivariant sheaf given as

SympJ (W ) = {(ω, J) | ω ∈ Symp(W ) and J ∈ J (W,ω)}.

Again, because this data is locally defined and clearly Diff(M) invariant, SympJ is indeed an equivariant
sheaf. There is a morphism of (d− 1)-dimensional equivariant sheaves

S : Hamfr → SympJ

given by
((M,σ),Ω, λ, J) 7→ (M,Ω + d(etλ), J ⊕ ((Rλ, ∂t) 7→ (∂t,−Rλ)))

where t ∈ (−ε, ε). This morphism is known as symplectization and is a general procedure for obtaining a
symplectic structure on (−ε, ε)×M from a framed Hamiltonian structure on M .

Using the construction in §8.4, for d even, define

CobSFTd := S∗CobSymp
J

d .

So the objects of the SFT cobordism category are framed Hamiltonian manifolds while the morphisms are
symplectic almost-complex manifolds.
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The weak homotopy type of BCobSFTd

Lemma 8.7.1. As a morphism of (d− 1)-dimensional equivariant sheaves, symplectization

Hamfr S−→ Symp

is level-wise a homotopy equivalence

Proof. We describe a homotopy inverse. Given (ω, J) ∈ SympJ (M), the 2-form Ω := ω|M is a Hamiltonian
structure on M . This describes a morphism of (d− 1)-dimensional equivariant sheaves

SympJ
r−→ HamJ .

The forgetful morphism of (d− 1)-dimensional equivariant sheaves

Hamfr → HamJ ,

given by forgetting the data of the characteristic 1-form, is level-wise a homotopy equivalence. Indeed, the
morphism is level-wise a fibration with fiber the affine space of characteristic 1-forms. This establishes the
commutative diagram

Hamfr

��
syyssssssssss

SympJ
r // HamJ .

The result follows.

Conjecture 3. The universal map

BCobSFTd
'−→ BCobSymp

J

d

is a weak homotopy equivalence.

Sketch. We appeal to 1 from which we will satisfy ourselves by showing Hamfr(M)
S−→ SympJ (M) →

SympJ (M)/ ∼ is surjective for each Md−1. For this it is sufficient to show that for each germ (ω0, J) ∈
SympJ (M) there exists (ω, J) ∈ SympJ (I ×M) restricting to (ω0, J) on {0} ×M and S(σ,Ω, λ, J) on
{1} ×M for some (σ,Ω, λ, J) ∈ Hamfr(M).

Conveniently, there is a classical h-principle due to Gromov (see [EM02] for a general reference on the
subject) which implies that the inclusion of the space of symplectic structures into the space of almost
symplectic structures, Symp(M) ↪→ Sp(M), is a weak homotopy equivalence. Because J is a fiberwise

structure on M , the same is true for the inclusion SympJ (M)
'−→ SpJ (M).

From the lemma above, there is a path γ(t) = (ωt, Jt) in SympJ (M) from (ω, J) to S([ω
d/2
|M ], ω|M , λ, Jker(ω|M )) ∈

SympJ (M) for some characteristic 1-form λ. Because SpJ is a fiberwise equivariant sheaf, γ determines
its ‘graph’, (ωI , JI) ∈ SpJ (I ×M) (the notation here is explained by declaring (ωI , JI)(x,t) = (ωt, Jt)x)).
The h-principle above informs us that we can integrate this (almost-complex) almost-symplectic structure,
relative to its boundary, to an (almost-complex) symplectic structure (ω, J) ∈ SympJ (I ×M). This is the

desired morphism from (M,ω, J) to (M,S([ω
d/2
|M ], ω|M , λ, Jker(ω|M ))).

The rest of this subsection sketches a tentative proof of Conjecture 2 from the previous section.
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Lemma 8.7.2. Symplectization

Cont
S−→ Symp

is level-wise a homotopy equivalence.

Sketch proof. Similar to the proof of Lemma 8.7.1, there is a map

r : Symp(M)→ Ham(M)

given by ω 7→ ω|M . Similar to Lemma 8.7.1, this map is a homotopy equivalence.

Let Ham0(M) be the space of exact Hamiltonian structures on Md−1. For each such M there is a
fibration sequence

Ham0(M) ↪→ Ham(M)
[−]−−→ H2(M ;R).

The right term being a vector space over R implies Ham0(M)
'−→ Ham(M) is a homotopy equivalence for

each Md−1.
Let Hamchar

0 (M) be the space of pairs (Ω, λ) such that λ is a characteristic 1-form for the exact
Hamiltonian structure Ω on M . There is an obvious forgetful map Hamchar

0 (M) → Ham0(M) which is
a fibration. The fiber is the affine space of characteristic 1-forms for a fixed Hamiltonian structure and is
thus contractible. There is a canonical map Cont(M)→ Hamchar

0 (M) given by α 7→ (dα, α). This map is
a homotopy equivalence. The result follows.

Proposition 8.7.3. The universal map

BCobcSympd → BCobSymp

is level-wise a homotopy equivalence.

Sketch proof. We follow the sketch proof of Conjecture 3 above. Namely, we show that for each germ
ω0 ∈ Symp(M) there exists ω ∈ Symp(I×M) restricting to ω0 on {0}×M and S(α) on {1}×M for some
α ∈ Cont(M). The map

Symp0(M) ↪→ Symp(M)
[−]−−→ H2(M ;R)

is a fibration sequence. Note that Symp0(M) ↪→ Symp(M) is then a homotopy equivalence. Clearly,
symplectization factors

Cont
S−→ Symp0 ↪→ Symp.

It follows from Lemma 8.7.2 that Cont→ Symp is level-wise a homotopy equivalence. Thus, there is a path
γ(t) = (ωt) in Symp(M) from (ω, J) to S(α) ∈ Symp(M). Because SpJ is a fiberwise equivariant sheaf,
γ determines its ‘graph’, ωI ∈ Sp(I ×M) where (ωI)(x,t) = (ωt)x). There is an h-principle due to Gromov
(see [EM02] for an survey and [Gro69] for a first account) stating that the inclusion Symp0 → Symp is
a weak homotopy equivalence. We can therefore integrate this almost-symplectic structure, relative to its
boundary, to a symplectic structure ω, J ∈ SympJ (I ×M). This is the desired morphism from (M,ω, J)
to (M,S(α)).
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9 Gauge theoretic sheaves and smooth 4-manifolds

In this section we identify the homotopy type of various gauge theoretic cobordism categories. The current
techniques for defining invariants of smooth structures, particularly on 4-manifolds, uses gauge theory.
Namely, these invariants are characteristic classes of gauge structures on smooth manifolds, that is coho-
mology classes of moduli spacesMgauge of gauge structures. Taking the point of view that we are interested
primarily in characteristic classes of smooth structures on smooth manifolds, that is cohomology classes
of BDiff , we could ask how close the forgetful map Mgauge → BDiff is to being an equivalence. Ap-
pealing to §4.3, one interpretation of some of the results in this section is that this map is an equivalence
after ‘stabilization’. In this sense, the ‘stable’ characteristic classes of gauge structures are the ‘stable’
characteristic classes of smooth structures.

9.1 Flat connections

Fix a Lie group G and choose as a model for EG the space of embeddings Emb(G,R∞) with the action
of G by pre-multiplication. In what follows, all principal G-bundles are taken to be smooth. Consider
the sheaf G-bun := mapsmBG of maps to BG which classify smooth principal G-bundles in the sense of §2.2.
Let (P → W ) ∈ G-bun be a principal G-bundle. There is the adjoint action ad of G on the Lie algebra
G := TeG resulting in the vector bundle ad(G) over W with total space P ×G G. Recall that a connection
on such a principal G-bundle P

π−→W is a (smooth) G-equivariant splitting

τP
A←− π∗τW

of the short exact sequence of vector bundles over P

0→ π∗adG → τP → π∗τW → 0;

see [AB83] for a general reference on the subject. For a fixed principal G-bundle P
π−→ W , topologize the

set of (smooth) connections, denoted Conn(P
π−→W ), with the C∞ Whitney topology.

The data of the splitting A above is equivalent to the data of a splitting π∗adG ωA←−− τP . Define the
curvature 2-form on W with values in G,

FA ∈ Γ(Λ2τ∗W ⊗ G),

by F (v, w) = ωA([A(v), A(w)]). The connection A is said to be flat if FA ≡ 0. Notice that to say A is flat is
to say that the d-dimensional distribution A(π∗τW ) on P is integrable. Thus a flat connection determines
and is determined by a foliation of P whose tangent distribution projects isomorphically onto π∗τW .

The functor
G-conn : Embd

op → Top,

given by W 7→ {(p,A) | p ∈ G-bunn(W ) and A ∈ Conn(p)}, is an equivariant sheaf. It is not obvious how
to topologize the set G-conn(W ); this is done as follows. The mapping space Mapsm(W,BG) is locally
contractible. Consider a contractible neighborhood f ∈ U ⊂Mapsm(W,BG). The choice of a contraction
c : U ' ∗, canonically determines a morphism of principal G-bundles,

P̃
c //

π̃

��

P

π

��
U ×W // W,
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where the lower horizontal map is projection, and the total space P̃ := ev∗EG with

ev : U ×W → BG

the evaluation map. Write τvert
P̃

for the vector bundle over P̃ whose restriction to {f} ×W is the tangent

bundle τf∗EG of the smooth principal bundle f∗EG over W . Let V ⊂Map(π̃∗(U ×TW ), τvert
P̃

) be an open
set. With such a choice of contraction of U , there is a canonical embedding U × V ↪→ G-conn(W ) given
by (f,A) 7→ (f,A|f ) where A|f is the map

π̃∗({f} × TW )→ Tf∗EG

whose composition with the inclusion τf∗EG ↪→ τvert
P̃

is A. Topologize G-conn(W ) as generated by the
images of these embeddings U × V for each choice of contraction c of U .

The obvious forgetful morphism G-conn
'−→ G-bun is level-wise a homotopy equivalence because the

space Conn(P
π−→W ) is affine on the space of 1-forms on W and therefore contractible. As a consequence,

BCobG-conn
d ' BCobG-bun

d ' Ω∞−1MTO(d) ∧BG+.

Of more interest is the equivariant sheaf

G-flat : Embd
op → Top

of flat connections. The theorem to follow is theorem 2 of [GCK08b]; presented below is an altogether
different proof.

Theorem 9.1.1. The morphism of equivariant sheaves G-flat→ G-bun induces a weak homotopy equiv-
alence

BCobG-flat
d → BCobG-bun

d ' Ω∞−1MTO(d) ∧BG+.

Proof. We are interested in the stalk Stalk0(G-flat|Rd
). Any principal G-bundle over Rd (induced by a

map Rd p−→ BG) is canonically isomorphic to the trivial bundle p(0) × Rd pr2−−→ Rd where G ∼= p(0) ∈ BG.
Any foliation of p(0)×Rd coming from a flat connection, when restricted to a small enough neighborhood
of 0 ∈ Rd, is standard; amounting to the data of a map of vector spaces T0Rd → Tep(0) × T0Rd such
that composition with the projection onto the second factor is the identity map on T0Rd. Such data is
contractible, contracting onto the standard inclusion {0} × T0Rd ↪→ Tep(0)× T0Rd. It follows that

Stalk0(G-flat|Rd
)
'−→ Stalk0(G-bun|Rd )

is a weak homotopy equivalence and the result follows.

Remark 9.2. Here, we relate the moduli space G− flat(W )//Diff(W ) of G− flat-structures on W to
similar moduli spaces found in the literature. Let α = (E → W ) be a principal G-bundle. Write Aut1(α)
for the gauge group of α defined as the bundle isomorphisms

E

��

φ̃ // E

��
W

idW // W
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which live over the identity on W . The moduli space of flat connections on a principal G-bundle α = (E →
W d) is the homotopy orbit space G-flat(W )α//Aut1(α) where G-flat(W )α ⊂ G-flat(W ) is the subspace
of pairs (f,A) such that f ∈Mapsm(W,BG)α is in the component which classifies α.

Write Aut(α) for the topological group of automorphisms

E

��

φ̃ // E

��
W

φ // W

which do not necessarily live over a diffeomorphism φ of W . There is a semi-direct product sequence

1→ Aut1(α)→ Aut(α)→ Diff(W )→ 1.

Namely, there is a section Diff(W ) → Aut(α) given by φ 7→ (φ∗, φ). This map is well-defined be-
cause our pull backs are taken inside ambient Euclidean space and are thus determined on the nose, not
just up to isomorphism. The universal moduli space of flat connections on α is the homotopy quotient
G-flat(W )α//Aut(α). The disjoint union Mflat(W ) := qα(G-flat(W )α//Aut(α)) is the universal moduli
space of flat connections on W .

Because of the section of semi-direct product sequence above, there is a projection mapG-flat(W )//Diff(W )→
Mflat(W ) from the moduli space of G-flat-structures on W to the universal moduli space of flat connec-
tions on W . In [GCK08a] it is shown that a natural mapMflat(W )→Mapsm(W,BG) is highly connected.

9.3 Solutions to the Yang-Mills equations for d = 4

Let met denote the equivariant sheaf of Riemannian metrics. A metric <,>∈ met(W ) induces a metric
on the vector bundle Λkτ∗W whose sections are k-forms on the d-manifold W ; to see this declare the basis
{e∗i1<...<ik} to be orthonormal for {ei} orthonormal with respect to <,>. Choose a metric <,>′ on the
vector bundle ad(π) over W . Such choices of metrics determine a Hodge star operator on the space of
forms on W with values in ad(π) as follows. For α ⊗ s such a k-form, ∗(α ⊗ s) is the (d − k)-form on W
defined implicitly by

− ∧ (∗α⊗ s) =< −, s >′< −, α > dvol<,>.

For W closed, this ∗-operator demonstrates Poincar duality on the level of forms.
Take G = SU(2) from the section above. Briefly, the Yang-Mills functional

YM : Conn(P
π−→W )→ R

is defined as the integral A 7→
∫
W ‖FA‖

2dvol<,>, referred to as the energy of a connection. A connection A
is said to be a solution to the Yang-Mills equations if A is a local minimum of YM. The Euler-Lagrange
equations inform us that solutions to the Yang-Mills functional in dimension four satisfy ∗FA = ±FA, the
self-dual and anti-self-dual solutions depending on the sign of the Chern class −c2(π). See [DK90] for a
full account of the material. See also [Sco05] for an overview.

Consider the equivariant sheaf
YM : Embop4 → Top

of (anti-)self-dual connections given by

w 7→ {(p,A,<,>,<,>′)}
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where <,>∈ met(W ), p ∈ G-bun(W ), <,>′∈ Met(ad(p)), and A ∈ Conn(p) with ∗FA = ±FA. The set
YM(W ) is topologized in an obvious way.

Theorem 9.3.1. The forgetful morphism of equivariant sheaves YM→ G-bun induces a weak homotopy
equivalence

BCobYM4 → BCobG-bun
4 ' Ω∞−1MTO(4) ∧BG+.

Proof. We identify the homotopy type of the stalk Stalk0(YM|R4 ). Begin as before by noting the canonical

homotopy equivalence G-bun(R4) ' ∗ = {G × R4 pr2−−→ R4}. Such a contraction pulls-back the remaining
data {A,<,>,<,>′}. It can thus be assumed that p ∈ G-bun(R4) is constant. There is a similar contraction
of met(Rd) onto δij ∈ met(R4). The splitting of p = (G× R4 → R4) results in a preferred connection

τG × τR4
A0←−− π∗τR4

given by A0(g, (m, v)) = ((g, 0), (m, v)). There is a straight-line homotopy At := tA + (1 − t)A0 of
connections from A to A0. A calculation using the triviality of A0 shows FAt = t2FA which is clearly
(anti-)self-dual exactly when FA is (anti-)self-dual. Lastly, because the space of metrics <,>′ is affine and
thus contractible, there is a homotopy equivalence

Stalk0(YM|R4 )
'−→ Stalk0(G-bun|R4 )

given by (p,A,<,>,<,>′) 7→ p. The result follows from the main theorem.

Remark 9.4. We relate the moduli space YM(W ) of Yang-Mills structures on W to those found in the
literature, namely the moduli space of (anti-) self-dual connections on W as in Donaldson’s theory. The
procedure is identical to that of the above Remark 9.2 with YM in place of G-flat.

9.5 Solutions to the Seiberg-Witten equations

This section begins with a refresher on Seiberg-Witten equations. The reader is referred to [Mor96] for a
full introductory account and to [Sco05] for an overview.

The fundamental group π1SO(d) ∼= Z/2 for d > 2 with universal double-cover group written Spin(d).
The group Z/2 being normal in both U(1) and Spin(4), consider the Lie group

SpinC(d) := U(1)×Z/2 Spin(d).

For d = 4, via quaternionic trickery, there is a splitting Spin(4) ∼= SU(2) × SU(2). There are then three
representations

SpinC(4)
det−−→ U(1) and SpinC(4)

ρ±−−→ U(2)

classifying a complex line bundle, called the determinate bundle, and two complex plane bundles. Think
of these complex plane bundles as quaternionic line bundles tensored with the “square root” of this deter-
minate bundle.

Let W 4 ⊂ R∞ be a smooth embedded 4-manifold with induced Riemannian metric <,>. Suppose W
has a spinC-structure l as in the diagram

BSpinC(4)

��
W

l
::tttttttttt τW // BO(4).
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There are then the determinant complex line bundle det and two complex plane bundles ω± over W .
Together with the Levi-Civita connection on (W,<,>), a connection A on the principal U(1)-bundle

W
det−−→ BU(1) induces a connection on the bundles (Pl → W ) and (Pω± → W ) still referred to as A.

Because the Lie algebra of U(1) is R, the curvature 2-form FA on W from det has values in R.
There is a bundle morphism

ω± ⊗ τW
•−→ ω∓ (9.1)

given locally by quaternionic multiplication (w, v) 7→ w∗v. This is called the Clifford action. Iterating this
Clifford action, there is an obvious extension of the Clifford action to all tensor powers of τW . The same
is true for tensor powers of τ∗W because of the metric <,> on W exhibiting an isomorphism τW ∼= τ∗W . In
particular, it is possible to regard the curvature 2-form FA of det as a section of the endomorphism bundle

FA ∈ Γ(EndC(ω+)).

There is a morphism of bundles
σ : ω+ → EndC(ω+),

called the squaring map, given when w has unit length by w 7→ ProjSpanC{w} − (1/2)id, the projection
onto the span of w minus its trace.

For α = (E → B) a general rank n vector bundle with structure group G, write Pα for the total space
of its associated principal bundle. So (Pα×GRn → B) ∼= α. Using this equivalence, there is an assignment

Γ(α)→MapG(Pα,Rn)

from the space of sections to the space of G-equivariant maps given by (b 7→ (p, v)) 7→ (p 7→ v). This
assignment is a homeomorphism. In this way it is possible to view a section of α as n real valued functions
on Pα.

In view of the paragraph above, there is a map

Γ(ω+)
∇A−−→ Γ(ω+ ⊗ τ∗W )

given by s 7→ (X 7→ A(X)(s)), the latter being the the vector A(X) on Pω+ acting on the coordinate
functions of s. This is the familiar notion of covariant derivative induced by a connection. Using the
isomorphism τ∗W

∼= τW induced from the metric <,>, and composing with the action (9.1), we obtain the
map

DA : Γ(ω+)→ Γ(ω+ ⊗ τW )→ Γ(ω−)

called the Dirac operator. Locally, for {ei} a local orthonormal frame, the Dirac operator is expressed as

Σiei • ∇Aei
where • denotes the Clifford action.

A Seiberg-Witten structure on W 4 is the data (l, <,>,A, s) where l is a SpinC(4)-structure on W , <,>
is a metric on W , A is a connection on the associated principal U(1)-bundle, and s ∈ Γ(ω+) is a section of
the induced complex plane bundle from l such that

DAs = 0 and FA = σ(s) ∈ End(ω+). (9.2)

There is an obvious topology on the set of Seiberg-Witten structures on W whose resulting space is denoted

SW(W ) = {(l, A, s) | (9.2)}.

The local character of a Seiberg-Witten structure results in SW being an equivariant sheaf.
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Theorem 9.5.1. The forgetful morphism of equivariant sheaves SW → SpinC(4) induces a weak homotopy
equivalence

BCobSW4 ' Ω∞−1MTSpinC(4).

Proof. We analyze SW(R4) in a neighborhood of the origin. There is a canonical isomorphism (and thus
path) from any SpinC(4)-structure l : R4 → BSpinC(4) to the constant structure l(0) for which all of the
bundles ω± and det are trivial. Independently, there is a canonical path of metrics on R4 from <,> to
the standard metric δij on R4. Under these simplifications, because the connection on ω+ is induced from
that on det, the Dirac operator DA is independent of A. The splitting of Pdet = U(1)×R4 over R4 results
in a preferred connection

τU(1) × τR4
A0←−− π∗τR4

given by A0(λ, (m, v)) = ((λ, 0), (m, v)). There is a straight-line homotopy At := tA + (1 − t)A0 of
connections from A to A0. A calculation using the triviality of A0 shows FAt = t2FA. Similarly, the
squaring map scales as σ(ts) = t2s. Thus, for (A, s) ∈ SW(R4) there is a canonical path from (A, s) to
(A0, 0) demonstrated by (At, ts), see (9.2). This proves that the assignment

SW(R4)→ SpinC(R4),

given by (l, <,>,A, s) 7→ l, is a homotopy equivalence on stalks. The result follows from the main theorem.

Remark 9.6. We relate the moduli space SW(W ) of Seiberg-Witten structures on W to those found in
the literature. Once again, the procedure is identical to that of the above Remark 9.2 with SW in place
of G-flat and the gauge group Gauge(det) ∼= Mapsm(W,U(1)) in place Aut(α).

10 Configurations, 2-dimensional oriented orbifolds, marked holomor-
phic curves, and submanifolds

In what follows we will make use of the following well-known proposition.

Proposition 10.0.1. Let α = (E → B) be an O(n)-vector bundle with associated unit sphere bundle

S(E)
p−→ B. Let α′ = (E′ → B) be an O(k)-vector bundle. There is a natural cofibration sequence of

spectra

Th(p∗α′)
p−→ Th(α′)→ Th(α⊕ α′).

Proof. The argument is simple. For u ∈ S(Eb), v ∈ E′b, and t ∈ [0,∞], the assignment (u, v, t) 7→
(tu, v) describes a map of spectra from the mapping cone of p to Th(α ⊕ α′). This map is a homotopy
equivalence.

10.1 Configurations

Consider the equivariant sheaf
con : Embd

op → Top

described by con(U) = Ψ0(U). So a point in con(U) is a discrete subset of U . The work has already
been done in §3.8 (there when d = 0) to establish Stalk0(con|Rd ) ' Sd = Rd ∪ {∞}. The homotopy orbit
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Sd//O(d) is the sphere bundle of the vector bundle ε⊕γd−1 over BO(d). As such, for p : Sd//O(d)→ BO(d)
the projection, the Thom spectrum (Sd//O(d))−γd fits into the cofibration sequence of spectra

(Sd//O(d))−γd → BO(d)−γd → BO(d)ε⊕γd⊕(−γd).

The right term is the suspension spectrum Σ∞+1BO(d)+ while the middle term is by definition MTO(d).
There is a canonical null homotopy of the right map due to the factor ε. It follows that

(Sd//O(d))−γd 'MTO(d) ∨ Σ∞BO(d)+.

We conclude from the main theorem and this discussion that

BCobcond ' Ω∞−1MTO(d)×QΣBO(d)+.

It can be checked that the forgetful morphism of equivariant sheaves con → ∗ induces the map of
spectra which simply collapses the term Σ∞BO(d)+. The morphism of equivariant sheaves ∗ → con, with
image the empty configuration, describes the splitting.

Similarly, there is a functor Cobcond → Cob
mapBO(d)

0 given by (W,K) 7→ (K, τW |K ) where K ⊂ W is a
configuration. This functor induces the map of spectra which collapses the MTO(d) term. The splitting
of this term is related to Euler characteristic in the following way.

Write S(γd,N ) = S(Ud,N )
p−→ Grd,N ) for the unit sphere bundle of γd,N = (Ud,N → Grd,N ). There is a

map Grd−1,N−1
ι−→ S(Ud,N ) given by V 7→ (R × V, e1). The connectivity of this map grows with N and

realizes a homotopy equivalence in the colimit over N . Moreover, the canonical morphism

γ⊥d−1,N−1 → ι∗γ⊥d,N

of rank (N − d) vector bundles over Grd−1,N−1 is an isomorphism. Thus, in the limit Σ−1MTO(d− 1) =

Σ−1Th(−γd−1)
'−→ Th(−p∗γd) is a homotopy equivalence. Upon identifying Th(γd ⊕−γd) = Σ∞BO(d)+,

Proposition 10.0.1 gives the cofibration sequence of Thom spectra

Σ−1MTO(d− 1)→MTO(d)→ Σ∞BO(d)+.

Presented below is a geometric interpretation of the right map.
Recall the space ΨFd (RN ) of pairs (W, g) where W ⊂ RN is an embedded d-manifold and g ∈ F(W ).

Although not induced by a map of equivariant sheaves, there is a homotopy class of a map

Ψd → Ψcon
d

described as follows. Over Ψd(RN ) is the tautological space

EΨd(RN ) := {(W,w) | w ∈W} ⊂ Ψd(RN )× RN .

Choose a continuous section s ∈ Γ(EΨk(RN )→ Ψk(RN )) so that s(W ) represents the Euler characteristic

of the d-manifold W . Such a continuous section exists on compact smooth families X
f−→ Ψd(RN ) as the

(isolated) zeros of a vertical vector field on the pull back f∗EΨd(RN ) . Such a section is a lift

Ψcon
d (RN )

��
X

f //

s
;;vvvvvvvvvv

Ψd(RN ).

Composing s with the projection Ψcon
d (RN ) → Ψ

mapBO(d)

0 (RN ) described above realizes the quotient map
MTO(d)→ Σ∞BO(d)+.
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10.2 2-dimensional oriented orbifolds

A 2-dimensional oriented orbifold is the data of an oriented surface with unordered marked discrete points
each labeled by a cyclic group. Consider then the equivariant sheaf

Ncon : Embop2 → Top

given by
Ncon(U) = {(σ,K, q) | σ ∈ Or(U), K ∈ con(U), and q : K → N}.

It is simple to check that Stalk0(Ncon|R2 ) ' N× S2 and thus

BCobN
con

2 ' Ω∞−1(N× S2//SO(2))−γ2 .

The observation that there is a bijection between mor CobN
con

2 and the space of 2-dimensional embedded
oriented orbifolds in R∞ elects CobN

con

2 as a fine example of a 2-dimensional oriented cobordism category.
One might request that the objects of such an orbifold cobordism category be either smooth manifolds
themselves or at least orbifolds in their own right. In either case, as all objects in the stated orbifold cobor-
dism category are homotopy isomorphic to such objects, from §8.4 the weak homotopy of the classifying
spaces of these various candidate orbifold cobordism categories will be identical. In this ad hoc way, we
have thus identified its weak homotopy type.

10.3 Marked maps

Fix a smooth closed manifold Y and a compact submanifold Z ⊂ Y . Choose a complete metric on Y .
Choose δ > 0 such that a δ-neighborhood of Z in Y is a tubular neighborhood. Refer to such a tubular
neighborhood as νZ .

Consider the equivariant sheaf conY,Z given by

conY,Z(U) = {(K, f) | K ∈ con(U) and f ∈ mapY (U) such that f(K) ⊂ Z}.

Consider the diagram
Y ← νZ × Sd−1 → Z

where the left arrow is projection onto νZ followed by inclusion into Y ; the right arrow is projection onto
νZ followed by projection onto Z. With trivial O(d)-actions on the left and right terms, the maps in
the diagram are O(d)-equivariant. Write H for the homotopy colimit of the diagram with the induced
O(d)-action.

Theorem 10.3.1. There is a weak homotopy equivalence

BCob
conY,Z
d ' Ω∞−1(H//O(d))−γd .

Remark 10.4. Let Y = (Y, i) be a complex (or symplectic) manifold. Though no details will be provided,
the proof below holds for the equivariant sheaf (con× C)Y,Z described by

(con× C)Y,Z(W ) = {(K, j, f) | K ∈ con(W ) and f ∈ CY (W ) with f(K) ⊂ Z}.

(Recall that CY is the sheaf of complex structures along with a holomorphic map to Y ). In the case d = 2,

the cobordism category Cob
(con×C)Y,Z
2 is the category of marked holomorphic curves with markings landing

in a prescribed submanifold Z of Y . The space of morphisms of this category consisting of closed surfaces
is homotopy equivalent to the moduli spaces in enumerative geometry and Gromov-Witten theory.
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Before presenting the proof, we make H more explicit. There is a morphism of horizontal O(d)-diagrams

(νZ

��

νZ × Sd−1oo //

��

Y )

��
({0} Sd−1oo // {∞})

inducing an O(d)-equivariant map on homotopy colimits as H → Sd ∼= Rd∪{∞}. Away from∞, this map
is a fibration. The fiber over x ∈ Rd is the space

{p ∈ νZ | dist(p, prZ(p)) ≤ φ(‖x‖)} ' νZ

where φ : [0,∞)→ [0, δ) is some homeomorphism. The fiber over ∞ is of course Y .

Proof of Theorem 10.3.1. We will build the diagram

(V0

h
��

V0 ∩ Vminoo //

h
��

Vmin)

h
��

(Y νZ × Sd−1oo // Z).

Consider the subspace conδY,Z(Rd) consisting of those pairs (K, f) for which the image f(Rd) ⊂ Bδ(f(0))

is contained in a δ-neighborhood of f(0) ∈ Y . Recognize conδY,Z(Rd) = V0 ∩ Vmin as in the proof from §3.8

where V0 consists of those pairs (K, f) for which 0 /∈ K ⊂ Rd and Vmin consists of those pairs for which K
has a unique closest point to 0 ∈ Rd. The top horizontal maps are inclusions of subspaces. The left vertical
map is given by h(K, f) = f(0) ∈ Y . The right vertical map is given by h(K, f) = f(k) where k ∈ K is
the unique closest point in Rd to 0. Finally, the middle vertical map is given by h(K, f) = (f(0), k/‖k‖).
There are obvious actions of O(d) on the spaces in the diagram (some of them trivial actions) with respect
to which the diagram is O(d)-equivariant.

The diagram commutes up to a specific homotopy. Namely, the left square commutes up to the
homotopy ((K, f), t) 7→ f(tk). But more, each vertical map is a weak homotopy equivalence; the argument
being similar to those in §3.8. Regarding the diagram as a morphism of horizontal diagrams, it follows that
the map of homotopy colimits of the horizontal diagrams is a weak homotopy equivalence. Thus, denoting
the homotopy colimit of the bottom horizontal diagram by H, the obvious zig-zag map conδY,Z(Rd) '−→ H
is a weak homotopy equivalence.

Taking germs of such maps as Rd is replaced by ε-neighborhoods of the origin, we arrive at the O(d)-
equivariant zig-zag of weak homotopy equivalences

Stalk0(conY,Z |Rd
)
'−→ H.

Indeed, the inclusion

colimεcon
δ
Y,Z(Dε)→ colimεconY,Z(Rd) = Stalk0(conY,Z |Rd

)

is a weak homotopy equivalence for the following reason. For K a compact CW-complex, and K →
conY,Z(Rd) a family of such configurations, there is an ε > 0 such that the compositionK → conY,Z(Rd) restrict−−−−−→
conY,Z(Dε) canonically factors as K → conδY,Z(Dε) ↪→ conY,Z(Dε). The result follows from the main theo-
rem.
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10.5 Higher dimensional configurations: Ψk

Consider the equivariant sheaf Ψk : Embd
op → Top from §3.2 given as

Ψk(W ) = {Kk ⊂W d}

where K ⊂ W is a k-dimensional submanifold of W d without boundary and closed as a subset. From the
main theorem there is a weak homotopy equivalence

BCobΨk
d ' Ω∞−1(Th(γ⊥k,d)//O(d))−γd

since from §3.8, Ψk(Rd) ' Th(γ⊥k,d) as O(d)-spaces. Here, the action of O(d) on Th(γ⊥k,d) comes from the

standard action of O(d) on Rd.
Consider the fiberwise equivariant sheaf mapτBO(d) : Embopk → Top associated to the following fibration

over BO(k). Define
Bτ = {(U, V ) | U ∈ BO(k) and U ⊂ V ∈ BO(d)}.

The obvious projection of Bτ onto BO(k) is a fibration. The fiber over U ∈ BO(k) is the space BO(d−k).

In fact, there is a splitting Bτ
'−→ BO(k)×BO(d− k) with homotopy inverse given by direct sum. There

are two forgetful functors

Cobd ← CobΨk
d → Cob

mapτ
BO(d)

k .

The left arrow is given by (Kk ⊂ W d) 7→ W d while the right arrow is given by (K ⊂ W ) 7→ (K, τW |K ).
Upon taking classifying spaces there results a map of spectra

(Ψk(Rd)//O(d))−γd → BO(d)−γd ∨ (BO(k)−γk ∧BO(d− k)+).

Let Xr be a compact r-manifold and let X
f−→ Ψd(RN ) be a smooth family. After possibly increasing

N , a smooth lift X
f̃−→ ΨΨk

d (RN ) of f yields a smooth family X → Ψ
mapBO(d−k)
k (RN ). For k = 1, there is

always such a lift given by ‘continuously’ choosing fiberwise representatives of the dual of wd−1, the (d−1)st

Stiefel-Whitney class. The resulting composition X
wd−1f−−−−→ Ψ

mapBO(d−1)

1 (RN ) being null homotopic implies

the family X
f−→ Ψd(RN ) is concordant to a composition

X → Ψd−2(RN−2)
R2×−−−−−→ Ψd(RN ).

The same is true for general k ≤ d provided it is possible to choose continuous fiberwise manifold repre-
sentatives of the dual of wd−k. In this way, MTO(k) ∧ BO(d − k)+ is a close description of the space of
obstructions for a map

X →MTO(d)

to lift to Σ−k−1MTO(d− k − 1).
We now describe the actual cofiber of the map Σ−kMTO(d − k) → MTO(d). Write Frk(γd,N ) =

(Frk(Ud,N )
p−→ Grd,N ) for the unit k-frame bundle associated to γd,N = (Ud,N → Grd,N ). There is a map

Grd−k,N−k
ι−→ Frk(Ud,N ) given by V d−k 7→ (Rk × V, {e1, ..., ek}). The connectivity of this map grows with

N and realizes a homotopy equivalence in the colimit over N . Moreover, the canonical morphism

γ⊥d−k,N−k → ι∗γ⊥d,N
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of rank (N − d) vector bundles over Grd−k,N−k is an isomorphism. Thus, in the limit Σ−kMTO(d− k) =

Σ−kTh(−γd−k)
'−→ Th(−p∗γd) is a homotopy equivalence.

Let α := (P → B) be a principal O(n)-bundle. Denote also by α its asociated rank n vector bundle
with metric. For V a vector space with metric <,>, a collection {v1, ..., vk} ⊂ V is said to be a scaling
k-frame of V if there is an r ≥ 0 such that < vi, vj >= r2δij . Let Fr+

k (V ) be the space of scaling k-frames
in V topologized in the obvious way. Define Fr+

k (α) = (P ×O(n) Fr
+
k (Rn) → B) as the bundle of scaling

k-frames of α. In this way there is the fiber bundle

Fr+
k (γd,N ) = (Fr+

k (Ud,N )→ Grd,N ).

The projection
Fr+

k (Ud,N )×Grd,N U
⊥
d,N → Grd,N

is a fiber bundle over Grd,N denoted by Fr+
k (γd,N )⊕γ⊥d,N . Extend notation and denote by Th(Fr+

k (γd,N )⊕
γ⊥d,N ) the one-point compactification of Fr+

k (Ud,N )×Grd,N U⊥d,N . Write TFkO(d) := Th(Fr+
k (γd)⊕−γd) for

the spectrum whose N th space is Th(Fr+
k (γd,N ) ⊕ γ⊥d,N ) with structures maps induced from those of the

Thom spectrum Th(−γd). A nearly identical proof to Proposition 10.0.1 proves

Proposition 10.5.1. There is a cofibration sequence of spectra

Σ−kMTO(d− k)→MTO(d)
χk−→ TFkO(d).

It follows that Ω∞TFkO(d) measures obstructions for a family X → Ω∞MTO(d) to be concordant to a
family X → Ω∞+kMTO(d− k)→ Ω∞MTO(d). Said another way, Ω∞TFkO(d) measures the obstruction
for a stable family of d-manifolds to be concordant to a stable family of (d−k)-manifolds fiberwise crossed
with Rk.

As should be expected, the spectra TFkO(d) are built inductively out of the TF1O(l) = Th(γl⊕−γl) ∼=
Σ∞BO(l)+ with l ≤ d.

Proposition 10.5.2. There is a cofibration sequence of spectra

Σ−1TFk−1O(d− 1)→ TFkO(d)→ Σ∞BO(d)+.

Proof. It is routine to verify that this is indeed a cofibration sequence. For concreteness, the left map is
given by assigning to a scaling (k − 1)-frame {v1, ..., vk−1} ⊂ V d−1 the scaling k-frame {e1, v1, ..., vk−1} ⊂
R ⊕ V . The right map is given by assigning to a scaling k-frame {v1, ..., vk} ⊂ V d the scaling 1-frame
{v1} ⊂ V .

Remark 10.6. There are obvious analogues to the previous two propositions 10.5.1 and 10.5.2 for vector
spaces endowed with tangential structure. Notable examples of such extra structure are that of an orienta-
tion, replacing the groups O(−) with SO(−) in all places; and framings, replacing the symbol O(−) with
the symbol 1(−).

Proposition 10.6.1. Suppose W d is a parallelizable d-manifold. Then the map induced by inclusion of
1-simplicies

BDiff(W )
ι−→ BCobd ' Ω∞MTO(d)

is the zero-map in rational homotopy. Choosing an orientation of W , the same is true for

BDiffOr(W )
ι−→ BCobOrd ' Ω∞MTSO(d).
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Proof. Only the non-oriented case will be presented, the oriented case being nearly identical. The case
d = 0 is obviously true. Assume d ≥ 1. First note from the fibration sequence

Ω∞+dMTO(0)→ Ω∞MTO(d)
χd−→ Ω∞TFdO(d)

that the right map induces an isomorphism on rational homotopy groups. Next, notice by induction on d
that Proposition 10.5.2 implies

Q ∼= Q⊗ πqΩ∞TFd1(d).

Let W ⊂ R∞ be the base point in BDiff(W ). So to prove the corollary we need only show that any
smooth based map

Sq
f−→ BDiff(W )

ι−→ Ω∞MTO(d)
χd−→ Ω∞TFdO(d)

factors through Ω∞TFd1(d)→ Ω∞TFdO(d) up to homotopy. For this we describe an explicit construction

for the composite map Sq
χd◦ι◦f−−−−→ Ω∞TFdO(d).

A smooth based map Sq
f−→ BDiff(W ) is the data of a smooth fiber bundle Eq+d

p−→ Sq with fiber
over the base point ∗ ∈ Sq equal to W . Over E there is the vertical tangent bundle τvp whose fiber over

e ∈ E is the vertical tangent space Tep
−1(p(e)). Associated to τvp is the fiber bundle Fr+

d (τvp ) over E of
scaling d-frames of τvp . The zero-section of this fiber bundle gives the composite map Sq → Ω∞TFdO(d).

Unfortunately, the map BDiff(W )
ι−→ Ω∞MTO(d) is not based. In fact, this map does not necessarily

land in the component of the base point. To resolve this issue, we choose the image of W ∈ BDiff(W )
as the base point in the appropriate component of Ω∞MTO(d). To ensure that the zero-section map
BDiff(W ) → Ω∞MTO(d) → Ω∞TFdO(d) is a based map, we describe once and for all a path from the
image of W to the base point ∅ ∈ Ω∞TFdO(d) of the empty frame. Fix a framing of W . Scalar-multiplying
this frame by t with t ∈ [1,∞] gives a path to from the image of W to the empty frame.

Now choose a smooth bump function φ : Sq → [0,∞] which is identically ∞ on a ball ∗ ∈ B′ ⊂ Sq and
has support in a larger ball B′ ⊂ B ⊂ Sq. Choose a trivialization of E|B → B. This choice along with

the framing of W gives a map B
s′−→ Ω∞TFdO(d). The map φs′, scalar-multiplying each scaling-frame,

extends as the zero-frame to a map s : Sq → Ω∞TFdO(d). This map s is homotopic to the zero-section
map from two paragraphs above. Note that s sends B′ 3 ∗ to the empty frame, that is, to the base point
in Ω∞TFdO(d).

Choose a trivialization of E|Sq\∗ → Sq \ ∗. This choice along with the framing of W gives a lift

s̃ : Sq \ ∗ → Ω∞TFd1(d) of s|Sq\∗ . But this lift can be extended to all of Sq by declaring ∗ 7→ ∅, the

empty scaling-frame. This shows that the map Sq
χd◦ι◦f−−−−→ Ω∞TFdO(d) factors through Ω∞TFd1(d) up to

homotopy as desired.

Corollary 10.6.2. For W 3 a closed oriented 3-manifold, the map

BDiffOr(W )→ Ω∞MTSO(3)

is the zero-map in rational homotopy.

Remark 10.7. Recently, in [Ebe09] Ebert proved using index theory that the above map is the zero-map
in rational homology.
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